Welcome to COMPASS POINTS: The Locations, Landscapes and Coordinates of Identity.
This program provides everything you will need to navigate your way around a wonderfully full, diverse and engaging program of papers,
panels, performances, workshops, launches, discussions and social activities on offer as part of the conference.
The first few pages provide maps of Brisbane, maps of bus, train and ferry routes in Brisbane you can use to get to from the city to QUT Kelvin
Grove Campus (including the QUT Shuttle Bus), maps of QUT Kelvin Grove Campus, QUT Kelvin Grove Creative Industries Precinct, and the
QUT Kelvin Grove Urban Village where you can find shops, restaurants and essential services.
The later pages provide the schedule, together with abstracts and biographies for each of the presenters.
We hope you enjoy finding your own path through this landscape over the next few days!

Caroline Heim, Bree Hadley, Sandra Gattenhof, Matt Delbridge, Stephen Carlton, and Diana Looser,
“COMPASS POINTS: The Locations, Landscapes and Coorinations of Identities” Convenors
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Conference Venue - Brisbane City Centre

Queensland University of Technology
Kelvin Grove Campus

Brisbane City Centre

Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts

COMPASS POINTS °

Conference Venue - Brisbane City Centre

Roma Street Station

Brisbane City Centre

St George Square (City) Buses
Route 66 to QUT Kelvin Grove (KG Busway)

QUT Kelvin Grove Shuttle Bus

Cultural Centre (QPAC) Buses
Route 330, 333 or 345 to QUT Kelvin Grove (KG
Road)
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Conference Venue – Queensland University of Technology
Bus Route 66 from Cultural Centre (QPAC) or City
(King George Square) to QUT Kelvin Grove
Busway Station, approximately every 15 minutes

QUT Shuttle Bus from QUT
Gardens Point to QUT Kelvin
Grove, approximately every 20

Kelvin Grove Urban Village
– Supermarket, Pharmacy,
Coffee Shops, Restaurants,
etc.

Parking

Creative Industries – Drama
Staff Offices in L and K Blocks

CI Precincts –
Main Paper, Panel and
Performance Venues
44 Musk Avenue –
Doctor, Dentist, Optometrist,
Fitness Centre, etc.

Kelvin Grove Road to City →

Bus Route 330, 333 or 345 from Cultural
Centre (QPAC) or City (King George
Square) to QUT Kelvin Grove Busway
Station, approximately every 15 minutes
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Conference Venue – QUT Creative Industries Precinct

QUT CI Precincts Z2 – “The Terrace”
Z2-226 “The Hall” Papers on Level 2
Z2-304 – Z2-315 Papers, Panels and Performances on Level 3
, “The Glasshouse” on Level 4 “The Loft” on Level 5

QUT CI Precincts Z1 “The Block”

QUT CI Precincts Z1 – “The Works”
La Boite Theatre Company
Dancing Bean Coffee Shop
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Computer
Labs

Conference Venue – QUT Creative Industries Precinct
KG
Ro
ad
En
try
→

Z2 – “The Terrace”
Level 1&2

Z2 – “The Terrace”
Level 3
Z2-307
Z2-306

Z2-226 “The Hall”

Stairs
← KG Road Entry
Toilets

Stairs

Z2-310

Z2-305

Toilets
Z2-304

Lift

Lift
Z2-315

Amphitheatre / Patio

Z2 – “The Terrace”
Level 4

Z1 – “The Works”
Stairs

La Boite Theatre Company
Glasshouse

Lift

Dancing Bean Coffee Shop

Exit to Parade Ground →
Parer Place Parade Ground

Z3 – “The Block”

To
Mu
sk
Ave
nue
→

Z6 – “The Hub”

Z4 – “The Hut”
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Conference Contacts & Information

“Compass Points” Conference Convenors
Dr Caroline Heim (QUT): XXX
Dr Diana Looser (UQ): XXX

Queensland University of Technology
Queensland University of Technology – Switch: 3138 2000
Queensland University of Technology – iPhone Application (Including Maps): QUT Mobile at http://www.qut.edu.au/about/servdirect/technology/mobile.jsp
Queensland University of Technology, Kelvin Grove Campus – Maps: http://www.ciprecinct.qut.edu.au/visitors/maps.jsp
Queensland University of Technology, Kelvin Grove Campus – Security: 3138 5585
Emergency: 3138 8888 or 000

Transportation
AIrtrain (Brisbane Domestic Airport to Brisbane City – Roma Street) : www.airtrain.com.au or 32163308
Train Route from Brisbane Domestic Airport to Brisbane City Centre, every 15 minutes, about a 15-20 minute trip
Translink (Bus, Train, Ferry) : www.translink.com.au or 132030
Bus Routes 66, 330, 333, and 345 run from Cultural Centre or King George Square bus station to QUT KG every 15 minutes, about a 5 minute trip.
Bus Routes XXX run from Cultural Centre or King George Square (City) bus station to UQ St Lucia every XXX minutes, about a XXX minute trip.
*** The “Go Brisbane” iPhone Application also provides information on Bus, Train and Ferry routes and timetables.
*** Translink Cards for travel on Brisbane buses, trains and ferries are available at 7-Eleven.
Yellow Cabs: www.yellowcabs.com.au or 131008
Black & White Cabs: www.blackandwhitecabs.com.au or 133222

Accommodation
See www.adsa2012.com

Theatres, Galleries, Culture & Entertainment Venues
See www.adsa2012.com
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Program

The “Compass Points: The Locations, Landscapes and Coordinates of Identities” program was developed in streams of interest, allowing
presenters investigating similar areas in their papers, panels and performances to connect and start conversations.
These are represented in the schedule as –
Compass Points – Social & Cultural Imaginaries (aka ‘S&CImaginaries’)
Papers, panels and perfo rman ces in this stream convene d by Diana Lo oser i nvestiga te ideas a bou t cul tural geo graphy, i magi natio n and me mory, in clu ding new ways of
theor isin g t hese ter rains, acr oss a ran ge of everyday, histor ical an d conte mpora ry perf orma tive pra ctices.

Compass Points – Plays, Playwrighting & Production (aka ‘PP&Production’)
Papers, panels and perfo rman ces in this stream convene d by Stephe n Carlet on i nvestiga te t he way perso nal, social, cul tura l, or po lit ical landscapes in for m playwr igh tin g and
prod uct ion practices a t spe cifi c si tes at spe cifi c t imes.

Compass Points – Devised, Physical & New Media (aka ‘DP&NMedia’)
Papers, panels and perfo rman ces in this stream convene d by Sandra Gat tenho f invest igate the way l itera l, metaph ori cal o r i nterpe rsona l landscapes are e mbo died in
conte mpo rary per for mance p ract ices, in clu din g post-d ramat ic pe rfo rmance, p hysical perf orman ce, dance, and site- specific perfor mance practices.

Compass Points – Scenography, Design & Settings (aka ‘Scenography’)
Papers, panels and perfo rman ces in this stream convene d by Mat t Delb ridge exam ine ho w desi gn, pro ductio n and pro ductio n managemen t p ract ices – i nclu din g scen ic design,
sound design, l igh tin g desi gn an d audi o-visual desig n – con tr ibu te to the constru cti on o f lo cati on, landscape and meanin g in histo ri cal and con temp orary pe rfo rmance practices.

Compass Points – Performing Arts Careers (aka ‘PACareers’)
Papers, panels and perfo rman ces in this stream convene d by Mat t Delb ridge exam ine ho w desi gn, pro ductio n and pro ductio n managemen t p ract ices – i nclu din g scen ic design,
sound design, l igh tin g desi gn an d audi o-visual desig n – con tr ibu te to the constru cti on o f lo cati on, landscape and meanin g in histo ri cal and con temp orary pe rfo rmance practices.

Compass Points – Dance (aka ‘Dance’)
Papers and pane ls in this stream suggested by Justine Shi h Pearson of Cri ti cal Path i n Sydney represe nt p reli mina ry engage ment wi th the i dea of establi shin g an “Australasian
Movement Resear ch Net work” to sup por t resear ch i nt o movemen t in dance an d per for mance i n Australasia.

Tuesday 3rd July 2012
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Z2-226
10.30am-4.30pm
5.00pm-7.00pm
7.00pm-9.00pm
7.00pm-9.00pm

Z2-304

Z2-305

Z2-306

Z2-307

Z2-310

Early Career Researcher (ECR) and Postgraduate Workshop Day, Z2-315, CI Precincts, QUT KG Campus
Conference Welcome, ” The Block” CI Precincts, QUT KG Campus
Postgraduate Delegate Dinner, Thai Lillee, QUT Kelvin Grove Urban Village
NZ Delegate Dinner, Sago, QUT Kelvin Grove Urban Village

Z2-315

Z2-501 & Other

Wednesday 4thrd July 2012
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Z2-226
9.00am-10.30am

10.30am11.00am
11.00am12.30pm

Z2-304

Z2-305

Z2-306

Z2-307

Z2-310

Z2-315

Other

Keynote – “Playful Strategies of Staging Identity in a Mediatised Culture”, Chiel Kattenbelt (Utrecht University),
chaired by Sandra Gattenhof (QUT), Z2-226 “The Hall”
Morning Tea, Z2-400,
S&CImaginaries

PACareers

DP&NMedia

DP&NMedia

Scenography

PANEL: Mapping
New Terrain in
Audience
Engagement
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-226

PANEL: Plotting
New Courses (1):
Careers in
Directing &
Dramaturgy
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-304

PANEL: Devising
Performance (1):
Inspirations,
Practices &
Processes
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-305

PANEL: Dance &
Physical Theatre:
Techniques,
Communities,
Audiences
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-306

PANEL:
Visualisation &
Memory
Chair: M.
Delbridge (QUT)
Room: Z2-307

PANEL:
Anatomy of a
Dance Work
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-310

G. McGillivray
(Sydney): A

C. Hay (Sydney):

D. Adamson
(Deakin):

F. Barbe
(Independent):

H. Markstein
(WAAPA): De-sign

Performing The
Place of Walter
Benjamin

The Interaction of
Butoh and Suzuki in
Contemporary
Performer Training;
Paraphrasing and
Translating
Intercultural Models

M. Del Amo
(Sydney)
A. Card (Sydney)
J. Shih Pearson
(Sydney)

Spectacle that
Enthrals: Social
Media and the
Theatre of Memory
C. Heim (QUT): No
Exit from the Gaze:
Sartre’s Theory
explicated through
Meisner’s Practice

S. Gattenhof, C.
Spurgeon & L
Bourke (QUT):
More than just Arts
Audiences:
Engaging Young
People as ‘Publics’

NIDA Goes to Berlin

P. Wilcox (NIDA):
Lessons in
Ambiguity, Clarity
and the Moral in
Director Training
and Professional
Practice
K. Kelly (UQ): The
Location of
Dramaturgy in the
PerformanceMaking Process:
Towards a Concrete
Identity for
Dramaturgical
Practice

M. Beh (St
Josephs): Beauty is
Difficult – Badiou’s
‘Being as Stimulus
for Performance
Creation

R. Torney (ECU):
Clinchfield: Finding a
style of
PerformanceMaking between
Devised Theatre
and Text-based
Theatre

K. Mezur (FUB):
Stranger
Communities: The
Uncanny Migrations
of Berliner Butoh

A. Ali-Haapala
(QUT): Looking
Away From The
Stage: A Chase
Study Of
Expressions Dance
Company’s
Audiences

”

and Signals

E. Kipiste (NIDA):
Directing
Visualisation

Dance

This curated panel
will investigate the
inspiration,
development,
presentation, and
response to Martin
del Amo’s Anatomy
of an Afternoon
(2012), which
recently premiered
at this year’s Sydney
Festival.

PP&P roduction

PANEL:
Redrawing the
Australian Map:
Rethinking
Theatre in the
Regions
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-315
J. McGraw
(Sydney): Nomads in
a Strange Town: The
Role of Itinerant
Professionals in
Country Drama
Societies

S. Mee (QUT):
Large-Scale
Community Projects
in Regional
Queensland –
Unlocking Creative
Potential and
Community Identity

Other

NA

NA

12.30pm-1.30pm

1.30pm-3.00pm

Lunch, Z2-400, “The Glasshouse”
S&CImaginaries

PACareers

DP&NMedia

DP&NMedia

Dance

PP&P roduction

PANEL: Cultural
Landscapes of
the Theatrical
Past
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-226

PANEL: Plotting
New Courses (2):
Aspirations,
Ambitions &
Learning
Pathways
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-304

PANEL: Devising
Performance (2):
Autobiography,
Means & Media
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-305

PANEL: Bodily
Practices,
Spirituality,
Identity: The Self
in Performance
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-306

PANEL: The
Scenographic &
Location
Chair: J.
Tompkins (UQ)
Room: Z2-307

MEETING:
Australasian
Movement
Research
Network (1)
Chair: J. Shia
Pearson (Critical
Path)
Room: Z2-310

PANEL: The
Terrain of the
Mainstage: Some
Cardinal
Considerations
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-315

WORKSHOP:
Butoh and the
Devising
Performer: A
Workshop
Demonstration
by F. Barbe
Room: L202

K. Baston
(LaTrobe):

R. Torney (ECU):

R. Dennis
(Glamorgan):

T. Kittikong
(ECU): Noting the

Delyse Ryan
(ACU): Which Way

Negotiating
Transcultural
Complexities and
identities in
Research-Based
Theatre

Self Project: The
Compass Point of
Solo Improvised
Performance and
Vipassana
Meditation in
Buddhism

F. Barbe
(Independent
Scholar)

C. Nelson (UTS):

Landscapes of
Making:
Autobiography,
Memory and
Improvised
Performance

Inaugural Meeting –
“Australasian
Movement Research
Network:
supporting research
into movement in
dance and
performance”

K. Volz (QUT):

Harlequin
Highlander:
Spectacular
geographies at the
Edinburgh
Equestrian Circus,
1790-1800

D. O’Donnell & J.
Davenport
(VUW): It’s About

“Round and Round
and Round – Round
and Round and
Round – It Makes Me
Dizzy!”

S. Edgecomb
(UQ): North/South:
The Cultural
Response to
Iconography of the
Richmond Theatre
Fire, 1811

M. Angelucci
(UTS): The South of
the Saints: Carmelo
Bene’s reinvention
of Southern Italy

FirstHand 2.0

Is Up?: An
Experimental
Performance

T. Izzard (Curtin):

D. Megarrity
(QUT): Tyrone

T. Strawson
(Plymouth):
Balinese Ceremonial
Performance: The
Embodiment of a
Topeng Mask using
the Nawa Sanga

Scenography

Time: Three Studies
in Sustainable
Scenography in the
Pacific

S. Studham
(WAAPA): The
Orientation &
Reorientation of
Perceptions &
Procedures of a
Cross-Cultural Stage
Management Team
in Bali

Alone: the Set-List,
the Script and the
Stage

“Don’s Party and the
AV Jennings ‘Type 15’
Home”

M. Hamilton
(Wollongong):
“Benedict Andrews’
The Seagull: A
Mediation on the
Great Australian
Emptiness’ or a culde-sac of the ‘Real’?”

D. Varney
(Melbourne): “a
pack of dogs
somewhere in the
distance”: Patrick
White’s suburbia in
Season at Sarsaparilla

3.00pm-3.30pm

Afternoon Tea, Z2-400, “The Glasshouse”, including book launch of Split Britches’ A Menopausal Gentleman 3.45pm-3.55pm

3.30pm-5.00pm

Plenary – Evaluating Performance as Research: Presenting Work for HDR and ERA/PRF Purposes

6.30pm-8.00pm
8.00pm-10.00pm

Performance – “The Lost Lounge”, by Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw, chaired by Matt Delbridge (QUT), Z2-501 “The Loft”
ADSA Executive Dinner, Sago, QUT Kelvin Grove Urban Village

Other

This workshop
invites participants
to experience a
series of butohbased structures
designed to
cultivate creativity
and improvisation
skills in the context
of devising
movement work.

Thursday 5rd July 2012
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Z2-226
9.00am-10.30am

10.30am-11.00am

Z2-305

Z2-306

Z2-307

Z2-310

Z2-315

Other

Keynote – “Turbulence, Challenge & Change: the Shifting Landscapes of Locate Theatre Practice”, in conversation
with Enoch (QTC) & David Berthold (La Boite TC), chaired by Caroline Heim (UQ), Z2-226 “The Hall”
Morning Tea, Z2-400, “The Glasshouse”
S&CImaginaries

11.00am-12.30pm

Z2-304

S&CImaginaries

DP&NMedia

Other

PANEL:
Colonialism,
Cultural
Hegemony &
Politics
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-226

PANEL:
Transitional City
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-226

PANEL: Devising
Performance (3):
Brain, Psyche &
Personal
Memories as
Materials
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-305

NA

H. KassaySchuster
(Melbourne):

S. Mazer
(Christchurch):

J. Loth (La Trobe):

NA

Borderland Bühne:
Stadttheater as
Contested Space
for Constructing
and Imagining
Contemporary
German Identity

R. Reynolds
(Christchurch): The

A. Hossain
(Monash): British
Invasion, Cultural
Hegemony, and
the Changing
Identity of Jatra

L. W. Liang
(Singapore):
Theatrical
Mediation of
Cultures and
Politics in the Far

Ghost Town

Desire for the Gap

G. Parker
(Christchurch):
Arts Circus
This curated panel
explores questions of
performance and
performativity in
what is being called
‘The Transitional
City’ – Christchurch
2012.

Personal Storytelling
through Cabaret:
Navigating the
Terrain of
Autoethnographic
Performance

K. Hunter (VUT):
Facts and Fictions:
Landscapes of
Memory,
Imagination and the
Brain in
PerformanceMaking

R. Nolan (ECU):
Performing…Art:
Tracing Fleshed
Performance and the
Live Body in Motion

Scenography

PANEL:
Navigation,
Telematic
Performance,
Intermediality &
Controversy
Chair: Y. Prior
(Deakin)
Room: Z2-307
M. Delbridge
(QUT): -?ot I: A
Remapping of the X,
Y and Z Axes of
Beckett’s Not I

K. Preece (Leeds):
Habitus, SocioCultural
Determinism &
Embodied Agency in
Telematic
Performance

M. Heckenberg
(Sydney): The
Construction of
Place, Space and the
Urban Landscape in
The Table of
Knowledge: “a
unique story that
could only happen in
Wollongong”

PP&P roduction

PP&P roduction

PANEL: Gender &
Sexuality in
Austral/Asian
Theatres
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-310

PANEL:
Performance,
Memory &
History:
Navigating
Archives
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-315

S. Pike (WAAPA):
Losing My
“Manhood”:
Navigating
Masculinity through
Australian Theatre

G. D’Cruz (Deakin):
“The Man Who
Mistook Marat for
Sade: ‘Living’
Memory and the
Digital Archive”

E. Hughes (La
Trobe): “Laugh

G. Findlay
(Canberra):

First, Ask Questions
Later: What is the
Political Landscape
of Australian
Comedy ”

Utilising Tangible
and Intangible
Heritage in
Documenting the
History and Works
of Splinters Theatre
of Spectacle

M. Evans (VUW):
Two Belles in Love:
Staging a 'Tradition'
of Sexual Diversity
in a Grand Scale
Contemporary
Chinese Opera

M. Mullins
(Independent):
Mike Mullins
Archive: An
Introduction

Other

NA

NA

East: the
Manchuko in
Careless Rapture
1.30pm-2.30pm

Lunch, Z2-400, “The Glasshouse”
S&CImaginaries

S&CImaginaries

2.30pm-4.00pm

PANEL:
Intercultural
Dramaturgies:
Navigating
Place & Identity
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-226

PANEL:
Spectatorship:
Practices, Ethics
& Engagements
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-304

PANEL: New
Media Practices:
Improvisation,
Location & Play
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-305

C. Duell
(Sydney):

R. Connor (ECU):
Vertical Moments:
an Exploration of
Suspension in
Performing Arts

Negotiating the
North-Westerly
Pull, Yet the
Centre Beckons:
Australian Cultural
Policy, Namatjira,
and the Idea of a
‘Cultural Hearth’.

B. Hadley (QUT):
Engaging Noemi
Lakmeier's Living
Installations: The
Ethics of Spectator

L. Warrington
(Otago):

Embarrassment
S. Little (Otago):

Unfolding the
Cloth: Patterns of
Landscape and
Identity in The
Conch’s Masi

Complicity and
Desire in Violent
Spectatorship

DP&NMedia

Other

PP&P roduction

PP&P roduction

PANEL: The
Scenographic &
Materiality
Chair: K. Durban
(Ballarat)
Room: Z2-307

PANEL:
Antipodean
Theatres: Engaging
English Traditions
in Australia & New
Zealand
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-310

T. Saulwick (VUT): NA

E. D’Arcy (XXX):

Seddon Archives:
Interweaving Place,
Memory and Event

Foucault’s
Philosophy &
Scenography –
Territory,
Communication,
Speed

K. Johnson
(Sydney): Sense(s)

PANEL:
Charting
Specific Places
and Events:
Ethical
Considerations
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-315
N. Maloney
(Monash): Tom

NA

T. Munasinghe
(VCA): ‘Sounds
from the Past’:
Relationships to
Sound in
Transcultural
Melbourne

Scenography

M. Smalley
(USQ): Unity,
Contrast, and
Topology as the
Three Coordinates
of Scenography

R. Reid (La Trobe):
The Performativity
of Play: The
Emergence and
Development of
Pervasive Games

S. Trubridge
(Massey): Terra
Nullas: the Nomad
and the Empty
Space

R. WoodwardHannah
(Sydney):

and Sensibilities:
Performing British
Identities in a
(Multi)cultural
Landscape

Z. Tuffin (WAAPA):
East Meets West:
Locating an Australian
Shakespeare

L. McGregor
(Epson): No Man's
Land: Antipodean
Shakespeare

Holloway’s Break
The Neck: Tragedy,
Place and
Representation of
the Ordinary

S. Janowicz
(USQ): Personal
and Political
Landscapes that
Informed the
Writing of the
Kursk Stage Play in
Australia

S. Peters (USQ):

Afternoon Tea, Z2-400, “The Glasshouse”, including book launch of Brolga’s Anatomy of an Afternoon 3.45pm-3.55pm
S&CImaginaries

4.30pm-6.00pm

NA

Out of Context:
Meaning Making in
Verbatim Theatre
Across Time and
Place

“Welcome to our
‘Haos’: Inviting
Port Vila to the
Theatre
4.00pm-4.30pm

Other

NA

PANEL: Applied

S&CImaginaries

PANEL: Space,

DP&NMedia

PANEL: Charting

S&CImaginaries

PANEL:

Scenography

PANEL: Creating

Dance

PANEL:

PP&P roduction

PANEL:

Other

WIP: Children in

Theatre: ArtsBased
Approaches in
Communities
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-226

Place & A Sense
of Home:
Acceptances &
Alienations
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-304

Theatre &
Performance
Theories:
Intermediality,
Performativity,
Theatricality
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-305

Transitional City
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-226

New Histories:
Representing
Places & People
Through
Scenography
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-307

J. Awi (QUT):

R. NewmanStoren (ECU):
Occupy Wall
Street: A
Performance
Conversation
Investigating
Radicalised Space
and the Notion of
Heterotopias
V. Schurr (???):
Transient Spaces :
What is Home?
N. Hurwitz (Rider):
The Shift in How
‘Home’ is
Encountered in
the Ritual of the
American Musical

David Fenton
(NIDA): The Empty

S. Mazer
(Christchurch):

M. Taylor
(Independent):

City: A Case Study in
Refining Intermedial
Processes in
Dramatic Work

Ghost Town

J. Zelezny
(Melbourne):

G. Parker
(Christchurch):

There Be Dragons:
Navigating New
Territory in
Brisbane’s Costume
Practices

Locating
Performativity in
Aesthetic
Environments: A
Response to Chiel
Kattenbelt and
Richard Schechner

Arts Circus
This curated panel
explores questions of
performance and
performativity in
what is being called
‘The Transitional
City’ – Christchurch
2012.

Kumul My Pride: A
New Form of
Applied Theatre
for HIV and Aids
Education in
Papua New Guinea

M. Balfour
(Griffith): The Art
of Return: ArtsBased Approaches
for Supporting
Returning
Veterans and their
Families

R. Pensalfini
(UQ): Performing
Shakespeare
Contributes to
Devt New
Identities Among
Incarcerated Men

7.30pm-9.30pm

R. Maiquez
(Monash): By
Means of
Performance:
Theatricalising
Performativity and
Performing
Theatricality as
Performance Theory

R. Reynolds
(Christchurch): The
Desire for the Gap

N. Lazaroo (UQ):
“Circus in the
Cemetery:
Transforming Space
& Unearthing
Memory in the
Vulcana Women’s
Circus’ Performance
of Grave Effects”

T. Keenan (UQ):
The Dramaturgy of
Location: The First
Scenic
Representations of
London on the
Public Stage, 16601674

Spatiotemporal
Challenges:
Phenomenological
Approaches to
Decoding, Siting &
Directing
Performance
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-310
K. Durban
(Ballarat): “Double

Reorienting
Shakespeare:
West Meets
East, Far East
and Beyond
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-315

Performance by
N. Budd
Room: L207

R. Hazou (La
Trobe):

Vision: A Caroline
Playwright Relocated
Downunder

“Orientations of a
Midsummer
Night’s Dream in
Palestine”

N. Budd (QUT)
In this WIP PhD
student Natasha
Budd opens her
rehearsal process
to delegates to
share in the
development of a
theatrical work
performed by
children aged 8-12.

E. Creeley
(Independent):
Space, Identity and
Performance: A
Perspective from the
Phenomenology of
Paul Ricoeur

J. McKinnon
(VUW):
“Lodestone or
Lead Weight: How
‘Shakespeare’
Means at the 2012
New Zealand
International Arts
Festival”

S. Friday (VUW/
NZDS): “The
Taming of the
International
Shrew: Positioning
the Text, Actor and
Audience in
Original
Production in the
USA and New
Zealand”

Performance – “The Disappearances Project”, by Version 1.0, chaired by Caroline Heim (UQ), Judith Wright Centre of
Contemporary Arts, Fortitude Valley

Friday 6th July 2012
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Z2-226
9.00am-10.30am

10.30am-11.00am

11.00am-12.30pm

Z2-304

Z2-305

Z2-306

Z2-307

Z2-310

Z2-315

Z2-501 & Other

Keynote – “Icescapes, Images and the Cultural Imaginary: 150 Years of Antarctic Narratives in Australian
Theatre”, Elizabeth Leane (University of Tasmania, chaired by Diana Looser (UQ), Z2-226 “The Hall”
Morning Tea, Z2-400, “The Glasshouse”
S&CImaginaries

S&CImaginaries

DP&NMedia

Dance

PP&P roduction

PP&P roduction

PANEL: Creating
Theatre With
Children & Young
People
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-226

PANEL: A
Cultural Atlas of
Australia:
Mapping
Narrative N, S, E,
W and Centre
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-226

PANEL: Site
Based & Site
Specific Practices
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-305

PANEL: Asian
Theatre:
Tradition,
Training &
Intercultural
Engagements
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-306

MEETING:
Australasian
Movement
Research
Network (3)
Chair: J. Shia
Pearson (Critical
Path)
Room: Z2-307

PANEL:
Memorable
Theatre Career &
Tours:
Controversies &
Triumphs
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-226

PANEL: World of
Theatre/ Theatre
World
Chair: XXX
Room: Z2-315

READING:
Salvation Roses
L. Hassall
Room: La Boite

E. Martin & K.
Plummer
(Independent):

S. Carleton (UQ)
P. Mitchell (UQ)
J. Stadler (UQ)
This panel

P. Davis (Griffith):

S. Liyanage (La
Trobe): “A Lamp in a

Inaugural Meeting –
“Australasian
Movement Research
Network:
supporting research
into movement in
dance and
performance”

G. Arrighi
(Newcastle): “The

J. Meyrick (La
Trobe)
Y. Prior (Deakin)
R. Reid (LaTrobe)
M. Rogers (La
Trobe)

L. Hassall (Griffith)
In this session PhD
student Linda
Hassall offers a
rehearsed reading of
her doctoral play
Salvation Roses.

The Journey:
Research-Led
Practice Towards A
Contemporary
Theatre Exchange
Model

N. Budd (QUT):
The Location of
Children in the
Theatre Landscape

M. Radvan (QUT):
Children, Theatre,
Audiences: The
‘Imaginary’ Journey”

introduces ‘ A
Cultural Atlas of
Australia,’ an ARC
Discovery project
that allows us for
the first time to
track narratives of
place in theatre, film
and literature across
the country in
specific regional
detail

Mapping the
Performative
Geography of a
Latter Day
‘Happening’

S&CImaginaries

Windless Place that
Flickers not”: Some

J. Shearer
(Independent):

reflections on self
cultivation in Sri
Lankan actor
learning

Claiming their Right
to the West: Taxi at
the Big West Festival

J. Southcott &R.
Nethsighe
(Monash):

L. Morris (Deakin): Preserving,
Mapping the
Dislocation of a
Collective: Sitespecific Practice and
the Impossibility of
Relocation (Red
Cabbage Collective
2001-2011)

Transmitting and
Developing Cultural
Heritage: Senior Sri
Lankan Arts
Practitioners in
Australia

T. Dandeniya
(Monash):
Compass
Coordinates of

Compass Points of
Moral
Disintegration:
Controversies
Surrounding an
Early-C20th Touring
Children’s Company

M. Schultz
(Auckland):
‘’Savage
Suffragettes” and a
‘Harmony of
Frenzy’: Maori in
Manhattan 19091910

A. Pender (UNE):
Points of Departure:
Memory,
Imagination and the
Life of Lorraine

Taking its
orientation from the
approach of Chicago
School sociologists,
this curated panel
will be concerned
with how scholars
can generate valid
descriptions of
theatre/performance
practice and how
they take account of
all the factors and
processes that
contribute to
perceived artistic

Cultures that are
Under the Radar
12.30pm-1.30pm
1.30pm-3.00pm
3.00pm-3.30pm
3.30pm-5.00pm

Bayly

Lunch, Z2-400, “The Glasshouse”
ADSA Annual General Meeting, Z2-226 “The Hall”
Afternoon Tea, Z2-400, “The Glasshouse”, ”, including book launch of Live Research 3.45pm-3.55pm
“Identity, Memory & Re-Imagined Realities: An ECR Plenary”, chaired by B. Hadley, Z2-226 “The Hall”
“Analysing the Evocation & Dramatisation of Landscape in the play Salvation Roses by Linda Hassall”
Linda Hassall (Griffith University, Australia)
“Transforming the Urban Imaginary: Three Recent Letting Space Projects”
Emma Willis (Massey University, New Zealand)

5.15pm-5.45pm
6.30pm-9.30pm

ADSA Prize Ceremony, Z2-226 “The Hall”
Conference Dinner, Old Government House, QUT Gardens Point Campus, City

outcomes.
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Keynote Presenters & Presentations

Kattenbelt, Chiel (University of Utrecht, The Netherlands)
Paper: Playful Stategies of Staging Identity in a Mediatised Culture, 9am Wednesday 4th July 2012, Z2-226 “The Hall”
Abstract: Cheil Kattenbelt's presentation will discuss how the theories of intermediality he has developed over the past decade assist in understanding the staging
of identity in contemporary culture, including elite and everyday culture. The presentation will engage performance studies, cultural studies, media studies and
internet studies themes, and comparative perspectives on different forms of practices across the globe.
Biography: Chiel Kattenbelt is Associate Professor in Media Comparison and Intermediality at Utrecht University. He teaches in the BA program
Theatre, Film and Television Studies, in the MA programs Theatre Studies and New Media and Digital Culture and in the Research MA program
Media and Performance Studies. He is a member of the Board of Examiners within the Department of Media and Culture Studies and chairs both
the program committee of the BA Theatre, Film and Television Studies and the admission committee of the MA Theatre Studies, Film and
Television Studies and New Media and Digital Culture. Between 2002 till 2006 he was also associate professor at the Theatre Academy
Maastricht (Zuyd University), where he led an interdisciplinary research program on new theatricality with particular emphasis on the public
sphere, language and technology. In 2004 he was the visiting professor for intermediality and media theory at the Department for Theatre, Film
and Media Studies, Vienna University. He is co-convener of the international research working group Intermediality in Theatre and Performance under auspices
of the International Federation for Theatre Research. He is co-editor of E-view, an online journal on theatre, film, television and digital media, and Theater Topics,
a series on performing arts published by Amsterdam University Press. In teaching as well as research, his fields of interest are theatre and media theory, media
comparison and intermediality, and aesthetics and semiotics. (from http://www.let.uu.nl/~Chiel.J.Kattenbelt/personal/)

Weaver, Lois & Shaw, Peggy (Split Britches & Queen Mary University of London, United Kingdom)
Book Launch: A Menopausal Gentleman, 3.,45pm Wednesday 4th July 2012, Z2-400 “The Glasshouse”
Performance: Lost Lounge, 6.30pm Wednesday 4th July 2012, Z2-501“The Loft”
Abstract: During a Split Britches residency at University of Hawaii, Peggy and Lois frequented the Tahitian Lanai. This torch lit, thatched roofed patio squeezed
in at the bottom of a marble white canyon of Hyatts and Hiltons was the last holdout of local Waikiki colour. Every night the strays -ex missionaries, disgraced
navy captains, local drag queens, aged yet would be world explorers and soon to be discovered entertainers- would gather around the piano. They sang, danced
and told jokes with all their hearts, all knowing that their days together in this place were numbered. The airspace above them was more valuable than this small

footprint in the sand so the Tahitian Lanai was demolished and is now a 38 story Hilton timeshare. This displacement is happening as far away as Waikiki,
Shanghai and Beirut, in desperate locations like Kayford Mountain, West Virginia and as close to home as the Borscht Belt and the Bowery.
In the last years our NYC neighbourhood has been the site of staggering real estate development. The Bowery, once home to Bowery Bums and Salvation
Armies, has now become a wide avenue of five star hotels, exclusive bars, fine wine shops and a modern museum. Walking up and down the Bowery, it is difficult
to remember what was there before. We search for remains as if looking for last year’s band in the layers of graffiti that covered the wall of the CBGB lounge, now
a designer clothing store.
Lost Lounge is a tribute to last holdouts- both the people and the places people gather to face or fend off encroaching cultural extinction. It is a project that
honours those who resist the destruction of progress by constructing something new from the debris. It attempts to rescue some ghosts of the Bowery, the
fading footprint of the Tahitian Lanai and resurrect some old entertainers who, except for an occasional outing on You-tube, might otherwise fade into a black
and white memory. However, Lost Lounge is more than a nostalgic re-enactment. It is a reconfiguration of what is lost and found when memory is threatened
with progress.
Lost Lounge is an opportunity for Peggy and Lois to address their fantasy of passing as heterosexual Catskill entertainers who subvert an unsubtle style with
subtle political content. They create by re-creating their favourite lounge acts – Mike Nichols and Elaine May, Sammy Davis Junior, Jerry Lewis, Dinah Shore,
Keely Smith and Louis Prima -to name a few. It is also a continuation of Split Britches’ collaboration with composer and sound designer Vivien Stoll who
accompanies the performance on the vibraphone and keyboard. Choreographer Stormy Brandenberger has returned to her rich beginnings as an under-age
dancer and choreographer in Miami hotel shows in the 1960’s in order to find a physical language for the piece. Lost Lounge is a shared meditation on loss.
Audience members are asked to note the things they miss about their neighbourhoods and to kick back from time to time to take full advantage of the concept
of the verb to lounge.
Biography: Lois Weaver is a lecturer, performance artist, writer, director and activist. She was co-founder of Spiderwoman Theatre, Split
Britches Company and the WOW Theatre in New York and Artistic Director of Gay Sweatshop Theatre in London. She was a partner in Staging
Human Rights, a People's Palace Project that uses performance practice to explore human rights in women’s prisons in Brazil and the UK and
Director for PSi#12:Performing Rights, an international conference and festival on performance and human rights held at QM in 2006. Lois is
Artistic Producer for East End Collaborations, a platform for emerging live artists now entering its second decade. The collection of her plays,
SPLIT BRITCHES, Feminist Performance/Lesbian Practice won the Lambda Literary award in 1997 and the company received the Otto Award
for Excellence in Political Theatre in 2003. The 2005 production of Dress Suits To Hire was nominated for a GLAAD Media award in 2006. Lois
was Hunt Scammon Distinguished Artist at William and Mary College, a Penny Stamps Distinguished Visitor as part of her Martin Luther King, Jr.-Cesar Chavez Rosa Parks Visiting Professorship at the University of Michigan and visiting artist at universities including Harvard, Wellesley, UCLA and University of Texas. She
has performed and lectured extensively throughout the US and UK as well as China, Australia, New Zealand, Brazil and Argentina. Venues at which her work has
been performed include the Purcell Room, London; La Mama and PS 122, NYC; Walker Art Center, Minnesota; the Kiasma Museum of Contemporary Art, Helsinki,
Tanzquartier Wein, Vienna; Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art, Thessaloniki and the Edinburgh, Glasgay and FADO Festivals. Collaborators include Peggy
Shaw, Curious, the Clod Ensemble, Marisa Carnesky, Holly Hughes and the Live Art Development Agency. She is currently principal investigator on Democratising
Technology and is touring with the Library of Performing Rights, What Tammy Needs To Know and Diary of a Domestic Terrorist. The video archive or
herperformance work has been acquired by the Hemispheric Institute Digital Video Library, New York University and her papers are archived with the Fales
Collection, New York University. (from http://www.drama.qmul.ac.uk/staff/weaverl.html)

Biography: Peggy Shaw is an actor, writer and producer. She co-founded The Split Britches Theater Company with Lois Weaver and The WOW Café in New York
City. She has received three OBIE Awards for her work with Split Britches - for performances in Dress Suits To Hire, Belle Reprieve and Menopausal Gentleman. She
also played Billy Tipton in the American Place production of Carson Kreitzer’s The Slow Drag. Split Britches are a part of Staging Human Rights,
where they work in prisons in Rio De Janeiro and England, and are currently Artists In Residence at the Hemispheric Institute at NYU. They are
associate artists on the Clod Ensembles Performing Medicine project-creating workshops on gender and difference for medical students and
health professionals. As part of this project Peggy has made a new piece, in collaboration with The Clod Ensemble, Must:The Inside Story;
poetically examining the inside of her aging queer body, which she is performing and touring in lecture and anatomy theaters. Must has just
returned from a run at Under The Radar Festival at The Public Theater in New York City. Split Britches received a commissioning grant from
Dixon Place, where they performed their new show Lost lounge in New York for three weeks, after a three week residency at The University of
Richmond. Peggy has been a collaborator, writer and performer with Spiderwoman Theater and Hot Peaches Theater. She co-founded the OBIE
Award winning WOW Café in 1980. Peggy won the New York Foundation for the Arts Award for Emerging Forms in 1988, 1995 and 1999, and 2005; she also won
the 1995 Anderson Foundation Stonewall Award for “excellence in making the world a better place for gays and lesbians ” and a 2003 Otto Rene Castillo Award for
Political Theatre. The Foundation for Contemporary Performance recently awarded Peggy with Theatre Performer of the Year. Michigan Press will publish a new
book on Peggy, edited by Jill Dolan, which will include the scripts for her three solo shows You’re Just Like My Father, Menopausal Gentleman and To My Chagrin,
and will also include the script of Must: The Inside Story. Peggy is a freelance teacher of writing and performance around the world. (from
http://www.airproject.qmul.ac.uk/artists/peggyshaw/)

Enoch, Wesley (Queensland Theatre Company, Australia)
Panel: Turbulence, Challenge and Change: The Shifting Landscapes of Local Theatre Practice, , 9am Thursday 5 th July 2012, Z2-226 “The Hall”
Abstract: The Wesley Enoch and David Berthold's keynote, ‘Turbulence, Challenge and Change: The Shifting Landscapes of Local Theatre Practice,’ will be
presented as a chaired conversation between the Artistic Directors of the two leading theatre companies in Brisbane. The conversation will consider the changing
ecology of the theatre industry in Brisbane, including increased emphasis on experimental production, increased emphasis on independent producers, and the
relationship between mainstage producers like Queensland Theatre Company and La Boite Theatre Company and independent producers.
Biography: Wesley Enoch is the eldest son of Doug and Lyn Enoch who hail from Stradbroke Island and is the current Artistic Director of
Queensland Theatre Company. Wesley is renowned as a director and writer for the stage. His written body of work includes The 7 Stages of
Grieving (co-written with Deborah Mailman), Little White Dress, A Life of Grace and Piety, Black Medea, The Sunshine Club, Grace and The Story
of the Miracle at Cookies Table, for which he won the 2005 Patrick White Playwright’s Award and was short listed for both the New South Wales
and Victorian Premier’s Literary Award. After working across several aspects of theatre in Queensland, Wesley became Artistic Director for
Kooemba Jdarra Indigenous Performing Arts in 1994. In 1998, Wesley became Associate Artist for Queensland Theatre Company. Following his
term at Sydney Theatre Company, Wesley became Artistic Director of the Ilbijerri Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Theatre Co-operative in
2003 for which he directed Shrunken Iris and Rainbow’s End, and remained on the Board until 2007. In this time, Wesley directed some of the
most successful and prolific works in Australian theatre. For Company B, Wesley directed several productions including The Dreamers, Conversations with the

Dead, Black Medea (with Malthouse Theatre), The Sapphires, with Melbourne Theatre Company and which went on to win the Helpmann Award for Best
Production and Best New Australian Work and was remounted at the 2005 Sydney Festival. Wesley directed the Indigenous section of the 2006 Commonwealth
Games Opening Ceremony, is a member of the Hothouse Theatre Artistic Directorate, a Trustee of Sydney Opera House, a member for the New South Wales
Government Arts Advisory Council and numerous other Committees. (from http://queenslandtheatre.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/Wesley-EnochBiography.pdf)

Berthold, David (La Boite Theatre Company, Australia)
Panel: Turbulence, Challenge and Change: The Shifting Landscapes of Local Theatre Practice, , 9am Thursday 5 th July 2012, Z2-226 “The Hall”
Abstract: The Wesley Enoch and David Berthold's keynote, ‘Turbulence, Challenge and Change: The Shifting Landscapes of Local Theatre Practice,’ will be
presented as a chaired conversation between the Artistic Directors of the two leading theatre companies in Brisbane. The conversation will consider the changing
ecology of the theatre industry in Brisbane, including increased emphasis on experimental production, increased emphasis on independent producers, and the
relationship between mainstage producers like Queensland Theatre Company and La Boite Theatre Company and independent producers.

Biography: David Berthold is a leading Australian theatre director. He has directed for most of Australia's major theatre companies, as well as
internationally. Since November 2008, he has been Artistic Director and Chief Executive Officer of La Boite Theatre. He was previously Artistic
Director of Griffin Theatre Company (2003–06), Artistic Director of the Australian Theatre for Young People (1999–2003), Associate Director of
Sydney Theatre Company (1994–99), and Artistic Associate of the Queensland Theatre Company (1991–94). He has also directed work for
Melbourne Theatre Company, Playbox Theatre, Black Swan, Company B, the Sydney Opera House, NIDA, Queensland University of Technology,
La Boite Theatre, Opera Queensland, Auckland Theatre Company, the Royal National Theatre, London, Theater an der Parkaue, Berlin, and in
London's West End. He was the Festival Director of World Interplay 2007, the world's largest festival of young playwrights. Arts Hub claimed in 2006 that Berthold
"turned Sydney's Griffin Theatre Company into one of the country's most visible arts companies." Berthold has directed many premieres of plays by major
Australian writers and is particularly associated with the work of Nick Enright, Louis Nowra and Tommy Murphy. In 1992 he won a Matilda Award for his
Contribution to Theatre in Queensland and in 1993 served on the Queensland Government's Arts Advisory Committee. He has served on many panels and
committees as an arts advocate and advisor, including for the Australia Council, NIDA, the Australian Musical Foundation, and several universities. Berthold was
born in Maitland, NSW, also the birthplace of Nick Enright, John Bell, Ruth Cracknell and Abbie Cornish, and studied (and later taught) at the University of
Newcastle, where he took an honours degree in English literature. He spent some years training as an opera singer and won the Joan Sutherland Scholarship at the
Sydney Opera House. In 1989, he undertook a secondment with the English National Opera. He has since directed some opera. (from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Berthold)

Leane, Elizabeth (University of Tasmania, Australia)

Paper: Icescapes, Images and the Cultural Imaginary: 150 Years of Antarctic Narratives in Australian Theatre, 9am Friday 6th July 2012, Z2-226 “The
Hall”
Abstract: This paper will discuss a half a dozen or so different Antarctic-related performances over the past 150 years, contextualising them within
the cultural history of the continent, and Australia and the world's relation to the content, as a piece of the global landscape that is much contested
yet offers very different enactments of identity, nation and nation state to all other continents. The keynote will consider the ways in which the
challenges of evoking the icescape have been met - or not - in each case.
Biography: Elizabeth Leane has particular interests in the textual representation of Antarctica, narratives of human-animal encounter, and the relationship
between literature and science (her first degree was in physics). She is the author of Reading Popular Physics (Ashgate 2007), and co-editor of the forthcoming
collections Considering Animals (Ashgate 2011) and Imagining Antarctica (Quintus 2011). In 2004, Elle travelled to Antarctica on the expedition ship Aurora
Australis as an Australian Antarctic Arts Fellow. Her current research into human-animal encounters in the far south is supported by an ARC Discovery Grant. She
regularly contributes to the University’s Bachelor of Antarctic Studies, and is the Arts and Culture editor of the new Polar Journal. (from
http://www.utas.edu.au/english/staff_profiles/leane/elle_leane.htm)
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Adamson, David (Deakin University, Australia)
Paper: Performing The Place of Walter Benjamin
Abstract: German intellectual, unemployed academic, Jewish Francophile, travel writer, explorer of the drug-tripping mind, chronicler of European cities, draftdodger, exile, and now post-modern exotic, Walter Benjamin eludes simple classification. His work defies genre and the very bounds of time and space — his
concept of history in the present is “shot through with splinters of messianic time.” (Theses, 1940). I engage with his place in this complex present through
autobiography and my work as actor, in theatrical space in Australia in 2012. I use my script, performance and research to fight, as Benjamin might put it, for
unrealised aspects of history, in the present, through my own theatrical performance-making. Benjamin himself urges me to action:
Each morning the day lies like a fresh shirt on our bed; this incomparably fine, incomparably tightly woven tissue of pure prediction fits us perfectly. The happiness of
the next twenty-four hours depends on our ability, on waking, to pick it up. (One-way Street, 1928)
Walter Benjamin’s life is one of movement and searching, a performative writing that reflects the many cities, places and times of his life and thought, from his
Berlin childhood through the World War I landscapes of This Way to the Planetarium, to his unknown grave at Port Bou. I address his autobiography through my
own, situating the writings of Walter Benjamin in relation to my life and place, and the theory and process of making autobiographical performance. I explore my
own family history of writers, poets, and communists, in order to address the unease I feel in the Australian landscape, over-layering lives in time and space,
combining them with the depth and complexity of Benjamin’s ideas and times: this is what I think I know, this is my particular, local knowledge, but I claim the
whole world of knowledge as my locality.
Biography: Adam Davidson is in his final year of full-time PhD candidature (Life Writing, Autobiographical Performance, and Walter Benjamin) at Deakin
University, Melbourne campus, in the School of Communication and Creative Arts. An actor-singer since childhood, and working professionally in Melbourne
since 1990, he graduated from Flinders University Drama Centre, Adelaide, in 1989. He has taught Drama at Deakin University since 2007. He has worked with
many theatre companies, including the Red Shed, Arena, Melbourne Theatre Company and especially with Melbourne Workers Theatre. He has sung in many
productions, genres and groups, including the Teapot Ensemble of Australia at the Spiegeltent. In 2009 he commenced PhD research, initially concerned with
political theatre in Manila and Melbourne, and this developed into extensive work on Brecht and Benjamin, autobiography, and the creation of a one-person
theatrical performance, The Tragic Suicide of Professor Walter Benjamin, The Well-Known Academic Psychologist, with seasons in 2012 at La Mama and at Deakin
Burwood.

Ali-Haapala, Anja (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)
Paper: Looking Away from the Stage: a Case Study on Expressions Dance Company’s Audience

Abstract: There is a dearth of literature in the area of Audience Dance Reception in Australia. This paper will provide an overview of a project undertaken in 2011
with Expressions Dance Company (EDC) that explored audience’s responses to and perception of contemporary dance. The project addressed the lack of
knowledge regarding Brisbane-specific contemporary dance audiences. Using a mixed-method approach, the research took the form of a case study. Information
on audience demographics framed the research. Questions were explored such as the current perception of contemporary dance, how attendance choices are
made, and what the performance experience is like for audiences. Information of this nature was valuable to EDC and, to some extent, other local practitioners as
it facilitated a deeper understanding of audience reception and perception which has the potential to inform the audience development strategies dance
companies employ. I will focus on the findings of this study in relation to Australian Dance Reception literature and conclude by outlining areas needing further
research.
Biography: XXX

Angelucci, Malcolm (Sydney University of Technology, Australia)
Paper: The South of the South of the Saints: Carmelo Bene’s reinvention of Southern Italy and its role inside his non-narrative theatre
Abstract: Carmelo Bene (1937-2002) was one of the most prominent Italian actors of his generation, but also a prolific intellectual, writer, director, and champion
of non-narrative theatre. This paper will discuss Bene’s early re-invention of the Italian South – in particular his native region, Puglia – into what he called ‘the
South of the South of the Saints’. This construction reverses a series of stereotypes about the Italian ‘Meridione’, usually depicted as lazy, underdeveloped, premodern and prone to syncretic religious practices and superstitions. Bene, in writings such as Our Lady of the Turks and Giuseppe Desa da Copertino, and more in
general throughout the 60’s, sees southern farmers as ‘outside history’ and thus as the only true examples of an anarchist practice: people who would rather die
of starvation than go to work on the fields. In the same stroke, southern ‘mystical religion’ and examples of possession were painted as a-categorical, irrational,
idiotic experiences of ‘verticality’: a relationship to the ‘beyond’ that was incomprehensible to established power discourses and institutions. The goal of this
paper is to use this landscape as a metaphor that locates and interprets Bene’s theatrical work in general, outlining how the diachronic dimension of his research
and development ultimately revolved around two main points: the de(con)struction of theatre as ‘State representation’ or ‘spectacle’, leading to work against
narrative, representation, text/script, identity (of the character/actor), canon, etc.; and, the (im)possible alternative of a theatre seen as the locus of an
emancipation, the emergence of a will without object or concept, a mystic-like ‘elevation’ beyond the subject and beyond language, and yet never oriented
towards an already dead and buried god.
Biography: XXX

Arrighi, Gillian (University of Newcastle, Australia)
Paper: The Compass Points of Moral Disintegration: Controversies Surrounding an Early 20th Century Touring Children’s Company

Abstract: Of the numerous juvenile performance troupes to emerge in Australasia during the late- nineteenth century Pollard’s Juvenile Opera Company was the
most enduring. Touring was essential to the Pollards’ economic survival and from their earliest days they were amongst the tribe of transnational performers who
moved, seemingly incessantly, along the shipping routes linking the colonies and dominions of the British Empire in the Asia Pacific region.
Public censure of the Pollards’ employment of children erupted on several occasions throughout their history, the most significant controversy occurring in 1910
when the Pollards’ troupe of seventeen girls and seven boys, aged eight to seventeen years, were touring India. Complaints by the children of cruelty at the hands
of the company’s director led concerned residents of Madras to take the children out of A.H. Pollard’s custody. A political and moral furore subsequently erupted
in Australia, resulting in a new Emigration Bill that prohibited ‘the emigration or taking out of the Commonwealth [of Australia] any child under contract to
perform [in a] theatrical…; any child of European race or extraction unless in the care or charge of an adult of European race or extraction; and any aboriginal
native.’
In essence the problem was not the geographies of touring so crucial to the survival of performance troupes of the time, but inappropriate behaviour by the
company’s director, A.H. Pollard. Nevertheless, the event became a flashpoint for convergent anxieties about ‘the dangers of the East’, race hierarchies,
miscegenation, and the deflowering of Australia’s young women. The passage of the new bill through parliament led to a gendered re-defining of childhood and
to definitions of indigeneity. This paper will examine the cultural, political, and moral issues that became attached to the matter of producing touring children’s
companies in Australasia during the early-twentieth century.
Biography: Gillian Arrighi is a Lecturer in Drama in the School of Drama, Fine Art and Music, Faculty of Education and Arts, at the University of Newcastle,
Australia where she teaches acting, performance making, and histories of performance. She is currently an investigator in the national ARC-funded AusStage
project. Her research has been published in scholarly journals such as Theatre Journal (on performing animals), Australasian Drama Studies (on circus history and
on teaching devised performance), New Theatre Quarterly (on children and the entertainment industry), the Journal of Early Visual Popular Culture (on circus and
Modernity) and in edited collections of scholarly research on topics such as early-20th century amusement parks, and on the social construction of archives (with
David Watt). In addition to her work on the AusStage project her current research projects include an ongoing investigation into the contribution of children to
the global entertainment industry (with Victor Emeljanow) and an expanding investigation into global “youth” and “social” circus. She is associate editor of the
scholarly e-journal, Popular Entertainment Studies and her latest book (co-edited with Victor Emeljanow) is an edited volume of essays, A World of Popular
Entertainments, published by Cambridge Scholars.

Awi, Jane Pumai (Queensland University of Technology, Australia / University of Garoka, Papua New Guinea)
Paper: Kumul My Pride: A New Form of Applied Theatre for HIV and Aids Education in Papua New Guinea
Abstract: Papua New Guinea (PNG) is a culturally rich nation with more than 860 languages and over one thousand cultural performances. However, there is
continuous struggle to bring the hundreds of tribal and linguistic cultural groups together to foster a national identity. This paper discusses techniques employed
to harness indigenous performance conventions and genres, to construct a new form of applied theatre that is representative of Papua New Guinean identity.
The author’s PhD research involves an exploratory theatre-making methodology, working collaboratively with other Papua New Guinean theatre artists, to
create a play to help combat the spread of HIV and AIDS. The research aims to use Papua New Guinean performance aesthetics and cultural symbols, signs and
metaphors, to maximize Papua New Guinean audiences’ understanding of and receptivity to the performance. This paper introduces the play’s main character,

‘Kumul’. The creation of this character represents a synthesis of common elements of Papua New Guinean identity from across diverse cultures within the
country. Such common elements include the spiritual worldview, communal understanding, reconciliation, and reciprocity. The paper explores the idea that
identity is at least partly constituted through the landscapes, cultural beliefs and practices, and cosmology, of one’s culture, and proposes that it is possible to
talk of a “national” culture for Papua New Guinea despite the diversity of linguistic and cultural groups.
Biography: Jane Pumai Awi is from Papua New Guinea (PNG). She is a third year PhD candidate with The Queensland University of Technology, Australia. She is
pursuing a practice-led research on examining the indigenous performance elements and genres and harnessing them to create new form of applied theatre for
HIV and AIDS education Papua New Guinea. Jane has a Bachelor of Arts in Literature and Performing Arts from The University of Papua New Guinea (1998-2002).
She also has a Master of Arts from The University of Queensland from 2003-2004. She taught Literature and HIV and AIDS Education at the University of Goroka
in Papua New Guinea for the last five year before resuming her PhD study in 2010. Jane’s research interest is in HIV and AIDS education and awareness,
community theatre and oral literature and cultural studies and performance.

Balfour, Michael (Griffith University, Australia)
Paper: The Art of Return: Arts-Based Approaches for Supporting Returning Veterans and their Families.
Abstract: Over 18.5 percent of military personnel returning from war zones to civilian life suffer mental health issues, which can lead to family breakdown,
homelessness and other problems. Almost 4000 Australian soldiers have returned home from active service in the last decade suffering from combat stress and
mental health conditions. A 2009 Australian independent government review warned a new generation of veterans with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
and severe mental health disorders will emerge in the next five years, with as many as 1 in 4 likely to need mental health treatment.
The Difficult Return: arts-based approaches to mental health literacy and building resilience with recently returned military personnel and their families is a new
Australian Research Council funded arts project aimed at supporting the mental health and well being of recently returned veterans in Australia, USA and
Canada. The project combines a range of arts-based strategies to help returning veterans, including online digital films to improve awareness and help seeking
motivation, a performance project with ex-soldiers and actors, and a process based group work program. The paper will provide a brief overview of the project
and discuss progress made in the first year. It will focus specifically on the development of the Veterans Transition Program (VTP) a partnership between Griffith
University and the University of British Columbia, Vancouver. The VTP leverages the resilience and resources of veterans, providing help to participants
attempting to better understand the impact of military experience on their lives. It draws on a range of psycho-educational and action-based approaches,
including life review and drama enactments to engage participants in ways of dealing with disturbing events from their lives. The paper will describe and reflect
on a number of the strategies used in the VTP, for example, how the drama enactments help to integrate emotion, cognition and embodied awareness, the
significance of contact when working with trauma, and the importance of a therapeutic milieu in constructing ‘units’ of support for the veterans. The paper will
include a short documentary of the process, filmed during the first VTP program run in Australia in March 2012.
Biography: Michael’s research expertise is in the social applications of theatre: theatre in communities, social institutions and areas of disadvantage and
conflict. He is the recipient of 4 current Australian Research Council funded projects: Refugee Performance, developing drama-based projects with refugee new
arrivals; The Difficult Return; Captive Audiences: the impact of performing arts programs in Australian prisons and Playful Engagement and Dementia:

understanding the efficacy of applied theatre practices for people with dementia in residential aged care facilities. Previously Michael was a researcher on the
Arts and Humanities Research Council (UK) project In Place of War and worked extensively in prisons in UK and Europe, developing a range of cultural programs.
Recent publications include: Refugee Performance: Practical Encounters, Intellect Press, and (co-authored) with James Thompson and Jenny Hughes Performance:
In Place of War. Seagull Press/University of Chicago Press.

Barbe, Frances (Independent Scholar, Australia)
Paper: The Interaction of Butoh and Suzuki in Contemporary Performer Training: Paraphrasing and Translating Intercultural Models.
Abstract : Butoh dance and Suzuki’s actor training method have defined my training as a performer for the past 20 years and has transformed my pedagogic
practice. This paper articulates my perspective on butoh and Suzuki, examining their core values and how the two interact in my work. In particular, I address
why these approaches are relevant to contemporary performers and how we might go beyond a superficial exoticising of their forms to rather engage more
fruitfully with their deepest principles.
I use the analogy of “paraphrasing” and “quoting” from the context of language to look at how we relate to intercultural models of performance. We quote to
acknowledge a source of greater wisdom or knowledge on some topic, or perhaps because someone else has articulated an idea more precisely, uniquely or
poetically than we can. We “quote” from Suzuki when we copy an exercise like his “Stomping” or “Slow Ten” because these are fantastic articulations of what is
required of the performer. However, having digested the meaning behind the exercise, we should be capable of going beyond quoting or copying them, to
“paraphrase” them. That is to express their meaning in our own words or rather our own exercise. Paraphrasing can be a device to check our understanding and in
this paper I propose that our ability to paraphrase such methods can indicate the depth of our understanding. Rather than being a case of reinventing the wheel,
it is an opportunity to articulate why we are doing something. We cannot ask: “Is there another way to do this?” without knowing why we are doing it in the first
place. Despite how wonderful we find the original exercise to be, we must at least try to create our own exercises. I still find the basic Suzuki exercises that I have
learned deeply challenging and enriching and I return to them again and again. But the process of articulating my own exercises has itself been revelatory. Having
paraphrased a line from Shakespeare, we will no doubt return to the original, but hopefully with a renewed sense of what the line means to us.
Furthermore, I will propose that in some contexts it is not most useful to teach the original forms. I will outline some of the instances that have motivated my own
evolution of butoh and Suzuki exercises over the years. In these instances of translation and transplantation, the context in which I was applying the work
transformed it, generating new exercises. I developed a series of Suzuki-based exercises when faced with a room full of 14 – 16 year olds for a short workshop at
the National Youth Theatre in London. I developed butoh-based exercises to work with actors towards text-based, character-oriented theatre, as opposed to
pure butoh work. I adapted Suzuki as a training for my butoh-based dance company in London and found it allowed me to approach puppetry in a visual theatre
production of Bluebeard.
Workshop: Butoh and the Devising Performer: A Workshop Demonstration
Abstract: This workshop invites participants to experience a series of butoh-based structures designed to cultivate creativity and improvisation skills in the
context of devising movement work. The emphasis will be on the processes of butoh and the relevance of those processes to developing skills in improvisation
and devising. While there are certain qualities that are valued in butoh-based work that will be explored, the emphasis here is not on butoh as a fixed style or an

aesthetic, but rather it is on butoh as a process to enter that can cultivate work that is relevant to a broad range of work. Distilled states of stillness and slow
motion make space for a profound state of listening and observation. The quality of “not moving, but being moved” emphasises a more responsive, receptive
mode of operating that can be useful in all kinds of improvisation. And dense, sensual and often surreal images are embodied in a process designed to stimulate
the imagination and transform the body. In addition to taking part in the workshop-demonstration as “moving-participants” (up to 20 people), there will be
space for others to join as “observer-participants” (as appropriate to the space size). There will be time for discussion and questions between both groups from
their different perspectives.
Biography: Frances Barbe has been training in butoh and Suzuki since 1992. Originally from Queensland, she has been living in the UK since 1996 and has
recently relocated back to Australia. She established her own company in London, Fran Barbe Dance Theatre, and set up Theatre Training Initiative, an
organisation dedicated to professional development opportunities for theatre artists. She performed with Tadashi Endo’s butoh company from 1997 – 2008. She
was a founding member of Zen Zen Zo, and created a number of works for the company from 1992 – 1998, including Steel Flesh for the 1998 Brisbane Festival.
She has trained in the Suzuki actor training method with John Nobbs and Jacqui Carroll performing in a number of their productions in Australia and abroad. She
has regularly trained with them during her time in the UK, hosting their workshops and performances in London. She has also trained with the SITI Company in
New York both in Suzuki and the Viewpoints improvisation system. She is currently a sessional teacher in Drama at QUT.

Baston, Kim (La Trobe University, Australia)
Paper: Harlequin Highlander: Spectacular geographies at the Edinburgh Equestrian Circus, 1790-1800
Abstract: In 1790 a dedicated circus building was constructed in Edinburgh by the equestrian performers and circus proprietors, George Jones and William
Parker. The new Edinburgh Circus operated as an adjunct of both Sadler’s Wells and the Royal Circus in London, transferring both performers and repertoire from
those venues to a city that still took its cultural pulse from London. As a sound business practice the proprietors of the circus remained responsive to the
demands of the Edinburgh audience, including the presentation of elaborate spectacles with Scottish settings, which had been successful in the London houses.
But how did a troupe from London, producing Scottish-themed productions that had originated in London, represent Scotland to the Scottish? During this
decade the war with France was also being represented in spectacular fashion in the London theatres, and echoed in the Edinburgh Circus, productions that
clearly emphasized a patriotic appeal to an idea of ‘Great Britain’. This paper examines the intersection of imaginary and spectacular geographies presented in
the entertainments of this first circus in Scotland, andargues that while the battle spectaculars produced during this decade were purveyed as ‘authentic’, as
being of the present, this was not the case with the Scottish-themed productions which instead presented an idea of “romantic Caledon”, rooted in a mythic
past. The circus, in effect, was presenting a ‘Highland Exotic’ in a continuum with its presentation of other imagined ‘exotics’ ranging over a geographical
spread that included Turkey, Egypt, the “coast of Barbary”, “Robinson Crusoe’s island” , and, by the end of the decade, Australia.
Biography: Kim Baston has spent many years working as an actor, director and composer in theatre and film, in the UK and in Australia. She completed her
doctorate on the function of music in contemporary theatre and circus in 2009, and is currently a senior lecturer in the Theatre and Drama program at La Trobe
University. She also lectures at the National Institute of Circus Arts in circus history and culture.

Beh, Michael (St Joseph’s College, Australia)
Paper: Beauty is Difficult – Badiou’s ‘Being as Stimulus for Performance Creation.
Abstract: heartBeast – vicious theatre ensemble places the investigation of dramatic theory at the core of its arts practice. In its latest production, Beauty is
Difficult, Alain Badiou’s Being and Event, is used as a framework for performance creation. Through improvisation, devising, physical theatre, bi-lingual script
development, heightened scenography, site specificity, the exploration of paradigms of ‘beauty’, critical interpretation of historical texts and reaction to extant
readings/performances of those texts, heartBeast has created a hybridised manifestation of the characters of Phaedra, Emma Bovary, Anna Karenina, Hedda
Gabler and Mrs Danvers thrust together on the stage for the first time. As production director, in this paper, Michael discusses the rehearsal process and
discoveries of this process with reference to Badiou and his ontological theory of the ‘event’ as trans ‘being’.
At first the landscape looks like a large, waiting room. Perhaps it is the runway of a Paris fashion show, or the plains of Purgatory? Or perhaps it is the mythic
ballroom at Mandalay or a great salon in St Petersbugh?
Four of the most beautiful women the world has ever known arrive only to be greeted by a mysterious woman who controls the entire event. Who are they? Are they
lost? Are they suffering from amnesia? Are they searching for their lover or a place to find shelter? But the space is already inhabited and a masquerade ball is about
to begin.
Emma Bovary, Hedda Gabler, Anna Karenina, Phaedra and Mrs Danvers commence the resurrection of their identity through ontological moments of memory
that collide, intersect and refract, leading towards relational fragmentation, multiplicity of character, a dance of death and the inevitable, final and brutal
dénouement that each woman must endure. To find true beauty each woman discovers that such beauty comes at a cost. Beauty is dangerous. Beauty is
difficult.
Beauty is Difficult previews at Trinity Hall, Fortitude Valley, Brisbane on Friday 6 July, 2012.
For more information visit www.heartbeast.com.au .
Biography: Michael has worked as a dedicated arts educator, director, scholar and producer throughout a twenty year career dedicated to nurturing the
development of emerging artists. He has produced and directed over 50 theatre productions and performance events at professional, independent, university
and youth theatre levels. Michael is the founder and artistic director of heartBeast – vicious theatre ensemble in Brisbane where he is currently devising/directing
Beauty is Difficult, a postdramatic investigation of the characters of Anna Karenina, Emma Bovary, Hedda Gabbler, Phedre and Mrs Danvers that will be staged in
Brisbane throughout July 2012. For heartBeast, he was director/adaptor of Oberon based on Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream (Dec 2011) and Chekhov's
Cherry Orchard (May 2011), was writer/director of the Brisbane production of beautiful frankenstein (October 2010), which received further development in New
York in December 2010 and was writer/director of clearwater, a creative development project based on Shakespeare's Twelfth Night with Metro Arts Freerange
Festival 2009. Previously he has worked with Queensland Theatre Company, La Boite Theatre, Gyre Theatre and City Theatre amongst others. Michael was coauthor of the new textbook for drama in secondary schools Dramatexts (Jacaranda Wiley, 2010). He was the Founding and Principal Editor of the Queensland
Theatre Journal Ignite (1996 - 2000) as well as having served on a number of management committees, advisory committees and boards for peak bodies in youth,
professional and independent theatre at a state and national level. Michael has presented papers at a number of national and international conferences, including
the National Conference for Australian Theatre Directors (2007), Australasian Drama Studies Association (2009, 2010), Drama Qld (2009, 2010, 2011). He has
trained with internationally acclaimed directors and scholars such as Adolph Shapiro (Moscow Arts Theatre School), Mike Alfreds, Augusto Boal, Mladen Kiselov,

Brian Johnston, Anatoly Smeliansky as well as Joan Littlewood, Anne Bogart, Robyn Nevin and Diane Cilento. He was a Fulbright Fellow in the MFA Graduate
Directing Program at Carnegie Mellon University (USA) and holds a First Class Honours Degree in Drama from University of Queensland and postgraduate
qualifications in Drama teaching (QUT). Michael is currently also Head of Faculty - Creative Arts, St Joseph's College, Gregory Terrace.

Bourke, Lenine (Contact Inc., Australia)
Panel: More than just Arts Audiences: Engaging Young People as ‘Publics’
Abstract: There have been a number of important developments in cultural policy research in recent years that seek to increase knowledge of how arts
contribute to innovation and wealth creation. For pragmatic and strategic reasons audience-centred research and development has had a high priority. Amongst
other things, it demonstrates the ways in which major arts companies can lead innovation and generate transferable knowledge about new ways to engage
larger, more distributed and diverse audiences. This work is motivated more by an interest in ‘mainstreaming’ creative industries in public policy than defending
public subsidies for the arts. It has nonetheless tended to re-produce, rather than break down, the ‘high’ and ‘low’ culture divide that plays out between the
agendas of ‘excellence’ and ‘community development’ in and through the arts. This paper argues that community-based arts also deserve to be legitimated in
cultural if not industry policy discourses as important sites of innovation. It makes this case on the basis of the expertise in engaging young people that reside in
community arts practitioners, organisations and networks. Engaging young people as arts audiences is problematic for major arts companies and forms for a
variety of reasons. This includes limits of ‘bums on seats’ approaches to audience development that pose low levels of youth audience participation as a
marketing challenge, or a programming challenge for arts companies, or as a crowd control problem for venue managers. This is one area where more could be
made of the expertise located in community arts to inform innovation in the arts and creative industries more generally. This paper draws on anecdotal evidence
to suggest that by developing processes for recognising and understanding the cultural authority of young people, especially those from disadvantaged socioeconomic contexts, community arts have expanded the range of participatory strategies for increasing the visibility of young people in the arts. Far from
declining, it is possible that youth participation may be on the increase, but in social networks, forms and venues that are not readily accommodated in formal
public arts and cultural institutions. This paper concludes by considering the implications of this analysis for national cultural policy.
Panel Participants: Sandra Gattenhof, QUT; Christina Spurgeon, QUT; Lenine Bourke, Contact Inc.
Biography: Lenine Bourke is the Artistic Director of Contact Inc., and former Executive Director of Young People and the Arts Australia. She is also the
Australian collaborator for Canadian-based Mammalian Diving Reflex. She co-authored a Currency House Platform Paper with Mary Ann Hunter titled: Not Just
An Audience: Young People Transforming our Theatre.

Budd, Natasha (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)
Paper: The Location of Children in the Theatre Landscape

Abstract : This paper examines constructions of childhood and their implications for the expression of identity in contemporary performance works with
children. Drawing on historical perspectives and performance-based research, the paper focuses on the ways in which directorial and design choices might
nurture the unique characteristics of child performers. Using a scenographic lens the paper considers recent contemporary performance case studies from Europe
and my own practice to reveal where children are currently located in contemporary performance work and the political implications of that positioning. While
this study is aligned closely with the ethical intentions and epistemologies of conventional Theatre for Children and Young People, its primary objective is to
construct an account of productive relationships between child performers, the stage environment and the director with a view to identifying directorial and
design principles that can be generalized and are reproducible when working with child performers.
WIP Performance: Children in Performance
Abstract: Contemporary performance maker and educator Natasha Budd opens her rehearsal process to delegates of the conference to share in the
development of a theatrical work performed by seven children aged 8 – 12 years. This work in progress showing forms part of Natasha’s PhD practice led
investigations into the unique nature of child performers, and the ways in which directorial and design choices might nurture and support that uniqueness. This
iteration of practice focuses on the development of concrete scenographic elements that enable children to perform their identities within a supportive and
challenging framework.
Biography: Natasha Budd is a Queensland based theatre director and educator. Currently a PhD candidate at the Queensland University of Technology her
research interests include arts education and performance-making with children. Natasha has worked in a range of contexts including primary, secondary and
tertiary education; applied performance and theatre for children and young people. She has directed youth festivals as well as devised and implemented arts
education programs across the state.

Card, Amanda (University of Sydney, Australia)
Panel: Anatomy of a Dance Work
Abstract: This panel will investigate the inspiration, development, presentation, and response to Martin del Amo’s Anatomy of an Afternoon (2012). Premiered at
this year’s Sydney Festival, del Amo’s work polarised audiences just as its inspiration (Nijinsky’s Afternoon of a Faun) had done at Théâtre du Châtelet, Paris in
1912.
The panel papers will each imagine how the shifting geographic and temporal status of the original work allowed the new work to be imagined, created, and
received. How does del Amo’s choreographic inspiration re-imagine the expectations of the original work – across landscapes of time and place? What does the
work’s reception suggest about the ways in which cultural memory plays into and creates contextual reference points or mappings for re-doings? The things that
shocked in 2012 (the everyday animality of the choreography in particular) were not inspired by any attempt to replicate movement, to re-enact action from the
past, yet Anatomy of an Afternoon emerged from research questions not dissimilar to those that were of concern to Nijinsky. This led, it would seem inevitably, to
the same controversies and mixed reception enjoyed by Afternoon of a Faun 100 years earlier.
Panel participants: Martin del Amo (independent artist), Amanda Card (University of Sydney), Justine Shih Pearson (Critical Path)

Associated Book Launch: As an adjunct to this presentation Shih Pearson, Card and Del Amo will launch Brolga – an Australian journal about dance No. 36. This
edition of Brolga is entirely dedicated to an examination of Anatomy of an Afternoon from its inception/inspiration to its presentation/future. The edition is guest
edited by Amanda Card with writing from Anatomy of an Afternoon’s choreographer Martin del Amo, performer Paul White, composer Mark Bradshaw, with
articles from academics Erin Brannigan, Amanda Card, and Justine Shih Pearson, dancer/choreographers Matthew Day and Kristina Chan, producer Viv Rosman
(Performing Lines), with photographs/objects from both Paul White and photographer Heidrun Löhr. Copies will be available for purchase at the launch.
3.45pm Thursday 5th July 2012, Z2-400 “The Glasshouse”
Biography: Amanda Card is a lecturer with the Department of Performance Studies, the University of Sydney. She researches and teaches in the area of
movement studies, particularly the history of social and theatrical dance in Australia, intercultural performance, and theories of embodiment. She has published
in dance, popular culture, historical, and feminist journals and edited collections, most recently Shaping the Landscape: Celebrating Dance in Australia (Routledge
2011) and Scrapbooks, Snapshots and Memorabilia: Hidden Archives of Performance (Peter Lang 2011). Her current book project looks at the appropriation of
Indigenous dance practices by non-Indigenous dance artists in Australia and the United States, 1920-1970.

Carleton, Stephen (University of Queensland, Australia)
Panel: A Cultural Atlas of Australia: Mapping Narratives of North, South, East, West and Centre
Abstract: Advances in digital technology are rapidly enhancing the way we archive and map cultural activity and history. The AusStage data base, for instance,
allows us to trace an individual play, playwright or company’s production history across Australia throughout time (‘all productions by Jenny Kemp in each
Australian capital city’, for instance). Similarly, the Austlit database allows us to search thematically for Australian plays along topical and temporal lines (‘plays
about the bush’, or ‘plays by female writers from 1920-1940’, for instance). Drs Stadler, Mitchell and Carleton are currently working on an ARC Discovery project
that allows us for the first time to track narratives of place across the country in specific regional detail. The Cultural Atlas of Australia provides visualised
representations of Australian imagined geographies in theatre, film and literature. This pioneering cross-disciplinary digital map will allow users to track creative
representations of Australian landscapes region-by-region and medium-by-medium in order to facilitate comparative research into the nation’s cultural coordinates.
In this panel session, Drs Carleton (theatre), Stadler (film) and Mitchell (literature/writing) will introduce you to the Cultural Atlas of Australia and explain its
applications to each of their disciplines. As well as being a ‘hands on’ demonstration of the technology, topics discussed will include notions of the Australian
‘Cultural Tour’, compass points and their fictive representation, and the potentialities of digital mapping and research. We will outline how the Cultural Atlas sits
alongside the digital applications currently provided by AusStage, Austlit and the National film and Sound Archive, and how this nascent digital project (which
draws upon an initial test case of fifty each of plays, films and novels from 1950 to the present) has the capacity to offer comprehensive cultural geographical data
spanning time and place. We will also discuss the logistics of design aesthetics for those interested in the practicalities of digital mapping and website design.
Panel Participants: Stephen Carleton, UQ; Jane Stadler, UQ; Peta Mitchel, UQ.
Biography: Stephen Carleton is a playwright and the Drama Major convenor in the School of English, Media Studies, and Art History, University of Queensland.
He is the author of award-winning plays such as Constance Drinkwater and the Final Days of Somerset (Patrick White Playwrights’ Award, 2005) and The Narcissist

(Matilda Award Best Production, 2008). His research interests focus on theatre of the Australian North, as well as areas of critical theatre/drama study spanning
cultural geography, postcolonial studies, spatial inquiry and the Gothic.

Che, Emma Martin & Plummer, Kris (Independent Scholars, Australia)
Paper: The Journey: Research-Led Practice Towards A Contemporary Theatre Exchange Model
Abstract: Journey is a theatrical exchange model and a performance which has engaged with community participants and audiences in Brisbane city, Beaudesert
Shire and in RedlandsShireoverthe past eighteen months. The Journey model emerged from an MA research inquiry by Creative Director Emma Che Martin
(WAAPA) and involves the parallel development, then integration of a mainstage contemporary work with professional production values and outcomes from
community based workshop series. Both processes are thematically linked and participants in both engage in acultural exchange, the model inspired by Eugenio
Barba’s concept of Barter Theatre (Watson, 1993)
This paper relates to the conference theme of Compass Points through its discussion of:
a. Social and Cultural Imaginaries
In the thematic concerns of the exchange- navigating the landscapes of relationships and identity and the protocols of technology mediated communication
inthe 21st century terrain of ‘constant arrivals’ (Giannachi 2004)
In the physical structure of the exchange- the cultural geography of the Journey model as it straddles city and regional,as it contributes to the ongoing
problematisation of ‘mainstage’, ‘outreach’ and ‘community based’ theatre practice.
In the location of the exchange - the project foregrounds the engagement of community participants with their local Theatre venue.
b. Devised Theatre/ Performance Making
The Journey performance is an open work which offers audience interactivity as well as community created segments. At the same time it may be read as a quite
universal narrative concerned with workplace personal protocols.
In form, thematic and in community process it manifests to a degree a postdramatic impulse to ‘re-valorise the theatrical’(Lehmann 2006) while at the same time
seeking an openness to “public dialogue”- to “an authenticity that blurs the line between theatrical artifice and everyday life.” (Urban Theatre Projects)
c. Production Practices
This paper seeks to discuss the conceptual frames and intent of the Journey model but also to site the work within the compass points of other community
cultural engagement (theatre specific) works and to narrate the operational outcomes- positive and negative in the three life cycles of the model to date.
Biography: Emma Che Martin BA (Hons)Acting, MA (Theatre Practices) Over the past ten years Emma Che Martin has worked in the Performing Arts sector as an
actor/performer, director and CCD practitioner. In 2011Emma Che was an Associate Artist at La Boite Theatre Company where she curated and directed new
theatre works, ‘So Far Away Yet So Near’& ‘Flinch’. She has worked for organisations that include Backbone Youth Arts, QTC, The Song Room, Aboriginal Centre
for Performing Arts and Barking Gecko Theatre Company. In 2012 she is directing the Backbone ensemble to create a new work involving locative media. She has
trained in Viewpoints with Barney O'Hanlon from the SITI Company (New York) and European Physical Theatre traditions with TeatrPiesnKosla in Poland.
Dr Kris Plummer BA (Hons) Dip.Ed Sec M.EdCA PhD. Kris spent ten years as a youth performer at Shopfront Theatre for Young People, Sydney before training in
dramaturgy at NIDA and in all aspects of theatre at UNSW. She practices as a freelance dramaturg, director, playwright and specialist educator and engages with

emerging artists and applied theatre projects in addition to industry commissions. Kris has dramaturged (!) several Australian premiere productions in NSW and
QLD. She completed Honours research into the methodology of Community Theatre playwrights and an MEd on the gender coding of Modern Dance technique.
Kris’s practice-based PhD on Contemporary Dramaturgy in Theatre for Young People (QUT 2010)contributes valuable research on Postdramatic Theatre and
production dramaturgy in both devised process (in Australia) and in page to stage production (in Germany).

Creeley, Edwin (Independent Scholar, Australia)
Paper: Space, Identity and Performance: A Perspective from the Phenomenology of Paul Ricoeur.
Abstract: This paper conceives the cardinal notions of space, identity and performance in performance studied from the point-of-view of hermeneutical
phenomenologist, Paul Ricoeur. Explicit in Ricoeur's concept of being are the notions of bios (our spatiotemporal life) and logos (our human potential to conceive
in universal terms). The struggle between bios and logos often leads to, according to Ricoeur, human frailty, conflict and failure. Human identity is forged in the
often uneasy ground between human spatiotemporal limitations and the craving for the universal and by implication the eternal. Within this ground of dispute
performance becomes a means of partial resolution of the desire for the universal and transcendence from the boundaries of being embodied in space.
Performance thus has the potential to forge new identities, ones that embrace our spatiotemporal boundedness and the desire for transcendent thought and
imaginative projection. These concepts are explored in terms of the play, "Educating Rita", as well as some examples from theatre making and performance.
Biography: XXX

Connor, Russya (Edith Cowan University, Australia)
Paper: Vertical Moments: an Exploration of Suspension in Performing Arts
Abstract: As part of a performance practice as research PhD at WAAPA, I explored how immersion or suspension in different gravitational states affects
perceptions, experiences and expressions of a performer and how these can be translated into a theatrical, poetic form.
My presentation aimed at sharing airborne suspended moments on vertical axes via aerial silks or harness work. Besides a north, south, west and east
orientations, we, as humans, also have a vertical compass. Often verticality postulates a relational connection to a higher being and in becoming airborne a
human clearly overcomes the existing limits of physical action.
To be truly expressive in the aerial realm of performing, certain skills, like inner verticality, core strength and self-discipline in challenging states, need to be
developed and embodied to find efficiency and ease of movement.
Then the paper will apply the research and findings from the vertical environments to a performance project. This project “How close do you want me?” was
presented at the PROXIMITY festival in Perth in February 2012. The work explored and celebrated intimate exchanges between an artist and a single audience
member through aerial work, poetry and darkness.

Biography: Russya has a diverse performance history overseas as an actor, dancer and choreographer. Since moving to Australia she has been involved in stage
productions like the Vagina Monologues, the world puppetry festival, proximity festival and FringeWorld. Recently her work takes her underwater, in the air and
into much closer proximity with the audience. She has been a lecturer for contemporary performance, physical theatre and movement training at ECU (SCA and
WAAPA) for the last six years. She is now in her second year PhD candidature in performing arts.

Dandeniya, Tharanga (Monash University, Australia)
Paper: Compass Coordinates of Cultures that are Under the Radar: The Temple Gateway Model for Theatre Traditions those have limited attention in the
international theatre market
Abstract: Generally speaking, only those countries that are socio-economically empowered have a cultural and a geographical orientation that is well-known to
citizens of other countries. Performances that circulate internationally are largely attached to geographical locations or cultural tags marked as either Asia/Asian
(mostly being confined to the East Asia) or Western (the Europe, and Anglo Saxons’ settlements). However, there are many other countries/cultures that might
be classified under these two geographical/cultural umbrellas that remain unnoticed or are set up in contrast to these twin tags. A country with limited socioeconomic power will only receive limited attention — remaining as an undetected coordinate between two major compass directions i.e. between North and
North East— unless they experience a catastrophic disaster or where a sudden political movement that affects the global economy serves to make them visible.
However, many of these undetected countries were once key points of orientation in the compass when the world had a different socio-economic-political
balance (e.g. Sri Lanka was a key centre for exchanges when the Silk Road was active). In recent times, practitioners from those unnoticed cultures face
challenges when bringing traditional performance activities into a foreign socio-cultural space. Their practices and process are unique and do not thoroughly fit
into any established models which are insufficient in addressing the complexity of their theatre traditions. My newly developed framework, The Temple Gateway
Model, articulates an interactive relationship between both practitioners (through Artistic and Strategic modelling) and the audiences (through Artistic and Social
context) to the source culture and the target culture. The interactive relationship leads to Siddhi (success) through performance and spectatorship which based
Rasa. The model gives directions for those undetected cultures to make them visible in the international theatre stream while affirming their cultural identity.
Biography: Tharanga Dandeniya is a PhD (Theatre Performance) candidate at Monash University. Tharanga graduated with a Master of Arts by Research (MAR)
degree at La Trobe University in 2007, Bachelor of Arts (Hons 2A) degree in theatre and drama studies at University of Kelaniya in 2002. Tharanga worked as a
visiting lecturer at the University of Kelaniya and University of Colombo Tharanga’s professional practice as an actor, a playwright, a director, and a designer in
the Sri Lankan theatre industry is more than 20 years and has been awarded for in many national recognition drama competitions. Tharanga also has conducted
number of community theatre performances in Melbourne. He has published few books and few articles and an Australian accredited translator. Tharanga has
received “The Sri Lankan Presidential scholarship” in 2002, APA and IPRS scholarships from Monash University in 2011 and publication grants from The Sri
Lankan National Library Board publishing project in 2000, 2005 and 2011. Tharanga is interested in Cross--cultural Theatre practices, Diasporic theatre practices,
Directing, and script writing.

D’Arcy, Eamon (XXX, Australia)
Paper: Foucault’s Philosophy & Scenography – Territory, Communication, Speed
Abstract: This paper will attempt to further explore the concept of scenography by using the work of Michel Foucault. His work is pivotal in discussions about
theatre space because of his interdisciplinary encounters with philosophy, painting, architecture and the visual arts. These encounters reveal concepts of space
that could help shape future studies in theatre, especially in the practice and theory of scenography.
In 1982, Foucault during an interview with Paul Rabinow entitled ʻSpace, Knowledge and Powerʼ makes the following statement PR : So architects are not necessarily the masters of space that they once were, or believed themselves to be.
MF : Thatʼs right. They are not the technicians or engineers of the three great variables – territory, communication, and speed. These escape the domain of
architects. (Michel Foucault ʻSpace, Knowledge and Powerʼ, Foucault Live (Interviews, 1961 – 1984) ed., Sylvere Lotringer, trans., Lysa Hochroth and John Johnston. (New York, Semiotext(e), 1996) 339.)
Simply put, Foucault is implying that the ʻtechniciansʼ and ʻengineersʼ are the new ʻmasters of spaceʼ rather than ʻarchitectsʼ. Following on, it would be fair to say
that Foucaultʼs concept of ʻspaceʼ has evolved from his earlier work on space that started in the 1960ʼs.
As a practice scenography involves the artistic arrangement and ordering of things in space. Therefore, if the concept of space changes does this impact on the
processes of scenography?
As both infrastructure and technology have historical roots in the theatre, now might be a good time to re-view ʻthe three great variablesʼ – ʻterritory,
communication, and speedʼ as part of the spatial dynamics of scenography.
Using Foucaultʼs statement as a starting point, and applying ʻterritory, communication, and speedʼ (both collectively and individually) to scenography might
mean that these terms rejuvenate how we work with theatre space in the future? And if so, what does this imply not only for scenography, but also for writing,
directing and acting in the theatre?
I will be using images from my designs for the musical ʻHairsprayʼ (where the ʻsetʼ was a series of LED screens) as a way of demonstrating Foucaultʼs ideas, and
perhaps exploring future trends in thinking about design for the theatre. (In 2011 ʻHairsprayʼ was nominated in the category of ʻbest set designʼ by the Greenroom
Awards and the Sydney Theatre Critics Awards, as well as being ʻhighly commendedʼ by the Australian Production Design Guild.)
Biography: XXX

Davenport, James & O’Donnell, David (Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand)
Paper: It’s About Time: Three Case Studies in Sustainable Scenography in the Pacific
The urgent need to consider more sustainable practices in theatre production is being recognised by organisations in the USA such as Electric Lodge Performing
Arts Centre, the Green Theater Initiative and the Broadway Green Alliance. However there are considerable costs in setting up such ventures, and in the smaller
theatre economies of island nations on the Pacific rim, many wasteful practices continue to dominate in theatre production. Yet issues of sustainability in the
face of climate change are particularly pertinent to Pacific nations, with atolls such as Tuvalu gradually disappearing due to rising ocean levels.
In this presentation we explore models for more sustainable theatre production, giving examples from our own experiences as theatre practitioners working in
different locations around the Pacific. We examine three contrasting performance projects that we have worked on in recent years: a film, The Land has Eyes,

(Rotuma, 2004, written and directed by Vilsoni Hereniko, assistant director/actor James Davenport); a play, Heat (New Zealand, 2008, written by Lynda ChanwaiEarle, director David O’Donnell); and a conference TEDx (Honolulu, 2011, designer James Davenport). Not only does each project utilise innovative approaches to
sustainable scenography, the scenographic materials used actively reflect and engage with the dramaturgy and themes of each work.
In examining these projects, we make extensive use of visual documentation (photographs, maps and plans). In each example, the sustainability of the
scenography reflects and enhances the themes of the diverse performance texts, creating performative critiques of unsustainable methods of production. By
close analysis of the interaction between text and technologies in the Pacific, we will present methodologies for sustainable theatre practice of the future.
Biography: XXX

Davis, Paul (University of Queensland, Australia)
Paper: Mapping the Performative Geography of a Latter Day ‘Happening’
Abstract: This paper examines the creation and management of performance space in Sir Don v. The Ratpack, an item of agit-prop theatre produced by
Mullumbimby’s Gorilla Street Theatre (GST) outside the Brisbane Convention Centre on the 26th of November, 2009. The performance was staged to coincide
with the Annual General Meeting of BHP Billiton, the world’s largest mining company. Staged as a mock press conference, Sir Don was produced by a group of
actors, activists and filmmakers drawn together by shared concerns about the huge expansion of uranium mining about to take place at Roxby Downs in South
Australia. I argue that the ‘energy’ expressed in the polarised contest between actor/journalists seeking answers and the actor/chairman denying everything,
creates a unique space of performance: effectively a heterotopia of alternate ordering. Like much site-specific practice, Sir Don is mobile, transgressive, and
permeable. It unfolds in real time and its performative space is created and maintained by the act of pointing cameras and microphones towards a concentrated
spot (the subject – Sir Don); who is thereby licensed to take the mobile scrum wherever he wants. Like the circle around a fight, this formation of spectatorship
and participation can bend and extend, thicken and reform. It can even intercalate with the heterotopia of BHP’s AGM: a ritualized, annual gathering of (mostly
small) shareholders. Sir Don also draws in the social space of the nearby ‘real demonstration’ – otherwise kept at a distance by a strong police presence. This
latter day ‘Happening’ deploys itself as a third space which mediates the divide between both points of antagonism: effectively bringing the ‘real’ demonstration
into the realm of the corporate meeting. An 8 minute video record of Sir Don can be viewed at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDD1q_sjor0. .
Biography: Paul Davies graduated from the University of Queensland in 1972 with a BA (hons) and MA in English Literature. He also trained as a script editor at
Crawford Productions where he arrived in 1974 in time to witness the killing of Homicide and the birth of many Sullivans. Paul has written for more than a dozen
television drama series including Homicide, The Sullivans, The Box, Skyways, Stingers, Pacific Drive, Rafferty’s Rules, Blue Heelers, Headland and Something In The
Air. He has also co-written a number of documentaries for the ABC and SBS with directors John Hughes, Pat Laughren and Rosie Jones. Two plays, Storming St.
Kilda By Tram (1988 Currency Press) and On Shifting Sandshoes(1988) received Awgies (Australian Writers Guild Awards) as did Return Of The Prodigal an episode
of Something In the Air. The original ‘Tram Show’, Storming Mont Albert By Tram, was first produced by TheatreWorks in 1982 and performed on many trams over
the next decade in both Melbourne and Adelaide, helping to pave the way for other site-specific plays, including: Breaking Up In Balwyn (1983), Living Rooms
(1986), and Full House/No Vacancies (1989). Paul has also lectured in screenwriting and media studies at various universities and tertiary institutions. He is
currently a PhD candidate in the school of English, Media Studies and Art History at the University of Queensland.

D’Cruz, Glenn (Deakin University, Australia)
Paper: The Man who Mistook Marat for Sade: ‘Living’ Memory and The Digital Archive
Abstract: Whether we agree with Peggy Phelan’s oft-quoted statement that performance is ‘that which disappears’ there is little doubt that scholars must deal
with the traces of performance events in order to produce critical and analytical commentaries. Digital archives of ‘ephemeral’ performance events — acts
presented in a specific time and place —provide scholars with access to an unprecedented wealth of research material: production photographs, posters, reviews,
video recordings and so on. Moreover, ‘live’ theatre is now regularly recorded in high definition video formats and remediated through Internet sites such as
Digital Theatre http://www.digitaltheatre.com/ and artfilms http://www.artfilms.com.au/. Even rehearsals are often documented and preserved in some kind
digital medium. The material traces of live performance have never been so readily available, and digital archives have exponentially expanded the historical
record.
This paper examines the status of anecdotal recollection and human memory in the age of digital reproduction. I compare my memories of the Sydney Front’s
John Laws/Sade (1987) with its archival record in order to revisit and interrogate the proposition, articulated by Peter Brook, and Eugenio Barba amongst others,
that human memory is the most appropriate archive for live performance. More recently, Lynn Gardner has claimed that ‘There is something about somebody
telling you about a performance – or sometimes even about just a moment – in their own voice that brings it uniquely alive.’
(http://www.guardian.co.uk/stage/theatreblog/2011/apr/20/theatre-memory-past-performance-plays). Given that the digitised video record of John Laws/Sade
contradicted many of my memories of the performance, I examine the ways in which Gardner’s provocative declaration contributes to debates about the ‘truth
value’ of performance archives.
Biography: XXX

Del Amo, Martin (Independent Artist, Australia)
Panel: Anatomy of a Dance Work
Abstract: This panel will investigate the inspiration, development, presentation, and response to Martin del Amo’s Anatomy of an Afternoon (2012). Premiered at
this year’s Sydney Festival, del Amo’s work polarised audiences just as its inspiration (Nijinsky’s Afternoon of a Faun) had done at Théâtre du Châtelet, Paris in
1912.
The panel papers will each imagine how the shifting geographic and temporal status of the original work allowed the new work to be imagined, created, and
received. How does del Amo’s choreographic inspiration re-imagine the expectations of the original work – across landscapes of time and place? What does the
work’s reception suggest about the ways in which cultural memory plays into and creates contextual reference points or mappings for re-doings? The things that
shocked in 2012 (the everyday animality of the choreography in particular) were not inspired by any attempt to replicate movement, to re-enact action from the

past, yet Anatomy of an Afternoon emerged from research questions not dissimilar to those that were of concern to Nijinsky. This led, it would seem inevitably, to
the same controversies and mixed reception enjoyed by Afternoon of a Faun 100 years earlier.
Panel participants: Martin del Amo (independent artist), Amanda Card (University of Sydney), Justine Shih Pearson (Critical Path)
Associated Book Launch: As an adjunct to this presentation Shih Pearson, Card and Del Amo will launch Brolga – an Australian journal about dance No. 36. This
edition of Brolga is entirely dedicated to an examination of Anatomy of an Afternoon from its inception/inspiration to its presentation/future. The edition is guest
edited by Amanda Card with writing from Anatomy of an Afternoon’s choreographer Martin del Amo, performer Paul White, composer Mark Bradshaw, with
articles from academics Erin Brannigan, Amanda Card, and Justine Shih Pearson, dancer/choreographers Matthew Day and Kristina Chan, producer Viv Rosman
(Performing Lines), with photographs/objects from both Paul White and photographer Heidrun Löhr. Copies will be available for purchase at the launch.
3.45pm Thursday 5th July 2012, Z2-400 “The Glasshouse”
Biography:
Martin del Amo, originally from Germany, is a Sydney-based dancer and choreographer.
He is best known for his full-length solos, fusing idiosyncratic movement and intimate storytelling. These include It’s a Jungle Out There (2009), Never Been This
Far Away From Home (2007) and Under Attack (2005), all of which received significant critical acclaim. In recent years, Martin has extended his practice to
choreographing group works and solos for others including Anatomy of an Afternoon (2012), Mountains Never Meet (2011) and various solos for his ongoing multipart choreographic project, Slow Dances For Fast Times.
Martin regularly teaches for a wide range of arts organisations and companies and has extensively worked as mentor and consultant on projects initiated by
young and emerging artists. He also writes and regularly contributes to RealTime magazine.
Martin has been nominated for two Australian Dance Awards – Outstanding Achievement in Independent Dance (2010) and Best Male Dancer (2005). His work
has toured nationally and internationally (UK, Japan, Brazil).

Delbridge, Matt (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)
Paper: ?ot I: A Remapping of the X, Y and X Axes of Beckett’s Not I
Abstract: This paper provides an interrogative reflective analysis on a recent restaging of Samuel Beckett’s Not I. The restaging of Not I (re-labelled ?ot I in this
version), deployed a digitally enhanced scenographic landscape that remains true to Beckett’s original stage directions. Through the active use of a suite of
current technological devices, the original has been further invigorated (and modernised) to re-imagine the potential navigation of a modern ecology located
within the work.
Biography: XXX.

Dennis, Rea (University of Glamorgan, United Kingdom)
Paper: Landscapes of Making: Autobiography, Memory and Improvised Performance
Abstract: This paper maps the dramaturgical processes active in the making and performing of Train Tracks & Rooftops (2008, 2009, 2010). A contemporary
performance piece produced by Lembrança (UK/Brazil) with the support of the ACW, UK and .an Australia/Brazil collaboration, the piece emerged from working
extensively within a body memory method of devising that in a practice-as-research approach. Through memory fragments of our own childhood places of
refuge, Train Tracks and Rooftops set out to explore how the way in which a child claims self (selves) and place outside the familial, creates meaning and builds
identity and emplacement. The paper documents the way in which notions of self are contested when working with autobiography and interrogated how
memory is revealed in and through the making process and in performance in a way that suggests autobiography, body memory and improvisation are equal in
live performance and compellingly exposing of the performer.
Biography: Rea is an artist and scholar specializing in physical vocabularies for improvised performance and artist/facilitator "performance" in a range of
contexts. An international teacher of contemporary performance and applied theatre, she completed a PhD on playback theatre at Griffith University in 2004 and
is currently a Reader in Drama and Performance at the University of Glamorgan, UK. She is co-director with Magda Miranda from Brazil of Lembrança, a bilingual
ensemble that performs relic-montage of located memory and autobiography using physical and interactive forms.

Duell, Cassandra (University of Sydney, Australia)
Paper: Negotiating the North-Westerly Pull, Yet the Centre Beckons: Australian Cultural Policy, Namatjira, and the Idea of a ‘Cultural Hearth’.
Abstract: How does Australian cultural policy currently seek to orient itself for the purposes of cultural productivity and exchange? With much theatre practice,
the palpable and constant north-westerly pull in maintaining dialogic relationships with the UK and Europe persists. And yet there is also the critical matter of
connecting with an Indigenous Australia eager to preserve aspects of its cultural heritage and convey a sense of centrality, whilst also participating fully in
contemporary cultural dialogues. How does this prompt ideas relating to a ‘cultural hearth’ being realised in theatre praxis?
This paper examines the recent touring production of Namatjira in articulating issues relating to cultural (dis)orientation. The play pays tribute to the life of artist,
Albert Namatjira. Educated in a German Lutheran missionary in the Northern Territory before briefly being initiated into his Aboriginal community of Aranda,
Namatjira made his mark by adapting European art influences in water-colour to his landscape paintings. In exhibiting and selling his works, he ostensibly
elevated his social standing – he was the first Aboriginal to be made an Australian citizen – and acquired considerable wealth. However, his attempt at straddling
both cultures proved to be a relentless challenge. In terms of cultural production, the chasm between a largely individualistic Westernized economic rationale and
an Indigenous Australian ethos that upholds kinship in the face of economic survival will also be considered in relation to the play.
Biography: Cassandra Duell graduated with a BA (Hons) in Drama and Classics from Surrey University, England. She subsequently secured a place at Bristol Old
Vic Theatre School and went on to work as an actor in the UK. Cassandra is currently a PhD student at the Department of Performance Studies, University of
Sydney. Her research explores how nation, together with expressions of a practitioner’s own cultural experience and identity, infuse the work of key

contemporary theatre directors on the Australian mainstage; the particular focus of the research being the years 2000 – 2010. Cassandra was also awarded
second runner-up for the Veronica Kelly Prize at last year's ADSA conference.

Durban, Kim (University of Ballarat, Australia)
Paper: Double Vision: A Caroline Playwright Relocated Downunder

Abstract: How does a contemporary production of Richard Brome’s 1638 play The Antipodes by a female Australian director in 2008 enlarge our understanding
of this play and his work?
In his seminal book Great Reckonings in Little Rooms, Bert O. States identifies the fact that a play is a code. He suggests that we may ‘hear’ a scene and ‘see’ a
speech: also that there can be a tension between seeing and hearing a play. How do we now see, or hear The Antipodes by Richard Brome, an intriguing comedy
that was originally performed by male actors at the Salisbury Theatre in London? Today we have no record of the playing length, or the original cuts. In this
situation, the mounting of any subsequent performance at 368 years remove from the source must rely on the director’s decoding, or, as Alan C. Dessen has
suggested, “rewrighting’ the play.
The Antipodes is set in a city environment of the Caroline age, and then switches to an upside- down fictional universe which is strangely reminiscent of Australia,
despite pre-dating its’ colonisation by 150 years. This contemporary production referenced both 1789 and 1950 in its site-specific performance .The main
investigation of this paper will be to open up the double vision of the scholar-director looking backwards and forwards at space and place, and to examine some
of the methods of the feminist theatre practitioner engaging with notions of historiography as she stages the work of a seventeenth century playwright in her
own time.
Biography: XXX

Edgecomb, Sean (University of Queensland, Australia)
Paper: North/South: The Cultural Response to Iconography of the Richmond Theatre Fire, 1811
Abstract: The day after Christmas 1811, the elite of Richmond, Virginia (USA) gathered at the city’s new theatre to watch a double-bill of pantomimes in
celebration of the holiday season. The air of celebration and joviality quickly turned tragic when a chandelier cord caught fire, erupting in a conflagration that
would consume the entire building in a matter of minutes. Seventy-two people perished, and the event became infamous as the “worst urban disaster” in the
young nation’s history. A year later a woodcut of the event was published by B.S. Tanner of Philadelphia and then quickly reproduced in periodicals throughout
the east coast of the United States. The graphic image, which features the writhing and tortured victims of the incident at the fire’s apogee, was received very
differently in the “North,” where it was employed as propaganda toward moral pedagogy and in the “South” where it became an iconographic memento mori for
the deceased.

This paper provides a new critical reading of the Richmond fire image in context to the socio-cultural events surrounding the revivalist period known as “The
Second Great Awakening” in the first quarter of the nineteenth century in America. In New England, a majority of the population still felt directed by dogmatic
reverberations from its Puritanical origins, and theatres as well as boisterous celebrations of Christmas were castigated from the pulpit. In the largely Anglican
South, however, theatre and Christmas revelry were key parts of the regional social structure, both culturally and liturgically. By reconsidering the image of the
Richmond fire in context to its original reception, I hope to shed light on how changing modes of iconographic representation can begin to unpack following
theoretical discussions: the contested place of theatre in the new republic/American imagination; the intersection of the rise of journalism/print culture with the
moral politics of the evangelical establishment and theatrical diversion; the exploitation of images of suffering for pedagogical purposes; the sensationalizing of
tragic events for public consumption; and the aesthetic reflection of shifting moral codes in nineteenth century America.
Biography: XXX

Evans, Megan (Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand)
Paper: Two Belles in Love: Staging a 'Tradition' of Sexual Diversity in a Grand Scale Contemporary Chinese Opera
Abstract: A Romance: Two Belles in Love is a lesbian-themed Chinese opera based on a 350-year-old play by Li Yu. The 2010 production was headed by Stanley
Kwan, the first openly gay film director in the Chinese cinema scene. The premiere marked a shift in representations of homosexuality in contemporary China
which did not remove homosexuality from the list of official mental illnesses until 2001. Publicity for the production plastered the city with imagistic challenges to
the heteronormative visual landscape. The premier coincided a wider trend reviving the practice of male performers portraying female roles, discouraged since
Communist victory in 1949. I analyse the production and its reception as examples of xiqu (Chinese opera) receiving comparatively more official and cultural
leeway than other modes of cultural production to portray sexual diversity on the post-Mao Chinese stage.
Biography: Megan Evans is a Senior Lecturer in the Theatre Programme at Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand. She received her MFA and PhD from
University of Hawaii at Manoa. She has studied Chinese xiqu performance with members of the Jiangsu Province Jingju Company and at the National Academy of
Chinese Theatre Arts in Beijing. Her research interests focus on continuing experiments by xiqu artists to maintain its artistic vitality and cultural relevance in
contemporary China.

Fenton, David (National Institute of Dramatic Arts, Australia)
Paper: The Empty City: A case study in Refining Intermedial Processes in Dramatic Work.
Abstract: This presentation examines questions that have emerged from the production process of The Empty City, an intermedial non-verbal theatre work,
adapted from the children’s picture book of the same name by David Megarrity and Jonathon Oxlade.

‘Parataxis’, the de-hierarchisation of form, is one of Hans Thies Lehmann’s characteristics for post-dramatic work. It is also a criterion for works of intermedial
status, where one form is not privileged above another. Specifically, this presentation asks ‘is parataxis a helpful concept when applied to intermedial dramatic
works?’
This presentation troubles the notion that formally ‘paratactic’ productions require ‘paratactic’ processes, by providing evidence that ‘parataxis’ can be achieved
through an initial privileging of the ‘live’ in a dramatic work. The result of this theoretical exploration, in conjunction with practice-led examples from The Empty
City, is the articulation of a provisional process for generating intermediality in dramatic works. This presentation is of interest to theorists studying intermedial
responses to form across dramatic and post-dramatic paradigms, as well as practitioners who are interested in practice-led examples of refined intermedial
processes for dramatic works.
Associated Book Launch: Live Research: Methods of practice-led research in performance, edited Leah Mercer, Julie Robson and David Fenton
This book draws together a diverse cross-section of practice-led research projects in the field of theatre and performance studies from universities across
Australia over the last ten years. With a specific focus on methodology, Live Research maps out nine unique narratives of practice. It provides an invaluable
insight into the distinctive challenges of practice-led research and offers a unique snapshot into artist-scholars working at the vanguard of this burgeoning field.
The authors published in this volume all write from their experiences as doctoral candidates, making this an essential companion for all higher degree students,
supervisors and examiners. This book will also appeal to theatre and performing artists, and anyone interested in how artists understand and research what they
do. Following the foreword by Professor Brad Haseman, a leading proponent of practice-led research, the book opens with an essay by Leah Mercer and Julie
Robson that synthesises the characteristics common to each of the contributors’ experiences. Nine essays from artist-scholars then narrate stories of practice-led
research and the methodologies that shaped, sharpened and structured their doctoral projects. The final essay from Siobhan Murphy offers an incisive discussion
“on the nature of PhD writing and its relationship to performance-making” that is a must read for everyone who ever pondered the difference between a thesis
and an exegesis.
3.45pm Friday 6th July 2012, Z2-400 “The Glasshouse”
Biography: XXX

Fenty-Studham, Sue (West Australian Academy of Performing Arts, Australia)
Paper: The Orientation and Reorientation of Perceptions and Procedures of a Cross-Cultural Stage Management Team in Bali
Abstract: In the western world the stage manager has one of the key technical roles in the production of a show. What happens when taken-for-granted
orientations are removed, when the grounds of perspective and cultural approach shift? How does a western stage manager placed in a foreign location
negotiate terrain, where the stage itself it the only familiar ground?
Conversely, how do ten newly inducted Indonesian stage managers, embedded in local culture find an orientating foothold in a theatre structure which is new,
unfamiliar and sometimes dangerous territory, and where the language spoken is distant from their own?
Adding to this negotiation are the developments in the technological landscape, as the company works to establish the first theatre of its kind on the island, a
western style mega-theatre equipped with high-tech lighting, staging and sound. From a stage management point of view, these technological complications

immediately raise approaches to safety management in the theatre. With new staging techniques introduced such as flying scenery and trap doors in the stage
floor, what new concepts must be embraced to ensure the safety of all involved? In this context, does the well-being of the performers and technical staff
become a cultural issue?
In this paper, regarding matters of cultural negotiation, the compass points to Bali, Indonesia and the mounting of a highly technical, large scale production with
an international creative team, a cast of more than 150 Balinese performers, a menagerie of animals and a newly-trained technical crew of 70. This paper
explores the different approaches encountered and developed when performance management is in focus.
Biography: XXX.

Fewster, Russell & Chew, Richard (University of South Australia, Australia)
Paper: Playing Baal
Abstract: In the first half of 2012 we presented a production of Brecht’s Baal at the University of South Australia. This was part of a third year course Directing
Performance in the Bachelor of Media Arts (MBMA). A team of students, a theatre practitioner/lecturer and two music practitioner/lecturers combined to create
the performance. The latter included director Russell Fewster, composer/pianist Richard Chew and musical director/guitarist Rob Pippan. The students shared
performance roles and sound, lighting and projection responsibilities consistent with the interdisciplinary nature of the degree. The approach was to create a rock
music version where the team created new song chord structures and melodies for the existing Brecht text. The staging with its emphasis on play and music used
a layering of forms to create the mise en scène. This, we argue, constituted a post-brechtian approach: taking Brecht’s foundational ideas of epic theatre and
freely playing with them within a ‘fun’ rock context. The fun, or Spass as Brecht referred to it, was in the lightness of the playing which contrasted the dark fable
or tale of the play and resulted in an extension of the alienation effect. This was achieved by an intermedial approach: a montage or collision between the forms
of text, action, music and staging technologies.
Biography: XXX

Findlay, Gavin (University of Canberra, Australia)
Paper: Utilising Tangible and Intangible Heritage in Documenting the History and Works of Splinters Theatre of Spectacle
Abstract: The objective of the research is to develop and implement a methodology that combines tangible and intangible approaches in documenting theatre,
through preserving and making accessible the works of Canberra's groundbreaking Splinters Theatre of Spectacle (1985-98). The company’s meteoric rise and
remarkable history and works deserve to be documented and shared with the community that nurtured it, as well as made available for overdue critical analysis.
As a first step, an archive has been created at the ACT Heritage Library.

The definition of Intangible Heritage by UNESCO in 2003 crucially places the performing arts at the centre, which recognises the ephemeral nature of
performance but at the same time reflects the uncomfortable relationship that theatre has with the processes and uses of documentation, compared to other
artforms. Serious questions remain about exactly what is required to successfully preserve theatre, both in heritage and theatre studies terms, and research into
the impact of theatre on audiences and communities is quite limited.
Digital technology is revolutionising heritage and humanities studies by questioning both the primacy of the object and the role of historians and curators in
guiding the interpretation, at the same time as providing huge potential for enhanced experiences and exploration of archives. The paper will outline
an innovative approach to bringing the Splinters material together and presenting it for the 2013 Centenary of Canberra program, including an
exhibition, documentary film, performances, and an interactive archive website to source and analyse participant and audience responses, and create an ongoing
resource for scholars and enhanced methodology for theatre archives.
Biography: Gavin Findlay studied Music at the University Tasmania and played Tuba with the Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra for eight years. In 1989 he
became Administrator of The Performance Space in Sydney and subequently Canberra’s groundbreaking Splinters Theatre of Spectacle, Australian
Choreographic Centre and Canberra Youth Music. In 2002 he joined the Australian Public Service, where he specialises in Indigenous Economic Development,
and in 2009 completed a Master of Public Policy degree at the Australian National University. In 2011 he began PhD studies at the University of Canberra Donald
Horne Institute for Cultural Heritage. Gavin is also Chair of Hobart’s IHOS Opera.

Friday, Shannon (Te Kura Toi Whakaari The New Zealand Drama School / Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand)
Paper: The Taming of the International Shrew: Positioning the Text, Actor, and Audience in Original Practices Productions in the USA and New Zealand
Abstract: This paper will examine how institutional connections and ideologies have influenced two recent Original Practice productions of Taming of the Shrew:
one by students at Te Kura Toi Whakaari: The New Zealand Drama School in Wellington, and one by Pigeon Creek Shakespeare Co. in Grand Haven, Michigan.
Each company has continued pedagogical relationships with inter/national institutions that work to define the parameters, concerns, and methodologies of the
Original Practices movement. Pigeon Creek has been influenced by the work of The American Shakespeare Center in Staunton, VA, while Toi Whakaari has a
closer relationship to Shakespeare’s Globe Center in London. I will look at how the relationships between institutions has influenced the rehearsal methods used
in each performance, and how these methods have impacted performance.
The differing impacts of these rehearsal methodologies are examined through moments of audience contact. I will unpack these moments and the
methodologies that create them to examine how each company positions the text in relationship to the actor. I argue that the differences in performance and
textual position typify national understanding of the Original Practices movement. These two productions then illuminate an international disagreement in the
Original Practices movement about the role of the text in mediating between actor, character, and audience.
Biography: Shannon Friday is an American-born theatre practitioner currently completing her Masters in Theatre Arts - Directing at Te Kura Toi Whakaari: The
New Zealand Drama School and Victoria University of Wellington in New Zealand. Her main areas of research are Voice as a tool for emotional availability for the
actor and audience contact in Original Practices productions of Shakespeare.

Gattenhof, Sandra (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)
Panel: More than just Arts Audiences: Engaging Young People as ‘Publics’
Abstract: There have been a number of important developments in cultural policy research in recent years that seek to increase knowledge of how arts
contribute to innovation and wealth creation. For pragmatic and strategic reasons audience-centred research and development has had a high priority. Amongst
other things, it demonstrates the ways in which major arts companies can lead innovation and generate transferable knowledge about new ways to engage
larger, more distributed and diverse audiences. This work is motivated more by an interest in ‘mainstreaming’ creative industries in public policy than defending
public subsidies for the arts. It has nonetheless tended to re-produce, rather than break down, the ‘high’ and ‘low’ culture divide that plays out between the
agendas of ‘excellence’ and ‘community development’ in and through the arts. This paper argues that community-based arts also deserve to be legitimated in
cultural if not industry policy discourses as important sites of innovation. It makes this case on the basis of the expertise in engaging young people that reside in
community arts practitioners, organisations and networks. Engaging young people as arts audiences is problematic for major arts companies and forms for a
variety of reasons. This includes limits of ‘bums on seats’ approaches to audience development that pose low levels of youth audience participation as a
marketing challenge, or a programming challenge for arts companies, or as a crowd control problem for venue managers. This is one area where more could be
made of the expertise located in community arts to inform innovation in the arts and creative industries more generally. This paper draws on anecdotal evidence
to suggest that by developing processes for recognising and understanding the cultural authority of young people, especially those from disadvantaged socioeconomic contexts, community arts have expanded the range of participatory strategies for increasing the visibility of young people in the arts. Far from
declining, it is possible that youth participation may be on the increase, but in social networks, forms and venues that are not readily accommodated in formal
public arts and cultural institutions. This paper concludes by considering the implications of this analysis for national cultural policy.
Panel Participants: Sandra Gattenhof, QUT; Christina Spurgeon, QUT; Lenine Bourke, Contact Inc.
Biography: Sandra Gattenhof is Head of Drama and a senior lecturer in drama and contemporary performance in the Creative Industries Faculty, QUT. Sandra
leads the Child and Youth Cultures program in the Children and Youth Research Centre at QUT as well as an Australia Council for the Arts/QPAC funded
investigation into arts interventions for early childhood students in low socio-economic primary schools in Queensland. Her research monograph Drivers of
Change: Contemporary Australian Theatre for Young People was published by Drama Australia in 2006.

Hadley, Bree (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)
Paper: Engaging Noemi Lakmeier's Living Installations: The Ethics of Spectator Embarrassment
Abstract: In Exercise in Losing Control (2007) and We Are for You Because We are Against Them (2010), Austrian artist Noemi Lakmaier represents Otherness –
and, in particular, the experience of Otherness as one of being vulnerable, dependent or visibly different from everyone else in a social situation – by placing first
herself then a group of participants in big circular balls she calls ‘Weebles’. In doing so, Lakmaier depicts Otherness as an absurd, ambiguous or illegible element

in otherwise everyday ‘living installations’ in which people meet, converse, dine or connect with spectators and passersby on the street. In this paper I analyse the
way spectators and passersby respond to the weeble-wearers. Not surprisingly, responses vary – from people who hurry away, to people who try to talk to the
weeble-wearer, to people who try to kick or tip the weeble to test its reality. The not-quite-normal situation, and the visibility of the spectators in the situation,
asks spectators to rehearse their response to corporeal differences that might be encountered in day-to-day life. As the range of comments, confrontations and
struggles show, the situation transfers the ill-at-ease, embarrassed and awkward aspects of dealing with corporeal difference from the disabled performer to the
able spectator-become-performer. In this paper, I theorise some of the self-conscious spectatorial responses this sort of work can provoke in terms of an ethics of
embarrassment. As the Latin roots of the word attest, embarrassment is born of a block, barrier or obstacle to move smoothly through a social or communicative
encounter. In Lakmaier’s work, a range of potential blocks present themselves. The spectators’ responses – from ignoring the weeble, to querying the weeble, to
asking visual, verbal or physical questions about how the weeble works, and so on – are ways of managing the interruption and moving forward. They are, I argue,
strategies for moving from confusion to comprehension, or from what Emmanuel Levinas would call an encounter with the unknown to back into the horizon of
the known, classified and classifiable. They flag the potential for what Levinas would call an ethical face-to-face encounter with the Other in which spectators and
passersby may unexpectedly find themselves in a vulnerable position.
Biography: Bree Hadley is Senior Lecturer in Performance Studies in the Creative Industries Faculty at Queensland University of Technology in Brisbane,
Australia. Her research investigates the construction of identity in contemporary performance, concentrating on the way artists marked by gender, race or
(dis)ability mobilise images and media from the public sphere to subvert stereotypes. She has a particular interest in practices that position spectators as coperformers, the performativity of spectatorship, and the efficacy and ethics of such co-performances. Hadley’s research has appeared in a range of journals
including Performance Research, About Performance, Australasian Drama Studies, Brolga: An Australian Journal About Dance, Liminalities, Scope Journal of Film &
TV Studies, M/C Media and Culture Journal, and Asia Pacific Journal of Arts and Cultural Management, amongst others.

Hamilton, Margaret (University of Wollongong, Australia)
Paper: Benedict Andrews’s The Seagull: a Meditation on the ‘Great Australian Emptiness’ or a Cul-de-Sac of the ‘Real’?
Abstract: South Australian director, Benedict Andrews (1972), selected The Seagull by the Russian dramatist Anton Chekhov for Belvoir’s Sydney season in 2011
on the basis that the play reflects on theatre, and is therefore apt at a time when an older generation of practitioners are making way for a new generation of
artists in Australia. According to Andrews, the play, first performed in 1896, not only presented the opportunity to consider the junction between Chekhov’s preRevolutionary Russia and 21st century Australia, but raised the question of what he terms in his published notes on the play, Patrick White’s ‘war on Australian
conformity’. For Andrews Australia’s cultural heritage consists of the ‘Great Australian Emptiness’ of White’s essay ‘The Prodigal Son’ (1958). In Andrews’s
adaptation of The Seagull a quintessentially Australian fibro holiday shack replaced Chekhov’s late 19th century country estate and a set of increasingly
dysfunctional large-scale, fluorescent letters projecting the words REAL LIFE paid homage to the thematic and comic dimensions of Chekhov’s play.
This paper will examine Andrews’ production of The Seagull in order to explore the intersection of cultural geography and theatre aesthetics, particularly in light
of the claim that Andrews, like Barrie Kosky, brings a distinctly European consciousness to the Australian stage. It asks: how does Andrews’s theatre engender
and contest scenic imaginings of Australia in the 21st century? In doing so, the paper examines whether Andrews’s direction of a European canonical play, in fact,
offers a parallel to White’s critique of dominant modes of expression in Australia. While Andrews’s ‘neo(n)realistic’ (Boenisch) aesthetic scrutinises the Australian

cultural imaginary in order to open up the question of the future of scenic expression in Australia and its relation to national identity, his production does not
suggest an iconoclastic attitude to Australian theatre or the discourses characterising Australian theatre history.
Biography: Margaret Hamilton is Senior Lecturer in Theatre Studies at the University of Wollongong. She is the author of Transfigured Stages: Major
Practitioners and Theatre Aesthetics in Australia (Rodopi, 2011) and publishes on contemporary theatre in Australia and abroad. For a number of years she
developed and managed a major program of Australian arts in Berlin, and a subsidiary European touring program for the Australia Council for the Arts and the
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.

Hassall, Linda (Griffith University)
Paper: Analysing the Evocation and Dramatisation of Landscape in the play Salvation Roses by Linda Hassall
Abstract : I see myself reflected in the Australian landscape. My reflection is distorted by the knowledge of the blood that stains the dirt, by the racial history that has
been ‘white-washed’. By the bones, both black and white, I imagine encircling me…
Salvation Roses, a new theatrical work, interprets the underlying pull of a landscape that contains undercurrents of both brutality and beauty. Salvation Roses
poses landscape as an identity - something other than environmental or geographical setting – within the work landscape is nominated as a geographical entity
and a theatrical protagonist. Consequently, the play suggests, landscape, environment and place informs socio-cultural behaviour and inherent character
identity.
This Doctoral artistic research explores the creation, development and analysis of the play from the playwright’s perspective and excavates historical, inherited,
cultural, artistic and personal landscape contexts. These contexts inform the major theme investigated within the artistic work: ‘white female inheritance’ of
landscape. Whilst the play provokes questions about white inheritance, the research investigates themes relating to colonisation, landscape inheritance, place
attachment, race and gender through the lenses of the fictive work. The analysis of the play addresses post-colonial debates specific to contemporary cultural
discourse relating to land entitlement, custodial heritage and environmental sustainability from the point of view of, a dramatic play script. Utilising landscape
and spatial theory and informed by post-colonial theory and cultural geography the theoretical framework applied deconstructs the work for the cultural
meaning it offers. As such the research identifies tensions between what is (mis)remembered, what is inherited, what is known, what is perceived and what is
actually geographically and culturally specific.
Playreading: Concepts of Space, Place and Place Making: Landscape & Identity in the play Salvation Roses by Linda Hassall
Abstract: A rehearsed reading of the play Salvation Roses that is the outcome of the Doctoral Research – Evoking and Dramatising landscape. Directed by Daniel
Evans and Linda Hassall. (Reading Time: 1 hr 10 minutes).
Salvation Roses challenges ‘white’ sensibility by claiming that Euro-centric possession of the Australian landscape is temporary. Turning iconic symbols of
colonisation and settlement in on themselves it suggests that in this time of global disaster and military instability, ‘white’ Australians should keep their sight
fixed on the horizon in anticipation of the next wave of TALL SHIPS to come and that we as invaders must accept the possibility of becoming the invadees.
Throughout, the pervading and personified landscape excerpts its own powerful identity, closing in on the women who remain stranded in an isolated service

station in the town of Salvation. Whilst the play provokes questions pertaining to inheritance of landscape and custodial heritage, it does so from a heightened
theatrical perspective. It attempts to pose both the black and white position. In doing so the reading poses possibilities for discussion rather than providing
concrete answers to the themes explored.
Synopsis: Salvation is an outback town, somewhere in the Great Southern Land, disappearing as the landscape reclaims the earth it was built on. In Salvation
there are no compass points - the street signs have blown away and the iron roofs have all turned to rust. The landscape is greedy, brutal as she attempts to take
herself back from those who raped her for all she was worth. Four white women remain in the dirt and the dust. Waiting for the inevitable. In the time after the
Great Flood, the women congregate in the service station that sells no petrol, doesn’t serve coffee and keeps its doors open for the cars that never come. The
Browsers’ are broken and the bitumen is cracked. There is no more Fuel. There is no more water.
Salvation moves in and out or time, as temporal, spiritual and historical time merges into the heat haze that is the distance; the surrounding landscape. In
another time, Dawn’s father, a Veteran, is vigilant in keeping Dawn ‘clean’ in his attempt to cleanse his line of the filthy stench of an invasion that wasn’t his. In
another time, Dawn walks the banks of the creek, ankle deep in lantana. In another time, the old woman renounces God and tears her hands to shreds ripping a
transplanted rose bush from the earth as dawn’s faded light turned the flowers to flame. In the time of the Great Flood, God fights the invading Devil in the
driveway of the service station…and… the service station bleeds its last tank of petrol into the dirt in an attempt to cleanse the land of the blistered bones of a
new angel. In this and future time, the TALL SHIPS come bringing God and the preacher man with them. You can get to anywhere from Salvation…
Biography: XXX

Hay, Christopher (University of Sydney, Australia)
Paper: NIDA Goes to Berlin
Abstract: Like their counterparts around the world, creative arts conservatoires in Australia are increasingly required to meet stringent academic standards. At
the National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA), this has resulted in a re-examination of the course curriculum with particular reference to the tension between
academic outcomes and industry expectations.
Against this background, the 2012 students in the year-long Graduate Diploma of Dramatic Art (Directing) will participate in a unique knowledge exchange. For
the first time, the NIDA students will undertake an intensive residency at the Hochschule für Schauspielkunst ‘Ernst Busch’ in Berlin, alongside German students
enrolled in the four-year directing course. The Australians will teach the Germans the Stanislavksian practice of Active Analysis (Carnicke, S. 1998. Stanislavsky in Focus.
Amsterdam: Harwood Academic Publishers), which they will then explore together on the rehearsal room floor.
Traditionally discounted in a professional/vocational binary, this kind of craft knowledge is taught in what educational sociologist Karl Maton (Maton, K. 2000.
“Languages of Legitimation: the structuring significance for intellectual fields of strategic knowledge claims” in British Journal of Sociology of Education 21(2), pp. 147 – 167) calls the knower mode, based on
direct observation and replication. In his formulation, this is opposed to the knowledge mode, based on access to a specialised, specified set of sanctioned
knowledge through theoretical study. Nonetheless, the trip must still be justified against the academic outcomes of the course. How might we go about
assessing the work the students do (or produce) in Berlin? Do our German colleagues have to wrestle with the same questions?
My work to date ( Hay, C. 2012. “Learning to Inhabit the Chair” in Australasian Drama Studies 60 (April 2012)) has argued that the curriculum review at NIDA, with particular reference to
the strengthening of the overtly academic coursework units, represents a broadening of the modes of knowledge transmission invoked in our teaching.

Consequently, I have argued, the qualification is strengthened. How might this formulation be disrupted by the work in Berlin? This paper will explore how
different educational landscapes and dispositions to training interact and negotiate, through a specific, practical case study on which I was a participant-observer.
References
Biography: Christopher Hay is a PhD candidate in the Department of Performance Studies at the University of Sydney, where his current research concentrates
on contemporary director training. He is a casual tutor both at Sydney, and in the Directing program at the National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA). In 2012, he
has been serving at the Manager of Student Services for the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences at the University of Sydney. His work has been published in
Australasian Drama Studies, and is forthcoming in Philament. He has been twice short-listed for the Veronica Kelly Prize at previous ADSA conferences.

Hazou, Rand (La Trobe University, Australia)
Paper: Orientations of A Midsummer Nights Dream in Palestine
Abstract: In September 2011, I travelled to the Palestinian Occupied Territories to participate in an internship with the Al Kasaba Theatre in Ramallah. As part of
my internship I was invited to attend rehearsals of A Midsummer Night’s Dream with students of the Drama Academy. Directed by Samer Al Saber, with
movement and choreography by Petra Barghouthi, the production premiered as a work in progress in Palestine before touring to Essen, Germany, where it was
presented as part of an Intercultural Shakespeare Festival organised by Folkwang University.
During rehearsals I observed the director, the choreographer, and the students struggling to find inroads Shakespeare’s text. The director Al Saber struggled to
incorporate into the production a post-colonial critique of the ‘Orientalist’ elements of Shakespeare’s text, including his decision to engage with the troubling
reference to the silent ‘Indian Boy’ abducted by the fairies and normally excluded from being presented in production. Choreographer Barghouthi expressed
concerns about the ‘Englishness’ of the play and the fact that much of the action takes place in a wood or forest - a landscape and experience foreign to the
Palestinian students of the Drama Academy. I observed how the director and choreographer chose to hold a full run-though in a small copse in the hills outside
Ramallah as a way of encouraging the actors to explore their characters unencumbered by the limits of a defined stage area and to investigate impulses to the
outdoor landscape that could be embodied in their onstage performances.
Throughout my time attending rehearsals at the Drama Academy, I observed how Shakespeare’s text become a map which rather than forcing students to
‘orient’ themselves to the ‘west’ and the ‘Englishness’ of Shakespeare’s play – instead encouraged them to engage with the realities of Palestinian identity and
the Palestinian landscape and cultural geography around them. In this paper I explore the various efforts enlisted during rehearsals to ‘orient’ the ‘western’ play to
the landscape and cultural geography of the ‘east’ and the realities of life in Palestine. I examine the director and choreographer’s attempts to ‘Palestinian-ise’ the
text, offering an analysis that situates these efforts as syncretic theatre praxis that involves the incorporation of indigenous material into the Western
dramaturgical framework.
Biography: XXX

Heckenberg, Miranda (University of Sydney, Australia)
Paper: The Construction of Place, Space and the Urban Landscape in The Table of Knowledge: “a unique story that could only happen in Wollongong”
Abstract: How local is local? According to the Illawarra Mercury, version 1.0’s most recent documentary theatre piece, The Table of Knowledge (co-produced with
Merrigong Theatre Company) was “one of the most anticipated presentations in Wollongong’s theatrical history” (30 August 2011). The production was based
almost exclusively on transcripts from the 2008 New South Wales Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) investigation into improprieties between
Wollongong council staff and local developers, the subject. The show’s title refers to a cheap plastic table outside the North Beach Kebab shop where developers,
politicians and council staff at the centre of the scandal met regularly for coffee and to exchange information. Most notoriously, ICAC’s investigations revealed
salacious details of the sexual relations between council planner, Beth Morgan, and a number of opportunistic developers. This ‘sex for development’ scandal
earned Wollongong at least 15 minutes of international notoriety, leaving its citizens with complex feelings of shame and outrage, and a handful of empty
construction sites dotted across the urban landscape.
So, how does a Sydney-based theatre ensemble go about representing the social, cultural and geographical landscape of Wollongong to audiences still dealing
with the painful memories of the scandal. And how are such dramaturgical and design choices negotiated in a company where scenographic decisions are made
collectively. Based on sustained fieldwork observation of the development and rehearsals of the Table of Knowledge, this paper argues that—despite there being
no dedicated set or costume designer involved in the process—design decisions were made with clear aesthetic, spatial and dramaturgical considerations in
mind, as well as practical ones. The result is a strong depiction of Wollongong as both landscape and social imaginary which is nevertheless packaged in a
recognisable version 1.0 visual ‘style’.
Biography: Miranda Heckenberg is a graduate of the National Institute of Dramatic Arts set and costume design course and is currently completing a PhD in the
Performance Studies Department at the University of Sydney titled ‘The practice and discourse of Australian theatre designers: an ethnographic approach’. She
has also been the coordinator of the Rehearsal Studies units, at the same university, since 2008. With Joanne Tompkins and Andrew Filmer, she is a guest editor
of the 2012 ADS Focus Issue – Beyond the Fourth Wall: Design, Space and Performance.

Heim, Caroline (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)
Paper: No Exit from the Gaze: Sartre’s Theory explicated through Meisner’s Practice
Abstract: This essay explores the theory/practice nexus in performance and considers a method for the transfer of theory in rehearsal and performance. In a 2011
production of Jean-Paul Sartre’s No Exit, rehearsal, performance and post-performance exercises were devised to facilitate an understanding of Sartre’s
existential concepts for audiences based on Sanford Meisner’s techniques. In this production, Sartre’s theory of “the gaze” was “practiced” by actors and
audience members opening up new perspectives on the conflation of theory and practice in theatre productions.
Biography: XXX

Heim, Christian (University of Queensland, Australia)
Paper: Autobiography, Theatre and Psychoanalysis: Freud’s Debt to Shakespeare, in Practice.
Abstract: Sigmund Freud linked autobiography, theatre and psychological theory in the period of the genesis of his development of psychoanalysis. Several
historians recognise that there is good evidence to suggest that Shakespeare’s works, particularly Hamlet, had a direct influence on Freud as he was developing
his theories of psychoanalysis.
This paper will briefly examine the autobiography - theatre - psychoanalysis link and the evidence for an influence from theatre through Shakespeare on Freud
and psychoanalysis. My experience as a psychiatrist and a theatre director will be presented to support the validity of this influence through considering of
principles underlying both theatre and psychoanalysis: the role of the unconscious, the importance of relationship, transference and early life experiences,
unconscious motivations for actions and the importance of revelation, insight and authenticity. Psychotherapeutic processes may, in practice, be in debt to
theatrical processes.
Biography: Christian Heim is a senior lecturer at the University of Queensland, a practicing psychiatrist and holds a PhD in music from Sydney University. Prior
to entering medicine he lectured at the University of Wollongong and The University of Newcastle. A Churchill fellow, Christian’s research interests stand at the
interface of music, medicine and theatre. Christian has directed productions for Crossbow Productions in New York, Sydney and Brisbane.

Hossain, Alamgir (Monash University, Australia)
Paper: British Invasion, Cultural Hegemony, and the Changing Identity of Jatra
Abstract: On 23rd of June 1757, the independence of Bengal was lost as the Nwab Siraj-ud-Daulah was defeated by the British East India Company’s army. India
went under British rule for nearly 200 years. To create a secure political establishment in India, the colonizers took on the strategy of the emotional and
intellectual colonization of the people. As a result, the history of Bangla theatre is commonly seen as beginning with the performance of Western style Bangla
play in British India. Yet, Bangla theatre had a one thousand year tradition, and several forms have continued into the present era, most notably Jatra.
In the medieval period (1360-1800), watching Jatra was considered as a way of gaining divine blessing. However, such impressions became tarnished during the
British colonial era. Currently, Jatra is in decline with the blame placed of its glorification of sex, seduction, and obscenity through dances and songs. In fact, these
controversial elements were embedded into the form during the colonial period when the emerging mercantile class became the new sponsors of Jatra.
Responding to their debased taste, Jatra directors combined obscene dances and songs that brought about criticism.
The colonial government targeted the Indian elites as dominant social force that would reflect Western values. British India’s educational policy was initiated to
produce a so-called moral and intellectual leadership class that would dominate the subordinate class by their academic status as a sign of superiority. These
newly educated intellectuals began to criticize and reject Jatra branding it as vulgar, old-fashioned and low class. Furthermore, they started writing and
producing Western style Bangla plays. Consequently, Jatra, deprived of financial support and spurned by the intellectuals, tried to survive by incorporating many
indecent elements, a practice that has continued to date.
This paper will focus on how the socio-economic policies of the British colonizers affected Jatra’s credibility.

Biography: Md. Alamgir Hossain was a former TV programme producer in Bangladesh Open University. He studied B.A. (Honours) and M.A. in Drama and
Dramatics from Bangladesh. Once again he completed M.A. in Theatre and Drama, from La Trobe University. His research articles, translated plays, short stories,
and photo essays have published by manifold journals and magazines in India, Bangladesh, and USA. In 2005, he owned an international prize titled ‘The National
Federation of the UNESCO Association in Japan Prize’ for a television programme proposal. Currently, he is doing Ph.D. research in Centre for Theatre and
Performance at Monash University.

Hughes, Emma (La Trobe University, Australia)
Paper: Laugh First, Ask Questions Later: What is the Political Landscape of Australian Comedy and how does the view of Feminism, Feminists and Feminist Ideas
expressed within Joanna Murray-Smith’s The Female of the Species interact with this terrain?
Abstract: This paper considers Joanna Murray-Smith’s play The Female of the Species and how it fits within the context of Australian comedy in mainstream
theatre. The Female of the Species is Joanna Murray-Smith’s response to Germaine Greer’s real life hostage experience in 2000. The idea to make it funny came
from Simon Phillips, the Artistic Director of the Melbourne Theatre Company, but Murray-Smith writes that “It felt instinctively right to use humour to liberate
the theatrical convention from the real life event”. (Murray-Smith Joanna, The Female of the Species (Strawberry Hills; Currency Press, 2008) vii. ) In The Female of the Species feminism is
treated as farce. The “big girl” of feminism is taunted and expected to laugh at herself, but when there are no feminists left standing, how can a corpse be
expected to laugh? (Murray-Smith Joanna, The Female of the Species (Strawberry Hills; Currency Press, 2008) ix. )
John McCallum writes “Much Australian humour is a type of comedy of embarrassment”.( McCallum John, ‘Cringe and Strut: Comedy and national identity in post-war Australia’, in Stephen
Wagg, ed., Because I tell a Joke or Two (London; New York: Routledge, 1998) 207. )He quotes Nadia Fletcher as having said “in relation to theatre, (it is) a Comedy of Inadequacy”.3
McCallum writes that “A distinguishing feature of such humour (...) is its mixture of self-deprecation and aggression – of apology and defiance”.3 The realm of
Australian comedy McCallum writes about seems to be one where the writer is either attacking them-self (before someone else does) or attacking the other (if I
encourage them to laugh at that person then maybe they won’t laugh at me). McCallum quotes from the lyrics of famous satirist Tom Lehrer, “the Irish hate the
Italians, the Italians hate the Lebanese, the Lebanese hate the Vietnamese, and everybody hates the Blacks”.3 He goes on to call “The Blacks”, “the primary
dispossessed”.(Ibid) Reading Joanna Murray-Smith’s The Female of the Species through McCallum’s description of Australian comedy, ‘the feminists’ become ‘the
primary dispossessed’.
Biography: Emma Hughes is interested in writing about female representation in theatre and drama, she is also interested in writing about the work of female
playwrights and directors. Emma completed her Bachelor of Performing Arts (Honours) at Monash University in 2005. She was actively involved with the
Brunswick Women’s Theatre from 2006-2007. She completed her Research Masters at La Trobe University in 2008, entitled Construction of the Female Character.
In 2011 she taught public speaking to humanities students. Emma has just commenced her PhD at La Trobe University and is writing about the work of
contemporary, Australian, mainstream, female playwrights working within the genre of comedy.

Hunter, Kate (Victoria University of Technology, Australia)
Paper: Facts and Fictions: Landscapes of Memory, Imagination and the Brain in Performance-Making
Abstract: In my practice as a performance-maker working with embodied methods, I am constantly imagining material for theatrical performance. Memory too
is a fundamental element that is incorporated into my process. My practice is a constructive process where narratives, themes, ideas and physical elements are
invented, remembered, composed and re-worked.
My recent research into the neuroscience of recollection has led me to an enquiry into the landscape of memory as it intersects with the landscape of
imagination. Neuroscience tells us that the neural processes that underpin memory and imagination are not so different from one another. In this paper, I identify
some parallels between artistic practice and a scientific discipline, through an examination of the way memory and imagination intersect, both in my devising
practice, and in my brain. I describe my approach to image-based material and re-constructed narratives prompted by brain researchers Antonio Damasio and
Jonah Lehrer, and explain my devising process and its composition techniques, including the layering, constructing, fabricating and embellishing methods that
underpin it. Finally, I articulate the ways in which such an approach can offer benefits for artists and scientists alike.
Biography: Kate Hunter is a performance-maker and researcher with a background in physical theatre based in Melbourne, Australia. She studied acting at the
National Theatre Drama School and holds a Bachelor of Arts (Honours Performance Studies) and a Graduate Diploma of Movement and Dance from the
University of Melbourne. Kate is the recipient of an Australian Postgraduate Award and Vice Chancellor’s Postgraduate Research Award, enabling her to
undertake a PhD in Performance Studies at Victoria University, where she is exploring the relationship between memory, neuroscience and performance-making.
She has recently embarked on a dialogue with Dr Louise Corben, Post-Doctoral Research Fellow at Murdoch Children’s Research Institute, about the
intersections of art practice and neuroscience.

Hurwitz, Nathan (Rider University, United States of America)
Paper: The Shift in how ‘Home’ is Encounterd in the Enacted Ritual of the American Musical
Abstract: As places, locations, landscapes and localities go, no image is more potent than that of home. The history of the enacted rituals played out in the
American musical reveals a shift in how we define and how we encounter “home” as the center of our personal, communal and national spheres and the most
potent signifier of our identities on those levels.
In early American musicals, the central character’s journey is to enter the marital home. Mismatched lovers in these musicals were ultimately reunited with their
correct partners and entered the appropriate marital homes, explicitly or implicitly, as the curtain rang down. With the Rodgers and Hammerstein paradigm the
central character’s journey shifted to leaving “home” in order to learn that they had to return; in “South Pacific,” Nellie’s return to de Becque’s terrace is
inevitable, as is Mrs. Anna’s to the Court of Siam in “The King and I” and Tommy’s to Brigadoon. The upheavals of the 1960’s/1970’s were reflected in the
American musicals of that period. The Jets and Sharks inhabit a completely different world at the end of “West Side Story” than the one they inhabited at the
musical’s start; and, by the end of “Fiddler on the Roof” Anatevka is merely a point of departure. By the 1980’s the central character’s journey was to discover
that their original definition of home failed, and to go out into the world to develop a new construct. In “March of the Falsettos,” the home that Marvin ultimately

fashions with Whizzer, Trina, Jason and Mendel was as unconventional and all-encompassing as it got in 1981. The surviving characters in “Into The Woods” not
only have to reconstruct home, but community itself. “Rent,” “Ragtime,” “Mamma Mia,” “Hairspray” all participate in this ritual enactment of redefining home
and community to reflect a more comprehensive vision.
Biography: Dr. Nathan Hurwitz has had the privilege of studying acting with Stella Adler, directing with Jack Garfein, and conducting and orchestration with
Lehman Engel, and spent four years in the ASCAP workshop for musical theatre writers headed by Charles Strouse. Nathan received his BFA from NYU, his
Masters from Northwestern University and his Ph.D. from the University of Pittsburgh. After more than thirty years touring the US and Europe as a conductor
and musical director Nathan transitioned to teaching full-time. Having taught one year at NSULA and four at Syracuse University, Nathan is now on the faculty
of Rider University.

Izzard, Theresa (Curtin University, Australia)
Paper: “Round and Round and Round – Round and Round and Round – It Makes Me Dizzy!”: How writing an exegesis reflected the making process of creating ‘The
Yellow Wallpaper’ and led me to discover a new landscape, a ‘sub pattern’ of my own, called post-physical theatre.
Abstract: Laban Movement Analysis and Bartenieff Fundamentals are situated within the field of somatics, focusing on the ‘experienced’ body instead of the
‘objectified’ body. Somatic modalities are applied to performer training and, increasingly, to the creation of performance work, predominantly in dance. As a
director, my interest lies in the application of a somatic framework to the creation of contemporary theatre work, and as a researcher, I am focused on analysing
and articulating the results of this application.
This presentation tracks the process I undertook to create the exegetical writing contextualising my practice-led enquiry and production of Charlotte Perkins
Gilman’s ‘The Yellow Wallpaper’. It focuses on how, in an endeavour to articulate my creative uses of Laban Movement Analysis within the practice-led paradigm,
I found myself entrapped in the ‘front pattern’ of modern and contemporary theatre history. As I identified a trope towards current labels being no longer useful I
created a hybrid term, identifying the ‘newer paradigm’ glimpsed as post-physical theatre. In this presentation I will elucidate how this came about, how this ‘sub
pattern’ became visible, and articulate why I believe it offers a way of viewing the future of theatre and performance making in the twenty-first century.
Biography: Teresa Izzard is a candidate for a Doctor of Philosophy at Curtin University in Perth. She is a theatre artist/educator and a Laban/Bartenieff Certified
Movement Analyst. Her practice-led doctorate seeks to discover ways that these roles can be combined in rehearsal through directorial and collaborative
practices. She teaches Performance Studies at Curtin University. Teresa has also taught at the Western Australia Academy of Performing Arts, Edith Cowan
University, The University of Notre Dame Australia and was recently invited to present a workshop for National Institute of Dramatic Arts’ graduate students in
Directing. She is a committee member of Magdalena Perth and has presented and taught nationally and internationally. Her recent Laban inspired production of
Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s ‘The Yellow Wallpaper’ was performed in late 2011 at The Blue Room Theatre in Perth to critical acclaim and forms the creative
component of her PhD.

Janowicz, Sasha (University of Southern Queensland, Australia)
Paper: Personal and Political Landscapes That Informed the Writing of the Kursk Stage Play in Australia
Abstract: This paper deals with the playwright’s personal and political considerations that informed the creation of the theatrical text and the production of the
play about the Kursk submarine disaster in 2000. It looks at the profound impact the event had on the author because of his cultural background, creating a need
for self-expression on the subject, and the journey of a very private research becoming a public expectation. It describes the outcomes of the media coverage of
the tragedy, which facilitated the necessity of revaluation of the event for the general public. Drawing on his observations, the author criticises the ‘short
attention span’, political bias and analytical limitations of the newscasts in general and particular aspects of the media’s reporting on the sinking of the Kursk and
its rescue operation. He argues that the Kursk disaster, like other similar events, which potentially threatened the safety of the world, should not disappear from
our consciousness when they ‘live out’ their timeframe in the network news. The author sites examples of other documentary theatrical texts as inspiration for
the style of The Kursk. The case is made for the validity of the documentary and verbatim genre in theatre as a true living memory for the audience.
Biography: XXX

Johnson, Katherine (University of Sydney, Australia)
Paper: Sense(s) and Sensibilities: Performing British identities in a (multi)cultural landscape
Abstract: Estranged from [our] European roots [we] cannot identify wholeheartedly with the Indigenous culture of the land. [We] live betwixt and between, uneasy
about [our] origins, unsure of where [we] stand, in two minds about [our] identity…
- Anthropologist Michael Jackson
Globalisation and ethnic diaspora are creating a global landscape where many people are geographically distanced from the countries of their various origins. The
significance of this manifests potently in Australia, where the non-Aboriginal majority lack a strong connection through place with the heritage of our various
backgrounds. This (dis)location is accentuated by the very young and rather painful nature of the history of white-settlement in this country – a past that most
Australians do not wish to identify with and to which, in fact, many Australians have no ancestral or even ethnic link to.
There are, however, aspects of British history and culture that hold an appeal that is not confined only to those of Anglo-Celtic descent. While the iniquities of
Colonial history render this past problematic, other periods and more specifically sub-cultures within these periods such as Celtic paganism, Medieval chivalry
and Georgian literature, hold widespread interest within scholarly pursuit, recreational pastimes and various performance modes. This paper will explore this
complex dis/connection through a consideration of performed histories, examining particular historic dance and re-enactment groups and festivals as case
studies.
What does it mean to connect with a British past in a dynamic, multicultural country located in the South-East? How is this complicated (or invigorated?) by
Australia being such an ethnically diverse nation? How does the approach to these histories relate to our troubled relationship with our painful past and uncertain
identity? Are such groups and festivals a form of cultural exclusion or a potential for inclusion and expansion? To explore these questions, I will draw on Diana
Taylor’s notions of the repertoire and performance as an episteme, as well as Joseph Roach’s concepts of kinesthetic imagination and displaced transmission in a

phenomenologically inflected historio-ethnographic approach. While it has been argued that history is emplaced, let us consider the possibilities of cultural
connection through the poignant medium of performance (and our performing bodies).
Biography: Katherine is a postgraduate Performance Studies student at the University of Sydney. She is completing a research doctorate while pursuing her
passion for directing and writing. Drawing on her double major of Performance Studies and History, Katherine is writing a dissertation on recreational reenactment as a performative, bodily tradition of history, focusing on the embodied experience and public pedagogy in contemporary Celtic, Medieval and
Regency festivals and societies. She will be presenting a paper titled ‘Performing Pasts for Present Purposes’ at the History, Memory, Performance Conference,
April 19-21, at the University of Ottawa.

Kassay-Schuster, Henriette (University of Melbourne, Australia)
Paper: Borderland Bühne: Stadttheater as Contested Space for Constructing and Imagining Contemporary German Identity
Abstract: Theatre is borderland. Not only is it a sphere traditionally defined by the dichotomy of borders: stage/auditorium, on-stage/off-stage or art/life. Not
only – as Lyotard has put it – is the theatrical dispositif isomorphic with the political in how its borders operate as filters, strictly regulating the access to speech
and representation. The theatre is also a highly contested space for constructing and imagining identities. At times it becomes a downright battlefield over
identity politics. So instead of casting the notion of borderland as a peripheral sphere on the fringes of national entities, I will try to think it from a ‘centre stage’
perspective in this essay.
With the notion of Borderland Bühne, I would like to conjure up the image of a symbolic rather than physical space as an arena where the struggle over the
contested notion of (cultural) identity is played out. As identity is becoming an increasingly difficult concept to grapple with in our ‘Global Now’, it is only the
more crucial to re-visit the nexus between culture, politics and identity. This essay will therefore examine the precarious notion of Kultur and its role in
constructing contemporary German identity though an analysis of the ongoing Regietheater debate in the German public domain. Two examples from this
debate may shed some light on why theatre is borderland in nuce. This will give us some insight into the underpinnings of the heated and anxious public debate
about the limits and liberties of artistic practice within Germany’s publicly funded theatres.
Biography: XXX

Keenan, Tim (University of Queensland, Australia)
Paper: The Dramaturgy of Location: the First Scenic Representations of London on the Public Stage, 1660-1674.
Abstract: References to place in early-modern English drama are rich and varied, from indexes of worldly power such as the French king’s summoning of his
noblemen in Shakespeare’s Henry V where the list of names, which are also places, conjures the whole of France as an auditory experience, to invokers of exotic
expectation in ‘travel plays’ from the 1590s and 1600s. London place names are especially frequent in early modern drama. The list of London locales where the

vice Folly claims he reigns in Mundus et Infans is a notable early example, but in the dark city comedies of Jonson, Chapman, Middleton and others London is an
ever-present character, protagonist almost. In Jonson’s The Devil is an Ass, the trope of Folly’s list is repeated to great effect when the old vice Iniquity gives an
aerial view of London’s depravity from the top of St Paul’s steeple. By contrast, the use of a single locale in the playwright’s Bartholomew Fair spawned such
imitation that plays such as Shirley’s Hyde Park (1632), Nabbe’s Covent Garden (1633), and Brome’s The ’Sparagus Garden (1635) constitute a recognisable subgenre – topographical London comedy – centred on urban green spaces and pleasure grounds. Several plays from the 1660s might also be said to fall into this
category, but now that changeable scenery is an integral part of the staging what has changed? Does the visual representation of place and such familiar locales
as Covent Garden, St James’s Park, and the New Exchange alter the way place is represented dramatically? This paper examines the dramatic and theatrical uses
of contemporary London settings in several early Restoration plays including Etherege’s She Wou’d If She Cou’d (1668), Sedley’s Mulberry Garden (1668) and
Wycherley’s Love in a Wood (1671).
Biography: Tim Keenan is a lecturer in Drama at the University of Queensland. His research interests focus on 17t h century English theatre, particularly postRestoration scenic staging. He currently working on a monograph about staging in the early Restoration period (1660-74) and an online database of Restoration
stage directions. Tim has also taught drama at the universities of Hull and London, and at Trinity College, Dublin.

Kelly, Kathryn (University of Queensland, Australia)
Paper: The Location of Dramaturgy in the Performance-Making Process: Towards a Concrete Identity for Dramaturgical Practice
Abstract: Despite the rise of dramaturgy as a specialist profession in contemporary theatre-making, the theorisation of dramaturgical practice has remained
nascent, with a dearth of substantial documentation and analysis. There are a number of competing definitions of dramaturgy, often used interchangeably,
across a range of professional and academic fields. Consequently, dramaturgy exists both as a long-established theatrical profession specialising in research,
analysis, critique and other creative skills in performance-making, and as a set of creative practices undertaken by a range of performance-makers and artists
who are not dramaturgs. In academia, understandings of dramaturgy are highly contested, and definitions range from concrete associations with particular
types of performance analysis and performance-making, to complex and nuanced theoretical discussions. This paper, drawing on my research as a practice-led
scholar, attempts to provide a stable and concrete definition of dramaturgy, reviewing the theoretical traditions of dramaturgy through the prism of French
sociologist and thinker, Pierre Bourdieu. The definition is grounded through an identity of space and argues that the unique characteristics of dramaturgy, as
profession, practice and theory, arises from its distinctive location in the performance-making process. That is, dramaturgy does not have a creative or visible
product in the performance-making continuum and has an inherent distance from generative creative processes. The claim for an intrinsic definition of
dramaturgy is controversial in the current field of scholarship and this paper sets out to argue the case for the need for a concrete definition as well as the
advantages of the particular approach identified by this research.
Biography: Kathryn Kelly is completing her PhD at the University of Queensland, creating a practice framework to teach dramaturgy. Currently, she is teaching
at the University of Queensland, QUT, Griffith University and the Southbank Institute of TAFE. Previously, Kathryn was the Executive Director of Playlab Press,
Resident Artist for World Interplay: International Festival for Young Playwrights and a Policy Officer for Arts Queensland. Her freelance practice incorporates textbased theatre, contemporary performance and dance. Credits include shows with Polytoxic, Dyson Industries, Umber Productions, LaBoite, Zen Zen Zo, the

Queensland Performing Arts Centre in Brisbane; Crossroads Theatre in Mackay; Cahoots Theatre Projects and the Factory Theatre in Toronto; and Playbox
Theatre in Melbourne. She has dramaturged at the Australian National Playwrights Conference and the JUTE Enter Stage Write Program. Publications include
articles in Ignite, Australasian Drama Studies, Playwrights Union of Canada Journal and the Literary Managers and Dramaturgs' Association of the America's Journal.

Kittikong, Tanatchaporn (Khon Kaen University, Thailand / Edith Cowan University, Australia)
Paper: Noting the Self Project: The Compass Point of Solo Improvised Performance and Vipassana Meditation in Buddhism.
Abstract: In search of multiplicities of significance in singularity, individuality and authenticity in and about contemporary performance appears to be one of the
main interests in performing arts today. Certainly, the issue of self in performance is being raised and discussed in many perspectives. Analyzing ‘self’ through
improvising processes is often an interest, albeit, due to its paradoxical and undecipherable character, not many studies take it seriously or lay claims about the
topic if there be, indeed, any conclusions to be found.
With the compass point of Buddhist philosophy, the Three Universal Characteristics of Impermanence, Suffering (Incompleteness), and Non-self share an
essence with improvisational self-analysis and could provide a foreseeable resolution of the paradox. The practice of Vipassana (insight) meditation is firmly
based on the individual development of mindfulness to assist in letting go of attachment. The embodiment of Buddhist philosophy into the practice of Vipassana
is, therefore, the study and analysis of self.
Noting the Self project, as a research project in performing arts, proposes the possibility of seeing essences of self in improvising processes which then can lead
to devised solo-performances through the perspective of the philosophy and practice of Vipassana Meditation which is also based on individual practice.
Questions to be addressed include: is there actually a self/selves to discover through improvising? Can we improvise without involving notions of self/selves?
Does the self shift and change? What takes the main role in this occurrence? What orientates us to make such and such decision?
The practice-led research employs case studies of six experienced Thai contemporary performers of various backgrounds creating solo performances in specific
places and times in Thailand together with my experiences in creating a solo performance.
Biography: Miss Tanatchaporn Kittikong is a lecturer at the Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts, Khon Kaen University, Thailand. She has been awarded a Royal
Thai government Scholarships to study BFA in Theatre arts from Lomonosov’s Moscow State University, Russian Federation; MEd in ‘Drama and the Creative
Arts in Education’ from the University of Exeter, United Kingdom. She is now pursuing her PhD degree in Performing Arts at Western Australian Academy of
Performing Arts, Edith Cowan University, Western Australia. Tanatchaporn is a Thai who has been trained as an actress by her acting master ‘Russian National
Artist Koniev, V. A.’ from the Maly Theatre, Moscow. She later discovered an affinity for improvisation and devised performance both in educational settings and
for artistic ends. Currently her interest lies firmly in contemporary and improvised performance in relation to Buddhist Philosophy.

Kipste, Egil (National Institute of Dramatic Art, Australia)
Paper: Directing Visualisation

Abstract: One of the most distinguishing aspects of contemporary theatre performance is the privileged position of visuality. While the centrality of visual
imagery may be acknowledged by many theatre practitioners, the discoveries in, and theories of, visuality in the cognitive sciences have not been fully harnessed
to support this artistic preoccupation. My work at NIDA has partly focused on training emerging stage directors to exploit current research in the many branches
of psychology dealing with visuality and event theory in a theatrical context. The director’s work with performers has been framed by reference to Stanislavski’s
late methodology known as Active Analysis; and is also influenced by Brechtian notions of stage presentation.
One of the most important foundations of Stanislavski’s system is the notion of ‘events’. Event theories in psychology suggest that real life is experienced as a
series of episodes. In fact, researchers in this field often use drama terminology to illustrate how events function; most notable the concepts of conflict and
objectives. More specifically Flashbulb Memory and Flashbulb Event theories hypothesise and analyse the components of what makes specific traumatic events
(such as 9/11) so memorable.
My theory is that by appropriating and adapting these cognitive and visual theories from the behavioural sciences to the theatre context, directors are able to
create and select a series of pertinent, memorable and visually-rich stage episodes that serve to make the witnessing of stage drama more salient.
However, a production’s artistic cohesion is not served by simply creating an ad hoc series of interesting stage pictures. In order to be artistically coherent, these
illuminating images/events need to be tied to both the dramaturgy of the text and to the purpose of the production. To this end I have selected and extended a
little-known framing device developed by the famous Russian director Georgi Tovstonogov (who was a student of Stanislavski and a pedagogue at the
prestigious St Petersburg theatre school) to provide the schema for the dramaturgical key moments that can be used for special visual attention in a theatrical
production. My presentation outlines the previously mentioned relevant cognitive and psychological theories and explains how I have appropriated them to the
stage context where they illuminate dramaturgical milestones. I will supplement this presentation with some still photographs from director-training rehearsals
at NIDA that illustrate these visualised events.
Biography: Egil Kipste graduated from NIDA’s Directing Course in the mid-1980s and he has since worked with most major theatre companies in Australia as
director, dramaturg or casting director. He was Associate Director at Nimrod and later Artistic Director of the Q Theatre. After working as Casting Director at
Sydney Theatre Company for many years he worked as Global Casting Associate for Disney Theatrical in New York. Since returning to Australia five years ago
Egil has been Head of Directing at NIDA. Egil holds an MA in Theatre Studies from UNSW and he is currently enrolled in doctoral studies (DCI) at QUT, where his
reflective practice is being supervised by Rod Wissler and Cheryl Stock; his industry mentor is Sam Strong, Artistic Director of Griffin Theatre.

Lazaroo, Natalie (Griffith University, Australia)
Paper: Circus in the Cemetery: Transforming Space and Unearthing Memory in the Vulcana Women’s Circus’ Performance of Grave Effects.
Abstract: A woman jumps from a bridge. A baby rises from its tiny coffin to be comforted by the sexton. An alcoholic priest with an Irish accent runs around with
her cassock stuck in her knickers. A vampire tap dances on a grave. What are the conventions commonly accepted within the space of a cemetery, and what
happens when performance-makers challenge the notions of ‘sacredness’ that are often associated with cemeteries?
In this paper, I investigate the Vulcana Women’s Circus’ promenade performance, Grave Effects of Notable Women (2011) set in the Toowong Cemetery. I explore
how the performance attempts not only to re-imagine the landscape of Brisbane’s largest cemetery, but also how it unearths memories and recreates the

identities of the various significant women buried there through physical storytelling and the provocative mediums of acrobatics, puppetry, and aerial acts. In a
space filled with ghosts of the past, I further ask the question of how Grave Effects invites the audience to (re)consider their own role within the real and imagined
space of a performance that aims to dissect the notions of life and death; a performance that is at times hauntingly serious, and at others, completely irreverent.
Biography: Natalie Lazaroo recently completed her Master of Philosophy at the University of Queensland, which focused on the work of physical theatre
company Zen Zen Zo. Her research interest in the area of physical theatre continues as she undertakes her PhD candidature at Griffith University, looking into
the work of social circus with marginalised communities.

Liang, Lia Wen-Ching (National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan)
Paper: Theatrical Mediation of Cultures and Politics in the Far East: the Manchuko in Careless Rapture
Abstract: Careless Rapture (1936), a musical play written and composed by Ivor Novello, was a moderate success which opened in London’s Theatre Royal Drury
Lane on September 11, 1936. The play was set in both London and Fu-Chi, a city in the northeast China during the Second Sino-Japanese War. Following the
successful formula of combining spectacle and romance, as seen in other musical comedies or Oriental plays in the early twentieth century, Careless Rapture not
only presented a contrast between British and Chinese traditions but also offered an unusual glimpse into the mediated space of Manchukuo, the puppet state
controlled by Japan (1932−1945), in the theatrical imagination during the last decades of the British Empire.
Careless Rapture heavily drew on past theatrical references to China, making allusions to objects, habits and traditions that were then deployed in the context of
the Manchuko. The play was concerned with the a sibling rivalry for the love and hands of a musical comedy star, as well as the brothers’ fight for inheritance, in a
setting that had seen adventures, earthquakes, kidnapping and ancient myths. By examining the detail of the play, which had been relatively less subject to
academic scrutiny, this paper argues that the theatrical representation of China can be considered the mediation of social and political spaces that subtly
reflected the British Empire’ interest in the Far East, albeit in the form of a light entertainment that was unjustly deemed less significant by later scholarship.
Biography: Dr Lia Wen-Ching Liang (PhD London) is Assistant Professor at Department of Foreign Languages and Literature, National Tsing Hua University,
Taiwan. Her main research interest lies in the development of a Deleuzian approach to theatre studies in order to explore issues such as aesthetics, theatricality,
and representation in theory and in practice, particularly in the fields of intercultural and posthuman theatre. A second strand of her research is the politics in
early twentieth century British theatre, particularly musical comedies and Oriental play with Chinese cultural references.

Little, Suzanne (University of Otago, New Zealand)
Paper: Complicity and Desire in Violent Spectatorship
Abstract: “I believe that we must be responsible for what we choose to look at. Legislation exists to enforce this belief – it is a criminal act to watch the abuse of
children on the Internet. It is not illegal to watch a beheading… However, we cannot legislate for what we choose to SEE.”
—Tim Crouch

Theatre involves a form of dialogic exchange of meaning between audience and performance. Within contemporary culture however, there is a tendency to view
that exchange as largely one-sided, with responsibility for the content of the performance and any ethical considerations resting solely in the hands of the
theatre practitioners producing the piece. This belief or cultural imaginary has been challenged in aggressive ways recently where practitioners have compelled
audiences to consider their own complicity and desires as witnesses to violent performance. Frantic Assembly’s Scott Graham and Steven Hoggett examine the
world of boxing in Beautiful Burnout (2012), a production that oscillates between glorifying the virtuosity of boxing and, alternately damning it as a blood sports
for spectators and, by extension, the theatre audience. Tim Crouch dispenses with the stage and visual representations of violence, and instead literally inserts
himself and other actors in the audience for The Author (2009-2011). In the play, Crouch plays a playwright, Tim Crouch, who has written a highly successful
violent and abusive play that he describes to the audience in all its shocking detail. The play he describes is fictitious but there are strong allusions to the work of
Sarah Kane and Edward Bond. Crouch is both challenging violent representations in theatre and provoking the audience to accept responsibility for the
authorship of such works on the premise that these works are made for them. This paper will unpack some of the issues at stake in the spectatorship of violent
representations and consider these in light of recent productions.
Biography: Dr Suzanne Little completed her doctoral thesis Framing Dialogues: Towards An Understanding of the Parergon in Theatre at the Queensland
University of Technology. Suzanne currently lectures in Theatre Studies and is the coordinator of the interdisciplinary Performing Arts Studies programme at the
University of Otago. Her research interests include reflective practice, Performance as Research, framing theory, and representations of trauma and violence in
performance. Suzanne also has qualification in the visual arts, and film and has published articles and chapters in theatre, dance, music and interdisciplinary
books and journals. She is a regular contributor at conferences and is currently the representative for New Zealand on the Australasian Drama Theatre and
Performance Studies Association (ADSA) executive board.

Liyanage, Saumya (La Trobe University, Australia)
Paper: “A Lamp in a Windless Place that Flickers not”: Some reflections on self cultivation in Sri Lankan actor learning.
Abstract: Paradigms of actor training and the embodiment of acting are invariably defined and understood according to the somaesthetic practices indigenous
to the particular culture in which they are developed (Zarrilli 2002). As this title indicates, “a lamp that flickers not” (Bhagawat Gita, vi, 19) refers to the likeness of
the seated Yogi and the “presence” of the body sculpture that the ascetic meditator cultivates through an assiduous practice of seated meditation. This
metaphor of “stillness” of the body reflects the fundamental somatic quality that an actor achieves through the process of cultivating “bodymind” in acting.
Habituating “self cultivation” (Yuasa 1987) in meditational, medicinal, martial arts and artistry in Asia is one such modality via which practitioners cultivate inner
and outer–inter involvement as a unified experience of the body. This ontology is thus identified in different disciplines by various terms such as
“mindfulness/awareness” (Varela et el 2008), “body consciousness” (Shusterman 2008), “presence” (Barba 2005), “stillness/motionlessness” (Zarrilli 2009, Zusuki
2002) or the “attunement” (Nagatomo, 1992). Informed by Buddhist philosophy, this paper attempts to apply this theory of “self cultivation” to contemporary Sri
Lankan actor learning by looking at actor’s “attunement” with the physical score and the process of “habit formation” as a way of attaining “Samādhi”
(bodymind) awareness of acting. In doing so this paper suggests an alternative paradigm of actional and epistemic pathway of actor learning.

Biography: Saumya Liyanage (BA Kelaniya, MCA South Australia), a lecturer in drama and theatre at the University of the Visual and Performing Arts, Colombo,
Sri Lanka is an award winning actor both in theatre and films. Saumya has received La Trobe postgraduate scholarship for 2010 and is currently reading his PhD
at the Theatre and Drama Program at La Trobe University, Melbourne, Australia. His latest publications include Body Mind Dilemmas in Acting: A Study of East
West Traditions-Lambert Academic Publishing, Germany, 2011 and “My body taught me how to act: towards an epistemology of actor learning and
apprenticeship”- Australasian Drama Studies Journal, April 2012. He recently won the “Veronica Kelly” award for the best postgraduate research paper presented
at Australasian Theatre, Drama and Performance Studies (ADSA) conference held at Monash University in July 2011. He is currently researching on
auto/ethnographic descriptions of actors’ experience and phenomenal modes of actor learning.

Loth, Jo (La Trobe University, Australia)
Paper: Personal Storytelling through Cabaret: Navigating the Terrain of Autoethnographic Performance
Abstract: This paper will explore my approaches to the challenges of ‘truth-telling’ and self-reflection within the autoethnographic process of creating Mind
Games (a cabaret performance developed as part of a practice-led PhD project at QUT). The personal stories presented in the cabaret were drawn from my own
experiences with depression, and from interviews with individuals with depression or bipolar disorder.
A major concern in the presentation of verbatim and autobiographical performance is that these forms are often associated with ‘telling the truth’ about a life
story. I found a useful approach to this challenge in Rokem’s (2000, 2002) concept of the “witness”, and particularly his notion that the presence of an onstage
“witness” to the action enhances a sense of theatricality within the performance. The sense of theatricality in the performance draws attention to the artificial or
constructed nature of the performance and the presence of the witness draws attention to the tension between the ‘real’ and the ‘fictive’. Thus, the onstage
witness can enhance the acknowledgement of games of truth being presented within the performance.
A second challenge lay in the process of self reflection involved in sharing my personal stories of depression. The unexpected findings of the research project
forced me to examine my own personal views and beliefs, and the performance I created became a reflection of my own thought processes.
My experiences point to the value of autoethnography as a means to explore the ways that truth is constructed about others, and the ways that we construct
truths about ourselves.
Biography: Jo has recently completed a practice-led PhD on contemporary cabaret at QUT. Starting out in physical theatre, she performed as an actor with
Frank Theatre throughout Australia and Japan. She has worked as an actor, singer/songwriter, director and teacher, and has performed solo cabaret shows for
The Edinburgh Fringe (2011), The Brisbane Cabaret Festival (2007 and 2010), and The Brisbane Festival (2009).She has completed a BA in Drama (UQ), a
Graduate Diploma in Education (QUT), and a Masters in Drama (QUT). She has taught for QUT and Griffith University. She currently lives in Melbourne and
teaches at La Trobe University.

Maiquez, Reagan (Monash University, Australia)

Paper: By Means of Performance: Theatricalising Performativity and Performing Theatricality as Performance Theory
Abstract: This paper will present arguments in dealing with two concepts, which in the past years have gained a considerable weight in theorising performance
in both theatre and performance research. It will draw on a range of examples from the many ways theatre and performance are understood through disciplinary
lens or how these two terms posit theoretical or research perspectives to understand a cultural complexity or a phenomenon. The first part of this paper will
focus on the study of theatricality and the second part will be on performativity. However, at the end of this essay, I will argue on the possibility of a mutual codetermination operating between theatricality and performativity to understand a performance. This, I hope, will lead us to other possibilities of seeing or
explaining a phenomenon, a theatrical event or a performed experience, or simply a performance (theory) based on the relationship (either conflicting or mutual)
between these two key ideas and relate this to our actual practices, experiences, and re/construction of our “worlds” or reality.
Biography: Reagan R. Maiquez finished his BA and MA Philippine Studies degrees at the University of the Philippines-Diliman with his researches in
performative writing and critical pedagogy as a process of dramaturgy in staging a play. Currently, he is connected with Monash University's Centre for Theatre
and Performance as an HDR student, with his research on reading theatricality and performativity to establish a performance theory. Before coming to Australia,
he was active in research, teaching, and theatre-making at the University of the Philippines at Los Banos, Laguna campus. He has written performance texts for
the Hibiscus Rosa Sinensis Performance Project a series of devised performances in experimenting with the fusion of arts and sciences, a work on applied theatre
for community development and youth-leadership, and for the year-long celebration of University of the Philippines centenary. His major productions include
Pagbulas ng Sibol (adaptation of Frank Wedekind's Spring Awakening) as writer/dramaturg, Aurelio Tolentino's classic socialist play Bagong Cristo (New Christ) as
dramaturg, and Alunsina Desap (Alunsina's Disappearance) as playwright. He was also awarded with a Grand Prize in Poetry (Filipino) in the Don Carlos Palanca
Memorial Awards for literature.

Maloney, Noel (Monash University, Australia)
Paper: Tom Holloway's Beyond The Neck: Tragedy, Place and the Ordinary.
Abstract: Tom Holloway's play, Beyond The Neck, is the first professional theatre performance to represent the tragic events at Port Arthur, Tasmania, in 1996
where Martin Bryant killed 35 people and wounded 21. Based on interviews with survivors, the play offers a moving account of life following on from this tragedy
and the role place plays in healing.
Using Jacques Ranciere's concept of aesthetics, this paper will analyse the play as it was recently performed at Red Stitch Theatre in Melbourne. It will consider
how the performance disrupts traditional forms of dramatic action with particular arrangements of description and speech and a vision of beings and things as
equally representable. It will also examine the various uses of place in the performance and consider the way architecture and landscape are intimately bound to
the memory of the event. And it will look at how in defying expectation around fact and fiction, the performance invites an active spectatorship.
Biography: Noel Maloney is completing his Phd at the Centre for Theatre and Performance, Monash University, Melbourne. His research focuses on the
emergence of a theatre that uses narration as both a subject and a strategy.

Markstein, Helene (West Australian Academy of Performing Arts, Australia)
Paper:: De-sign and Sigils: Something More than a ‘Way to Go’ in Dance Performance Creation.
Abstract: The research enquiry is the endeavor to use directions of visual composition found in all related components involved in dance performance-making at
the beginning rather than towards the end of the creative journey.
A dancer’s training is physically demanding with an emphasis on technique and artistic performance quality that leaves little time for exploratory play in the
performance space. In an experimental inversion of the usual procedure for creating dance movement, dancers were invited into a scenographic playground for
the addition of their choreographic input to the scenographic whole. The scenographic visual field can be a starting point for a dancer/choreographer that offers
creative routes to re-look and negotiate the familiar, and offer ways for charting unfamiliar performative territories.
The value of beginning with a multi-disciplinary environment for experimentation is that it empowers a dancer by the use of their own ‘creative compass’ in
centrally positioning themselves to choreograph with all surrounding stage components: light, costume, set and props, sound and projection. Through the
developing of their personal visual analysis using elements and principles of visual composition, a ‘de-signing’ orientation process is used for a full immersion into
a dynamic interactive space that can result in the desired quality of a unity of performance.
This negotiated excursion is set up for the element ‘movement’, being just one of the performative elements within the scenographic space. The north, south,
east and west of all the offered signs and sigils, with all the points between, is where the creative needle can swing wildly between disciplines in the investigation
of the unfamiliar, art forms or technical interaction.
Biography: Helene G. Markstein is currently: a post-graduate student undertaking Ph.D research in Performance / Dance, at WAAPA, Edith Cowan University,
Perth Western Australia. She is an eclectic artist with both training and professional experience in diverse disciplines and practices holding a M.A. in Performance
Arts / Dance, from U.W.S., Nepean. As scenographer, designer, graphic designer, and film-maker. Helene has painted sets, made costumes, projections, and
directed and choreographed large groups ranging up to 300 performers. She is the author of ‘The Next Step for dancers’ a guide for elite ballet students, teachers
& parents. Her works are currently in the collections at the Australian National Gallery and Australian National Library, Canberra, Australia. Helene was a
Scenofest participant at the PQ 11 in Prague, as performance/movement advisor for the WAAPA Graduating Design and Costume students. Her academic writing
on scenography has been presented at the 2011 IFTR/FIRT Conference at the PQ11 in Prague, TaPRA 2011 at Kingston University, London and CREATEC at ECU
Perth. Western Australia.

Mazer, Sharon (University of Christchurch, New Zealand)
Panel: Transitional City
Abstract: This panel explores questions of performance and performativity in what is being called ‘The Transitional City’. Christchurch 2012.

The first big earthquake struck Christchurch on September 4th, 2010. Ten thousand aftershocks, and several major earthquakes later, much of the city has fallen
around us, disappeared in an instant or over months of demolition. The city talks of rebuilding as it tears itself apart, creating piles of rubble in place of churches,
businesses, schools and, of course, theatres, looking to the past while speculating on what comes next.
As the ground continues to shift, we are continually witnessing and creating performances. Some take place in theatres and can be seen to arise as forms of denial
and reassurance, as distractions from and signs of carrying on in spite of the crisis at hand: light comedies, musical reviews, and so on. Others are theatrical events
explicitly staged in environments that reflect life as lived in the earthquake zone. Many more performances are taking place in the media, in community centres,
churches and shopping malls, in neighbourhoods and where people find themselves congregating – often enough, in no-go zones.
These are performances of everyday life carried on in extraordinary circumstances. Some, like those provoked by the Gap Filler, Greening the Rubble and Arts
Voice initiatives (led by Theatre & Film Studies graduates), are explicitly committed to creating new ways of engaging with the aftermath of the earthquake in situ,
often setting performances of the everyday against the destroyed walls and vacated grounds of our city as it once was. Others, like those of the Student Volunteer
Army and the Farmy Army, those of the countless groups of bakers and knitters, those by our civic and church leaders and also by visiting dignitaries, and those by
ordinary people all around us, combine displays of the so-called Canterbury spirit and of social commitment with acts of loss and recovery, of charity given and
received, of commemoration and even celebration.
Panel Participants: Proposal for panel, with papers from Sharon Mazer, Ryan Reynolds & George Parker (Dept of Theatre & Film Studies, University of Canterbury)
Paper: Ghost Town
Abstract: This paper considers post-earthquake Christchurch in theatrical terms, as a haunted stage, beset with performances as ephemeral and ambiguous as the
experience of an earthquake itself. The thing about earthquakes is that they’re over almost before you can register the experience, like a fleeting dream, or a
ghost. You tremble, but it comes from outside your body, like a haunting. You might hear a rumble and, rocking, feel at sea momentarily. Or just the merest
momentary clicking sound and a shudder. Or the first sound, a presentiment, a loud BANG, morphs instantly into the sight of strewn and broken household items,
bricks on the footpath. Truth is, after the first 10,000 or so aftershocks, you hardly feel anything unless it’s extreme – above 4.5 or 4.6 on the Richter Scale, say, the
point where everything falls, again. You can’t quite grasp the experience of the shake itself. Instead you are always, already being confronted with its aftermath.
You pick up, put back, or leave it all lie. You carry on, you perform, almost as, but not quite, never quite, the same, as before.
So too the city of Christchurch in 2012. Turning a corner, I constantly look to see what isn’t there, try to trace the outline of what was once present, is now not
fully absent. Roads are closed, opened, closed again as the machines move in. Landmarks are turned to rubble, reduced to vacant lots, and then given over to
brightly coloured container shops or new tilt-slab storefronts. My own theatres are gone: one demolished, one locked into the Arts Centre for who knows how
long. The city is now my theatre, like Marvin Carlson’s Haunted Stage. The ghosts are everywhere, performing in the liminal spaces created by the collision of our
memories of where we’ve been and the realities of where we are now.
Biography: XXX

McGaw, Janet (University of Sydney, Australia)
Paper: Nomads in a Strange Town: the Role of Itinerant Professionals in Country Dramatic Docieties

Abstract: Amateur dramatic societies have existed in Australian country towns since the 1850s, providing live theatre in communities where there might
otherwise have been none. In many cases, their fate depended on one or two enthusiastic members who provided leadership and expertise. This role was often
filled by professional workers – teachers, public servants, bank managers, engineers – as well as ex-theatre practitioners, who came to live in the town for a
limited period. When they moved on, the dramatic society often foundered or ceased to exist. At the same time, another community would benefit as the
professional took up residence in a new location.
This paper will explore the role and impact of itinerant professionals in the life of country dramatic societies in the 1950s. This was an era of unprecedented
growth in amateur theatre activity across the country, with the proliferation of new societies and the re-formation of older groups that had disbanded; the
establishment of play reading groups, drama festivals and playwriting competitions; the introduction of training schools in country areas; and the conversion of
existing buildings to little theatres for amateur groups. Focusing on Cooma Little Theatre, established in 1955 during the early years of the Snowy Mountains
hydro-electric project, the paper will investigate the way in which itinerants from all compass points – north, south, east and west, from within Australia and
overseas, shaped the practices of an amateur dramatic society, as well as the broader cultural life of the town, during a period of significant demographic and
social change.
Biography: Janet McGaw has completed a BA at the University of New England and an MLitt (history) at Central Queensland University. Her masters
dissertation examined the role of amateur theatrical groups in Sydney between 1900 and 1920. She is currently enrolled as a PhD candidate in the Department of
Performance Studies at the University of Sydney researching amateur dramatic societies in New South Wales regional communities 1945-1970. She is interested
in what the history of these groups tells us about changes in society and patterns of leisure, and the extent to which they reflected developments in theatre in the
metropolis.

McGIllivray, Glen (University of Sydney, Australia)
Paper: A Spectacle that Enthrals: Social Media and the Theatre of Memory
Abstract: Most scholarship dealing with social media, often referred to as Web 2.0, considers user participation in such media in terms of role theory and identity
formation. However, the internet is both an information system – a way of disseminating knowledge(s) – and a visual medium; as such it curiously resembles the
synoptic theatra of the sixteenth century. Just as a user could enter Camillo’s memory theatre and access its secrets, presented through a combination of text and
images, so too can the modern web user log on and access information: from the arcane to the banal. Modern internet use can be conceptually linked to
sixteenth and seventeenth theatres of nature once we consider how the user is positioned in both. For example in his Universae Naturae Theatrum (1596) Jean
Bodin represents himself as the teacher, ‘Mystagogus’, who guides a student, ‘Theorus’, through the world being portrayed; in this landscape the spectator is
positioned ambiguously as both the observer and participant in nature. The internet positions its user in a similar fashion: we participate in the ‘worlds’ it presents
to us just as much as we observe them. Or, as Lord Henry Wotton observed in Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray, ‘Suddenly we find that we are no longer
the actor, but the spectators of the play […] Or rather we are both. We watch ourselves, and the mere wonder of the spectacle enthralls us’. (Wilde, Oscar. (1998).
The Picture of Dorian Gray. Norman Page (Ed.). Peterborough, Ontario: Broadview Press: 136, 138) In this paper, I will argue that the internet draws on a
landscape of knowledge formation, in terms of its relationships of memory and identity, that is over four hundred years old.

Biography: XXX

McGregor, Lilcherie (Epson Girls Grammar School, New Zealand)
Paper: No Man's Land: Antipodean Shakespeare
Abstract: This paper will focus on my direction of The Tempest within an Aotearoa New Zealand context, wherein Prospero is represented as British and Caliban
as Maori. Set in Aotearoa in 1840, the year of the signing of The Treaty of Waitangi, the production explores the interaction between the people of the North,
Prospero and Miranda, and the man of the South Seas, Caliban, and their conflict over the rightful sovereignty of the isle - claims based on opposing patriarchal
and matriarchal compass points, “This island’s mine by Sycorax my mother”. Miranda’s identity has been shaped on this antipodean island. She is a feisty girl,
who can hold her own with Caliban, her childhood friend. It is she who has taught him to read and write, “You taught me your language and my profit on it is
that I know how to curse”.
Terra Nullius – no man’s land – an expression derived from Roman Law meaning land belonging to no one, that has never been subject to sovereignty of any
state, and can be acquired through occupation. The action is played out over the landscape of Miranda’s body – terra nullius. Caliban is ever ready to take
occupation and declare sovereignty of her ‘turfy mountains’ and ‘flat meads’. But, it is Ferdinand who takes her as virgin land, “My prime request is – O you
wonder - if you be maid or no?” “No wonder, sir, but certainly a maid.” How will Miranda whose personal, social and geographical identity has been shaped in
the South navigate the landscape of the North? How will she deal with the disorientation of the North that her father experienced in the South? And Caliban,
what of his personal, cultural and social landscape?
Biography: Lilcherie McGregor is a theatre director and teacher. She lectured in Theatre and Performing Arts Studies at the University of Otago before going to
work as assistant director for Eugenio Barba at Odin Teatret in Denmark for three years, where she also studied actor training, and toured internationally with the
company. She is the founder and Artistic Director of Kore Theatre Lab. Her research interests include directing, actor training, theatre laboratories, intercultural
and interdisciplinary performance. She is currently teaching drama at Epsom Girls Grammar School in Auckland and directing a theatre group in Northland. (BA,
MA, PhD, Grad Dip Teach)

McKinnon, James (Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand)
Paper: Lodestone or Lead Weight?: How ‘Shakespeare’ Means at the 2012 New Zealand Internaitonal Arts Festival
Abstract: Shakespeare’s plays served many generations of Pākehā colonists as a cultural compass, orienting them to their symbolic and geographical “North”:
Britain. But how will Shakespeare serve contemporary Aotearoans – Pākehā, Māori, and otherwise – as they navigate the 21st century? Shakespeare remains New
Zealand’s most performed playwright, and the only one with festivals dedicated to producing his work. But Britain’s magnetic pull is not what it once was, and
Shakespeare now polarizes in a different sense, as became apparent in recent debates over whether his role in the secondary school curriculum should be

diminished or eliminated. Will New Zealanders come to view Shakespeare as a relic of the colonial past, or claim him as an integral part of their “own” culture?
Will they continue to look overseas for examples of “authentic” Shakespeare, or chart their own course? And in defining their relationship to Shakespeare, how
will they redefine themselves?
The intriguing constellation of local and international Shakespeare performances occasioned by the 2012 New Zealand International Arts Festival in Wellington
offers a unique opportunity to explore how “Shakespeare” informs the ongoing negotiation of New Zealand identities. Audiences witnessed productions of Henry
V and The Winter’s Tale by renowned English group Propeller; two responses to Hamlet, including Pan Pan’s widely-acclaimed The Rehearsal, Playing the Dane,
and a solo show by local actor Michael Hurst called Frequently Asked Questions: To Be or Not to Be, Etc.; and the world premiere of the Maori Troilus and Cressida,
which was also touted as New Zealand’s contribution to the 2012 London Cultural Olympiad. My paper will analyze these performances and their local reception
– situated as carefully as possible in their cultural and material context – as evidence of how contemporary New Zealanders use Shakespeare to construct,
reinforce, challenge, and destabilize competing notions of “New Zealand” identity.
Biography: James McKinnon lectures in Theatre at Victoria University of Wellington. His research focuses on how contemporary artists and audiences exploit
and contest the authority of Shakespeare, Chekhov, and other canonical authors, through various sorts of adaptation and appropriation. More recently, he has
explored the implications of adaptive dramaturgy in tertiary theatre classrooms. His presentation on “Mapping Chekhov in Canada” was featured in the early
career scholars panel at the 2011 ADSA conference in Melbourne.

Mee, Sean (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)
Paper: Large-Scale Community Projects in Regional Queensland: Unlocking Creative Potential and Community Identity.
Abstract: In 2003, the newly appointed artistic director of the Queensland Music Festival, Lyndon Terracini, arrived in Mount Isa intent on persuading the city
council to invest in a big event. He saw the ideal backdrop; the enormous Mount Isa mine. He saw the location; the dry river bed between the mine and the town
and he saw that Mount Isa was a full of machines. He wanted to engage with the whole community for the whole community. The result was Bobcat Dancing. It
involved 130+people from across the community, included dancing bobcats (obviously), amorous excavators, specially commissioned music (composer John
Rodgers), an original story (by Philip Dean) and played to over 15,000 people over three extraordinary nights. Since then, QMF has built 7 similar events in
communities across regional Queensland; in Charters Towers, Longreach, Charleville and Bowen, each with a singular purpose; to engage with each community
on its own terms, involve as diverse and extensive group of performers as possible, commission and develop a work that engages with the community on its own
terms and performs to the widest possible audience.
As the director and collaborator, Sean Mee has been at the centre of the development and presentation of 5 of the 7 projects, the latest being Behind the Cane in
Bowen 2011, working with the South Sea Island community to tell their little known history. In this presentation, Sean will chart the evolution of these unique
events, unpacking some of the underlying values and strategies and comparing them with recent large-scale events in the UK, such as the work of Wildworks
(The Passion for the National Theatre of Wales) and Royal de Luxe, responsible for events such as The Sultan’s Elephant. He will seek to draw some conclusions
about the nature of contemporary performance surrounding theatre and engagement and suggest an emerging new form of contemporary practice that blurs
the line between community and professional and redefines excellence away from efficiency towards effectiveness.”

Biography: XXX

Megarrity, David (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)
Paper: Tyrone alone: The setlist, the script and the stage
Abstract: The incorporation of live music into both mainstream and contemporary performance practices is increasingly commonplace, and demands innovation
in playwriting. These works – not Opera or Musicals, neither concerts or plays but something altogether different, are sometimes called ‘a play with songs’ but
nobody’s quite sure what to call them yet. They’re essentially multidisciplinary, and often quasi-autobiographical.
This is a place of innovation, experimentation and juxtaposition. This is the grey (or rather multicoloured) area of creative practice which this performative
presentation explores.
Music’s often an end-stage add-on. A ‘’sonorous sticking plaster’ (Cook1998:vi) Productions may often ask ‘What music does this narrative require in
performance?’ This performance begins to explore the converse: ‘What narrative does this music require in live performance?’
When music and narrative are conjoined in live performance it qualitatively changes both. New meanings are made. As Cook points out, “What matters… is not
so much that signification that is ‘in’ the sound but rather the significance that it may support by virtue of the specific intersections with other media. Seen thus,
the significance becomes a function of context. It is, in a word, performative.” (1998: 83)
A musician playing a set of songs they’ve written in a bar, or a composer seeking to integrate music into a complex new theatre work, are both using music and
performance music to tell a story for emotional effect on a live audience.
In this presentation, ukulele maestro Tyrone presents a short set of songs, but there are issues with the setlist. What songs to play? In what order? For what
purpose? This is a conference, not a music venue. Tyrone’s used to higher profile gigs than this. What’s the set? What’s the story?
Presented by Tyrone (www.youtube.com/user/TyroneUkulele)
With the reluctant assistance of David Megarrity, Lecturer in Drama, QUT Creative Industries
Biography: David is a writer, composer, performer, director and part-time Lecturer in Drama at QUT. In 2008 he received the QUT Vice-Chancellor’s Award for
Excellence (Innovative and Creative Practice) Recipient of a Brisbane Lord Mayor’s Performing Arts Fellowship in 1998, his shows for children including have
played at venues such as the Sydney Opera House across Australia and abroad. David’s short film awards include Official Selection Cannes International Film
Festival 2000. He’s written soundtracks for stage and screen. He now has a close working relationship with ukulele maestro Tyrone. who performs his show Bear
with Me at QPAC’s Out of the Box 2012. His stage adaptation of the his picture book The Empty City (Hachette Livre) is a finalist in the Queensland Theatre
Company’s Queensland Premier’s Drama Award 2012/13.

Meyrick, Julian (La Trobe University, Australia)
Panel: World of Theatre/Theatre as World

Abstract: “What sociology studies is how people do things together… I always look for all the people involved in whatever I think I am studying, including especially
the ones conventionally thought not to be very important.” (Howard Becker)
This panel will be concerned with how scholars can generate valid descriptions of theatre/performance practice and how they take account of all the factors and
processes that contribute to perceived artistic outcomes. Taking its orientation from the approach of Chicago School sociologists, most particularly from Howie
Becker’s now-classic notion of an ‘art world’ (Art Worlds 1982), presented papers will examine areas of practice typically overlooked, under-scrutinised or
occluded by generic thinking. The focus will be on the relationship between careful observation and interpretation on the one hand (whether primary, as in
ethnographic field research, or secondary, as in historical and archival research), and bold conceptualisations on the other that, are, as a result, empirically
grounded.
Sociological approaches to culture are useful because they stress the functional and political dimensions of art production as against the aesthetic and
individualistic. Their associated methodologies, however, whether theoretical-philosophical or empirical-scientific, are not all they have to offer. The values and
fidelities of particular schools are equally important. This panel will not offer a discussion about the validity or otherwise of the Chicago School. But it will
reference some of its key goals, sympathies and perspectives, most particularly observational acuity and lack of ante facto assumptions. By implication, an aim is
to question the domination of continental sociology, especially the work of Pierre Bourdieu, on the study of culture, pointing out an alternative approach
available.
Participants – Dr. Julian Meyrick, Honorary Fellow, Drama Program La Trobe University; Honorary Fellow, School of Communications and Creative Arts, Deakin
University, Yoni Prior, Senior Lecturer, School of Communications and Creative Arts, Deakin University, Robert Reid, Post-graduate, Drama Program La Trobe
University
Biography: An Honorary Fellow at La Trobe and Deakin Universities, and Associate Director and Literary Advisor at MTC 2002-07, Julian has directed many
theatre productions for MTC, STC, SASTC, the Griffin and his own kickhouse theatre. He directed the inaugural production of Who’s Afraid of the Working Class?
for Melbourne Workers Theatre and won the 1998 Green Room Award for Best Director on the Fringe. He was responsible for initiating the Hard Lines new play
program at MTC and was Deputy Chair of PlayWriting Australia. As a historian, he has published an account of Nimrod Theatre, See How It Runs (2003), a history
of MTC, The Drama Continues, a Currency Platform Paper, Trapped By the Past, and academic articles on post-War Australian theatre, the theory-practice nexus,
and contemporary dramaturgy. He is researching a series of case studies from Australian theatre in the1980s, focusing on the relationship between cultural
policy and creative practice.

Mezur, Katherine (Freie University Berlin, Germany)
Paper: Stranger Communities: The Uncanny Migrations of Berliner Butoh
Abstract: In this paper I analyze several performance works by different Japanese performers who have lived and worked between Europe, in particular Berlin,
and Japan. This study focuses on reading these performances from the point of view of a vibrant, yet fluid, performer community made up of "in-transit" artists.
Because these performers move between places, cultures, and practices, their very instability creates a community of "strangers." This "Stranger community"
produces singular "outsider" performance forms, and also forces these artists to engage critically with their sense of being "in-transit." All of these artists claim a

relationship to butoh and to Japan, but in each case their identification with the form and nation is fraught. Culture, gender, and corporeality intersect in difficult
ways in each of their works. I consider them members of a butoh diaspora that is another larger and even more diverse community. These "stranger" artists
dismantle notions of national and cultural belonging, and demand different strategies and modes to enable new forms of citizenship and "belonging." The works
considered here deal with memory, longing, and violent absurdities, which provoke a deep sense of emptiness. These works raise questions concerning our
present nation-states and states of power, and ideas of national identity. Kaseki Yuko's work "Umbra," Yoshioka Yumiko's "Waku," and Seki Minako's "Existenz"
disturb, rip, and smash any clear cultural, national, or local "identity," bearing witness to the force of their stranger communities. Perhaps in this close analysis of
moments in these performances where their separate orbits, spin wildly even destructively apart, there are new "choreographies of self," which may suggest
mobile, in-transit coordinates for a no-place artist/citizen.
Biography: Katherine Mezur is a Research Fellow at the International Research Center of the Freie University Berlin, where she is investigating the work of
Japanese women butoh and contemporary dance artists who create work in Europe, Asia, and the Americas, focusing on issues of gender, migration, and new
media. Her research focuses on transnational dance/theatre performance, gender studies, and new media performance in the Asia Pacific region. She holds a
PhD in Theatre and Dance, emphasis on Asian Performance, from the University of Hawai'i, Manoa. She is author of Beautiful Boys/Outlaw Bodies: Devising
Female-likeness on the Kabuki Stage (Palgrave Macmillan). She is finishing, Cute Mutant Girls: Contemporary Japanese Performance and Media Art. She has
published in journals such as Women and Performance, Discourses in Dance, and edited volumes including "Bad Girls of Japan." She has taught at the University
of Washington Seattle, Georgetown University, UC Santa Barbara, and McGill University.

Mitchell, Peta (University of Queensland, Australia)
Panel: A Cultural Atlas of Australia: Mapping Narratives of North, South, East, West and Centre
Abstract: Advances in digital technology are rapidly enhancing the way we archive and map cultural activity and history. The AusStage data base, for instance,
allows us to trace an individual play, playwright or company’s production history across Australia throughout time (‘all productions by Jenny Kemp in each
Australian capital city’, for instance). Similarly, the Austlit database allows us to search thematically for Australian plays along topical and temporal lines (‘plays
about the bush’, or ‘plays by female writers from 1920-1940’, for instance). Drs Stadler, Mitchell and Carleton are currently working on an ARC Discovery project
that allows us for the first time to track narratives of place across the country in specific regional detail. The Cultural Atlas of Australia provides visualised
representations of Australian imagined geographies in theatre, film and literature. This pioneering cross-disciplinary digital map will allow users to track creative
representations of Australian landscapes region-by-region and medium-by-medium in order to facilitate comparative research into the nation’s cultural coordinates.
In this panel session, Drs Carleton (theatre), Stadler (film) and Mitchell (literature/writing) will introduce you to the Cultural Atlas of Australia and explain its
applications to each of their disciplines. As well as being a ‘hands on’ demonstration of the technology, topics discussed will include notions of the Australian
‘Cultural Tour’, compass points and their fictive representation, and the potentialities of digital mapping and research. We will outline how the Cultural Atlas sits
alongside the digital applications currently provided by AusStage, Austlit and the National film and Sound Archive, and how this nascent digital project (which
draws upon an initial test case of fifty each of plays, films and novels from 1950 to the present) has the capacity to offer comprehensive cultural geographical data
spanning time and place. We will also discuss the logistics of design aesthetics for those interested in the practicalities of digital mapping and website design.

Panel Participants: Stephen Carleton, UQ; Jane Stadler, UQ; Peta Mitchel, UQ.
Biography: Peta Mitchell is senior lecturer in the School of English, Media Studies, and Art History, University of Queensland. Peta researches in the areas of
geocriticism and critical/cultural theory, contemporary fiction, metaphor, interdisciplinarity, neogeography/digital mapping, and new media technologies. She is
author two major works on metaphor—Cartographic Strategies of Postmodernity (Routledge, 2008) and Contagious Metaphor (Continuum, 2012, in press)—
alongside numerous articles, chapters, and refereed conference papers that span media and cultural studies, literary studies, cultural geography, and human–
computer interaction.

Morris, Louise (La Trobe University, Australia)
Paper: Mapping the Dislocation of a Collective: Site-specific Practice and the Impossibility of Relocation (Red Cabbage Collective 2001-2011)
Abstract: This paper will chart the evolution of the Melbourne-based company Red Cabbage from its conception in 2001 with the work Half Full of Happiness in
the grounds of Gasworks art-park- its fracture in the aftermath of the production of Collapse at the old port of Melbourne in 2008 to its current reflective-practice
state. Drawing upon recent recorded conversations with co-collaborator Tania Smith (Monash University), the paper will subjectively interrogate the inability of
the collective to move beyond the location of ‘emerging’ to the position of ‘established’ artistic practitioners over a ten-year period. The paper will argue that
innovative and truly immersive site-based practice is inherently problematic in terms of career development in Australia due the industries reliance upon a model
of movement (touring) to develop emerging artists- that privileges the refinement of existing work through relocation and restaging.
What does this model mean for practitioners that cannot relocate their work without profoundly changing it- or to quote Mary Zimmerman, ‘…disassembling it’
(Zimmerman, M. ‘The Archaeology of Performance’ in Theatre Topics, Volume 15, Number 1, John Hopkins UP, March 2005, p 31.). What legacy can be left when projects are utterly dependent
upon the site they were created, the moment or the zeitgeist in which they were dreamt? Is the collective stubbornly insisting upon a pathway of looking forward
rather than revising, revisiting, refining- or are they dislocated and restrained by an industry model that cannot (in all practicality) support the re-staging of epic
site-based events (other than in a one-off festival context)? Are site- based event makers such as Red Cabbage trapped in a limbo of experimentation, restricted
by the frame of their creation with no location that allows for the building of an audience beyond those that just happened to witness the tree fall…?
What does a compass set in perpetual motion mean for this collective, for our industry and for the next generation of artists hovering in a state of permanent
emergence?
Biography: Louise is a qualified theatre professional and practice-based researcher with 20 years experience in traditional theatre, performance collectives,
collaborative contemporary practice, installation design and construction, site-specific performance, outdoor spectacle, event management and education. She
is an Associate Lecturer in Drama within the School of Communications and Creative Arts, Deakin University, Burwood. She worked with Splinters Theatre of
Spectacle (1993-1998), Co-founded Culturally Innovative Arts (1997-2001) and is a founding member of the Red Cabbage Collective (2001-2011). Recent major
projects include: Hedge-mony (Co-Director- Commonwealth Games Cultural Festival 2006), Aviary (Director- Living Museum of the West 2006), Comfort
(Installation Artist- Canberra Youth Theatre 2008), Collapse (Co-Director- Old Port of Melbourne, 2008), Retrieval (Installation Artist- National Library of
Australia CYTC 2010), June…the place does not matter (Director- The Village- 2011). The recipient of an Australian Post-graduate Award, she completed a
Masters in Animateuring- Cross Modal Performance at the Victorian College of the Arts in 2008.

Mullins, Mike (Independent Scholar, Australia)
Paper: Mike Mullins Archives: An Introduction
Abstract: “The question of the archive is not a question of the past, it’s a question of the future, the question of the future itself, the question of response, of a
promise and, of a responsibility for tomorrow.”Jacques Derrida/ ‘Archive Fever’
My work in the performing arts started as a trainee director at the Old Tote Theatre in Sydney but changed significantly when I met Jerzy Grotowski in 1973. I
spent a year working with Teatr Laboratorium in Poland in 1975 before returning to Australia to start my own investigation into a form of performance that used
silence, stillness, symbols and space as its principle language. These experiments were conducted in the years 1976-86 and took the form of a series of
workshops, radical intervention performances in the streets of Australian cities and ten original performance works.
Running concurrent to these primary activities of arts practice was also a long battle with the establishment about the need for cultural change in the performing
arts in Australia which I felt was constrained by its colonial past. One of the principle achievements in this area of concern was the establishment of the
Performance Space in Sydney, which I founded in 1983.
In March 2004 I opened thirty boxes of archives which had been stored since the mid 1980’s. The content of those boxes are now referred to as the Mike Mullins
Archives which I am slowly digitalising, cataloguing and posting on my website.
My presentation to the ADSA Conference will be designed to introduce the website as a research tool and to give a board outline of what is contained in the
archive. I will demonstrate what is currently available on the website and explain what will be posted in the future. I will also talk about the processes involved in
preserving and cataloguing an archive.
Biography: In 1974 Mike Mullins spent a year working with Grotowski in Poland (1974/75) and when he returned to Australia he started what turned out to be a
12-year investigation into the use of silence, stillness, symbols and space in performance (1976-86). During this period he created and presented thirteen original
performances. He was also the founding director of the Performance Space (1980-86). He recently published four DVDs and is in the process of cataloguing and
restoring his vast archive (a 10-year project). He is currently curating the opening exhibition for the new Museum of Brisbane, which will be based on his archives
of the Expo 88 Parades.

Munasinghe, Tharupathi (Victorian College of the Arts, Australia)
Paper: ‘Sounds from the Past’: Relationships to Sound in Transcultural Melbourne
Abstract: The background to this project is based on my life experiences as an artist working with sound & music, and as a migrant in Melbourne since year 2007.
The paper will examine the sound and music memories of Sri Lankans living in Melbourne – and it enables the connection between a person’s past sound
memories and their present location to be explored, thus justifying why it should proceed.

“Place is a process, and it is human experience and struggle that give meaning to place”(Harner 2001). In the detachment process of migration - Sound and musical
memory makes a diverse set of reasoning dimensions by which we preserve knowledge and reconstruct past practices, usually for present purposes. Social identity
builds as a result of our communal roots, both geographical and psychological and memory offers us the very core of identity. Memory is an integral part of our
character and individuality wherever we live.
This study focuses on the sound and musical memories emigrants bring from their mother landscapes, and how second generation emigrants continue to respond
to their native Sri Lankan sounds within the Australian sound and musical environment. The research approach is to engage members of up to five Sri Lankan
families in recorded conversations regarding their memory of environmental sounds, music and language from their motherland and contemporary Melbourne.
The paper will demonstrate how accustomed environmental sounds, language and music create a sense of self and place.
Biography: Tharupathi Munasinghe is a theatre, television and film music director who has been working extensively for past decade in Sri Lankan performance
industry. He has toured with his theatre works participating national, International and regional theatre festivals. He is a two-time winner of best music director
award at the National Theatre Festival and two times winner for the National Television Festivals. Tharupathi has published the book title of “Evolution of the
Sinhala Theatre Music in 1956-1974” Sri Lanka in Year 2000. He has composed music for four Film productions, nine Stage Theatre Productions and thirty Tele
series in Sri Lanka as well internationally. He obtained his Master of Arts (Drama & Theatre) at the University of Sri Jayewardenepura, Sri Lanka. Since 2007,
Tharupathi has been working as a visiting lecturer at the Department of Drama & Theatre at the Visual and Performing Arts University, Colombo, Sri Lanka. He is
currently reading his Master of Sound Design Research at the School of Performing Arts in the Victorian College of Arts, University of Melbourne.

Nelson, Cynthia (University of Technology Sydney, Australia)
Paper: Negotiating Transcultural Complexities and Identities in Research-Based Theatre
Abstract: Plays based on social research (documentary theatre, verbatim theatre, performed ethnography, and the like) often feature characters whose life
trajectories, identities and daily interactions are marked by cultural displacement and re-invention – including migrants, refugees, asylum seekers, international
students, and so on. This paper examines some transcultural complexities that can arise for those writing (and watching) this sort of work. For instance, how are
intercultural misunderstandings featured in research transcripts to be configured for the playscript – in ways that will be both intelligible and compelling for
international, multilingual audiences? When the voices of multiple research participants with diverse geo-cultural identities are reassembled to create a
composite character, how is that character to be made culturally credible? How are audience responses to culturally-engaged theatre shaped by their own
cultural identifications, by the geo-setting of a given performance, and by cultural/intercultural casting choices? In discussing such questions, I draw together
literature on research-based theatre (from performance studies and from the social sciences) as well as some useful concepts from studies of language and
identity. I ground the discussion with specific examples from my research-based play ‘Queer as a Second Language’, which has been performed at universities
and conferences in Australia, Japan and the United States, and which is based on transcripts from a multi-site study of over 100 English language learners and
teachers (from Africa, the Americas, Asia and Europe).
Biography: XXX

Newman-Storen, Renee (Edith Cowan University, Australia)
Paper: Occupy Wall Street: A Performance Conversation Investigating Radicalised Space and the Notion of Heterotopias
Abstract: Originally, the term heterotopia referred to anatomical anomalies such as tumours, cysts and extra appendages or absent limbs: where a physiological
displacement had occurred and the body enabled the growth of something unusual. Taken up in his 1986 essay "Of Other Spaces” Foucault theorised that
understandings of displaced spatial and temporal configurations could be related to this concept of heterotopia. Since then heterotopia has become a popular
reference point for understanding radical transgressions of human and social behaviour; social unrest as spatial heterotopia can be understood as the
transgression of normative social order. Occupy Wall Street began in September 2011 and has since progressed as a political movement to over 100 US cities and
1500 cities worldwide protesting economic excess, the destructive power of multinational corporations and the lack of regulation in the US finance sector. This
paper will examine the Occupy Wall Street movement as a type of durational performance that continues to invoke the contravention of social normativity and
inspires a kind of inverted spatiality, a radicalised place making. Sarah Chaplin suggests: “the positioning of heterotopia both semantically and physically cannot
be stable and fixed, since its very purpose is to effect contingency and disrupt continuity” (2003: 342). Part theoretical examination part performance writing this
paper is inspired by this notion – that heterotopia in meaning and application cannot be fixed – and will in fact be the enactment of a parallel dialogue between
the Occupy Wall Street movement and theories surrounding radicalised space, performance and the notion of heterotopia with a literal (yet virtual) conversation
between myself and an actor and a journalist, both based in New York City.
Biography: Renee Newman-Storen has been a performer, writer, and director for over ten years. In 2011 she completed a PhD that was a theoretical and
creative analysis of media-induced moral panics considered as forms of social performance. She has worked for a puppetry theatre company in remote Western
Australia, devised a physical theatre piece in Berlin, wrote and performed a one woman show that she toured to New York, and is currently a research supervisor
for CREATEC at ECU in Western Australia.

Nolan, Rachael Therese (La Trobe University, Australia)
Paper: Performing…Art: Tracing Fleshed Performance and the Live Body in Motion
Abstract: On Friday 2nd March 2012, at 7:30pm sharp, a live performance and visual art creation event took place at Off the Kerb Gallery, in one of Melbourne’s
crowded inner city suburbs. One artist and one musician performed a one-off live piece in front of an audience that had been divided into two separate gallery
spaces. This performance, created as part of a practice-based research Master of Arts, aimed to explore the live fleshed experience of a performer and a
spectator, developing the idea that performed works of art differ from more conventional visual art mediums.
The process of performance making and visual art creation during live physical action and exhibition installation was exposed; questions were raised. How can a
performer map out their own experiences and memories of spectatorship and training in order to draw on them during new performance creation? Can the
corporeal landscape of a performance and art exhibition space be designed and manipulated in order to elicit particular reactions and responses from a live
audience? Performing…Art, as a live event, invited both performer and audience member to consider whether or not it is possible for a spectator to identify with

a body-based performance, and if so, in what way? How can interpersonal landscapes, spatial relationships and images of physical identity, be embodied in
contemporary performance practice and visual art creation?
Biography: Rachael Thérèse Nolan is currently completing her Master of Arts in Theatre and Drama at La Trobe University. She has been an active member of
the Melbourne ‘fringe’ visual and performing art scenes for over a decade, and her work continues to be influenced by her formal gymnastics, contemporary
dance and physical theatre training. Rachael began her career as a National level Gymnastics Coach and Judge before moving into Contemporary Art
Administration and Event Management. ‘Performing…Art’ is the first solo performance project Rachael has developed independently.

Parker, George (University of Christchurch, New Zealand)
Panel: Transitional City
Abstract: This panel explores questions of performance and performativity in what is being called ‘The Transitional City’. Christchurch 2012.
The first big earthquake struck Christchurch on September 4th, 2010. Ten thousand aftershocks, and several major earthquakes later, much of the city has fallen
around us, disappeared in an instant or over months of demolition. The city talks of rebuilding as it tears itself apart, creating piles of rubble in place of churches,
businesses, schools and, of course, theatres, looking to the past while speculating on what comes next.
As the ground continues to shift, we are continually witnessing and creating performances. Some take place in theatres and can be seen to arise as forms of denial
and reassurance, as distractions from and signs of carrying on in spite of the crisis at hand: light comedies, musical reviews, and so on. Others are theatrical events
explicitly staged in environments that reflect life as lived in the earthquake zone. Many more performances are taking place in the media, in community centres,
churches and shopping malls, in neighbourhoods and where people find themselves congregating – often enough, in no-go zones.
These are performances of everyday life carried on in extraordinary circumstances. Some, like those provoked by the Gap Filler, Greening the Rubble and Arts
Voice initiatives (led by Theatre & Film Studies graduates), are explicitly committed to creating new ways of engaging with the aftermath of the earthquake in situ,
often setting performances of the everyday against the destroyed walls and vacated grounds of our city as it once was. Others, like those of the Student Volunteer
Army and the Farmy Army, those of the countless groups of bakers and knitters, those by our civic and church leaders and also by visiting dignitaries, and those by
ordinary people all around us, combine displays of the so-called Canterbury spirit and of social commitment with acts of loss and recovery, of charity given and
received, of commemoration and even celebration.
Panel Participants: Proposal for panel, with papers from Sharon Mazer, Ryan Reynolds & George Parker (Dept of Theatre & Film Studies, University of Canterbury)
Paper: Arts Circus
Abstract: This paper considers the Arts Circus, a project proposed for the transitional city phase in the immediate future of post-earthquake Christchurch. A series
of marquees and temporary structures, the Arts Circus will house a range of arts, hospitality, markets and interactive attractions designed to engage with the
remarkable urban environment we now find ourselves in. The name itself points to a deliberate confusion of the high and low, with the group Arts Voice
attempting to implement a new notion of the arts as a leader in the rebuild of Christchurch. In this, the dirty cousin of the arts, the circus, can play the role of the
trickster and truth-teller, reflecting the inversion of social norms – as the earthquake has done – to allow the arts to play the key role in seeking out a new sense of

community. This reflects the circus’ roots in the carnivalesque of medieval society as theorized by Bakhtin, where bawdy festivals inverted everyday symbolic
order and divinity, with a view to considering the past in relation to the present and future.
As Victor Turner has noted, this inversion of social order in festivals allows for an experience of communitas, albeit with a view to reimposing the status quo of
agrarian society. Yet in ways that are discussed in Turner’s notion of the liminoid, might it be possible for a more radical disturbance of the status quo that allows
for a reimagining, a new discovery of community and identity?
Post-earthquake Christchurch allows for just such exploration and experimentation, with the Arts Circus proposed as an intervention into the return to the statusquo pre-earthquakes and the view to creating something much more radical. And necessary. With the extreme challenges of the 21st century in terms
environmental and economic, it is vital that communities seek out ways to create sustainable, resilient urban environments that integrate the social, cultural and
economic.
Biography: XXX

Pender, Anne (University of New England, Australia)
Paper: Points of Departure: Memory, Imagination and the Life of Lorraine Bayly
Abstract:
David Rosetzky’s 9- minute digital video of Cate Blanchett held in the National Portrait Gallery is a powerful and moving portrait of an actor. It offers a
mesmerizing sequence of choreographed movements, and a ‘perfect’ record of this actor’s grace and ethereal beauty. As the museum notes suggest, Blanchett,
born in 1969, is often described as ‘the finest actor of her generation’.
By contrast the actors who came to maturity in Australia during the 1950’s and 1960’s are neglected. Few if any recordings survive of some of the most significant
actors of the last fifty years. These actors stayed in Australia and contributed to the development of Australian theatre at a critical period in Australian history.
They created the distinctive style of our national theatre.
My Future Fellowship project seeks to restore the actor to our cultural history by recording the recollections, insights and life stories of some 80 actors in order to
incorporate their individual perspectives on their careers to Australian theatre history. Where possible I am filming the actors at work in rehearsal, in performance
and in conversation. The aim is to produce a collective biography and an exhibition on the actors’ lives.
This paper addresses the life and career of Lorraine Bayly in relation to ideas about the uses of memory by individuals and in the broader historical context. This
iconic Australian actor maintains that her own memories of childhood, some of them traumatic, were put to use in many of her stage and television roles over the
last half century, including her best known role as Grace Sullivan. The paper will consider Bayly’s training with Hayes Gordon, her beliefs about the responsibilities
of actors and her work in key stage and television roles.
Biography: Associate Professor Anne Pender is currently ARC Future Fellow at the University of New England. Anne is the author of One Man Show: The Stages
of Barry Humphries (2010), Christina Stead: Satirist (2002) and co-editor and contributor to Nick Enright: An Actor’s Playwright (2007). She has recently returned
from six months in Copenhagen where she was DEEWR Visiting Distinguished Professor in Australian Studies at the University of Copenhagan.

Pensalfini, Rob (University of Queensland, Australia)
Paper: “I have been studying how to compare this prison where I live unto the world” : How Performing Shakespeare Contributes to the Development of New
Identities among Incarcerated Men
Abstract: Maximum security prisons, it has been long observed, are ill-suited to the task of assisting prisoners to develop new identities and new patterns of
thought and action. Australia’s only Prison Shakespeare program, the Queensland Shakespeare Ensemble’s Shakespeare Prison Project, operating since 2006,
has achieved remarkable results in terms of allowing prisoners to reflect on identity and develop new strategies, despite having no pretensions to being part of
‘rehabilitation’ or ‘therapy’.
This project, facilitated by three to five professional actors, combines Theatre of the Oppressed (TO) with the performance of Shakespeare’s dramatic texts. TO
techniques introduce participants to dramatic practice as self-expression and self-exploration. Participants use episodes and themes from their own lives to
create theatre for one another. A sense of community and confidence is built. Shakespeare’s text is introduced as a means of exploring the same themes at a
more heightened level. Participants typically report that Shakespeare’s text allows them to express some aspect of their own experience that they had not been
able to articulate with such a degree of passion and precision. The project culminates in a performance for fellow inmates, family members, correctional staff,
and invited guests.
Participants report feeling more in touch with their own feelings and the consequences of their actions, having a sense of accomplishment that exceeded their
expectations, and feeling respected and valued as members of a team, both by other inmates and by the facilitators. Peers and correctional staff report that
participants show enhanced verbal communication skills and are more likely to get involved in social and support activities, as well as to advocate for their own
and their peers’ needs.
Biography: Rob Pensalfini is a Senior Lecturer in Linguistics and Drama at the University of Queensland. He completed his doctorate in theoretical linguistics
and Australian Aboriginal languages at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1997, and has published two books and about a dozen articles on aboriginal
languages, and half a dozen articles on theatre and actor training. Rob is the Artistic Director of the Queensland Shakespeare Ensemble (QSE), and has worked
professionally as an actor, director, musician, and teacher in both the USA and Australia. He has also led Australia’s only Prison Shakespeare project since 2006,
one of only two ongoing prison theatre programs in Australia.

Peters, Sarah (University of Southern Queensland, Australia)
Paper: Out of Context: Meaning Making in Verbatim Theatre across Time and Place
Abstract: Using verbatim material to create a performance based on a specific topic or event is the central focus of Verbatim Theatre. Interviews and research is
conducted, data is aesthetically manipulated and a performance created that uniquely locates a set of experiences in time and place. Literature surrounding
Verbatim Theatre suggests that artists who engage with this form have the united purpose of giving a voice to the unheard, of documenting oral histories and
perspectives on issues that may not otherwise be given a platform for expression. Verbatim Theatre texts construct identities, tell stories and make meaning.

However, how this meaning will be understood when the verbatim text is performed “out of context” is a point of contention amongst theatre artists and
theorists. Will the text ‘mean’ for audiences across time and place? How will this meaning be altered? What implications does this have for Verbatim Theatre
artists throughout their devising process? This paper seeks to provide a brief introduction to contemporary Verbatim Theatre practise in Australia and reflect on
the longevity and transcendence of a form that so often anchors its meaning in time and place.
Biography: XXX

Pike, Shane (West Australian Academy of Performing Arts, Australia)
Paper: Losing My “Manhood”: Navigating Masculinity through Australian Theatre
Abstract: Bruce is a man. Bruce is a white, Anglo-Celtic man who lives in the bush and enjoys football (the real kind, not the kind with a round ball), meat pies,
kangaroos and Holden cars. On weekends Bruce likes to hunt crocodiles and tame buffalo using only a clenched fist. Bruce drinks copious amounts of alcohol,
avoids affection and decries authority. Do you know Bruce?
In Australia, indicators of masculinity point directly to a romanticised and culturally entrenched image of the Australian male. Despite the country’s varied and
diverse cultural geography, society’s expectations of men and how they should portray their masculinity overwhelmingly continues to be dictated by a narrow
version of ‘manliness’.
How does theatre portray the Australian male? Does it encourage diversity and acceptance of alternative forms of masculinity, or does it reinforce the dominant
model of masculinity in Australia? Can directors and performers – who are inexorably linked to society’s understanding of masculinity – attempt to subvert
mainstream perspectives and present identities that are new and/or constantly in flux?
Biography: Shane Pike is currently completing his Master of Performing Arts (Directing) at the Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts. Shane has
worked as a Director and Playwright for the GMS Theatre Co. in Seoul, South Korea, and as a director, performer and even designer for theatre companies in the
ACT, Tasmania and South Australia. Shane holds a Bachelor of Contemporary Arts (Theatre) from the University of Tasmania, a Bachelor of Arts (Drama
Honours – First Class) from the Australian National University, as well as a Bachelor of Laws and a Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice from the ANU College of
Law.

Preece, Kelly (University of Leeds, United Kingdom)
Paper: Habitus, Socio-Cultural Determinism and Embodied Agency in Telematic Performance
Abstract: This paper proposal addresses the conference strand Compass Points: Social and Cultural Imaginaries, with a particular focus on ideas of cultural and
behavioural geography, in the interactions between spatial location, behaviour and identity in telematic performance. (Telematic performance is a type of
networked performance where two remote spaces are linked via an ISDN/Broadband connection to form a third, composite (virtual) space. Participants in these
remote spaces can interact via their virtual images in real time, which are filmed and projected into the third space.)

We are embodied, socio-cultural, and spatial beings. We are the agents of our actions, and yet so much of our behaviour is determined by spatial codes and
conventions of behaviour. For example, we know that it is appropriate to shout and cheer in a football stadium, but not so in a theatre. Pierre Bourdieu proposes
in his work on habitus that there is a tension in all our activity between this socio-cultural (spatial) determinism, and embodied agency. If so much of our
behaviour is socially/culturally/spatially determined, where do we locate our sense of ourselves as agents?
In telematic performance, where communication is remote, further technological factors comes in to play to shape our behaviours. Oliver Grau proposes that the
lack of consequences in remote interaction entails a sense of play and mischief, and moving outside of typical codes and conventions of behaviour. (Grau, 2003:
275) This is particularly pertinent to Paul Sermon’s telematic performance installation There’s No Simulation Like Home (1999), in which participants were
presented with a variety of domestic spaces (including a bed, sofa and dining table) in which to interact with their remote counterparts. In reference to this piece,
this paper asks the following questions; how does Grau’s sense of mischief and play disrupt the established codes and conventions of behaviour of these domestic
spaces? How does this, in turn, impact on this tension between socio-cultural determinism and embodied agency? Does the sense of ‘play’ reinstate a sense of
agency in the participant, or is it another example of, this time technological determinism?
Biography: XXX

Prior, Yoni (Deakin University, Australia)
Panel: World of Theatre/Theatre as World
Abstract: “What sociology studies is how people do things together… I always look for all the people involved in whatever I think I am studying, including especially
the ones conventionally thought not to be very important.” (Howard Becker)
This panel will be concerned with how scholars can generate valid descriptions of theatre/performance practice and how they take account of all the factors and
processes that contribute to perceived artistic outcomes. Taking its orientation from the approach of Chicago School sociologists, most particularly from Howie
Becker’s now-classic notion of an ‘art world’ (Art Worlds 1982), presented papers will examine areas of practice typically overlooked, under-scrutinised or
occluded by generic thinking. The focus will be on the relationship between careful observation and interpretation on the one hand (whether primary, as in
ethnographic field research, or secondary, as in historical and archival research), and bold conceptualisations on the other that, are, as a result, empirically
grounded.
Sociological approaches to culture are useful because they stress the functional and political dimensions of art production as against the aesthetic and
individualistic. Their associated methodologies, however, whether theoretical-philosophical or empirical-scientific, are not all they have to offer. The values and
fidelities of particular schools are equally important. This panel will not offer a discussion about the validity or otherwise of the Chicago School. But it will
reference some of its key goals, sympathies and perspectives, most particularly observational acuity and lack of ante facto assumptions. By implication, an aim is
to question the domination of continental sociology, especially the work of Pierre Bourdieu, on the study of culture, pointing out an alternative approach
available.

Participants – Dr. Julian Meyrick, Honorary Fellow, Drama Program La Trobe University; Honorary Fellow, School of Communications and Creative Arts, Deakin
University, Yoni Prior, Senior Lecturer, School of Communications and Creative Arts, Deakin University, Robert Reid, Post-graduate, Drama Program La Trobe
University
Biography: Yoni Prior is Senior Lecturer in the School of Communication and Creative Arts, Deakin University, a past member of the Theatre Board of the
Australia Council, and the National Multicultural Arts Advisory Committee. She holds a Bachelor of Education degree, a Masters Degree in Theatre Studies and is
currently completing a PhD on contemporary rehearsal practice. She has published on contemporary performance practice, practice as research, dramaturgy in
dance and theatre, rehearsal practice and repertoire development. She is currently researching resource implications for creative processes in performance, and
has created a number of digital theatre collaborations between Deakin University, the University of Amsterdam, the British Museum and the Museum of
Archaeology and Anthropology at Cambridge University. She has worked as a performer, animateur, director, dramaturg, translator and writer with theatre and
dance companies in Australia and Israel, and was a founding member of Gilgul Theatre.

Radvan, Mark (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)
Paper: Children, Theatre and Audiences: the "Imaginary" Journey
Abstract: Over seven years from 2004 to 2010, Mark Radvan developed a suite of theatre works for young children adapted from Anna Fienberg’s Tashi stories,
that have been seen by 3-10 year olds all around Australia, north, south, east and west. In an investigatory approach that combined scholarship with practice,
training protocols with reception study, Radvan and his Imaginary Theatre team crafted an approach to theatre making for children focused on a simple problem
– “How do we make theatre for 3-10 year olds that fully engages their attention?”
In this paper he asks what are we learning from children’s theatre about theatre? About children? About the full engagement of audiences?
Biography: XXX

Reid, Robert (La Trobe University, Australia)
Paper: The Performativity of Play: The Emergence and Development of Pervasive Games
Abstract: Participatory and performative cultural forms such as location based games, alternate reality games, urban games, live art and playful engagement
can usefully be grouped together as emerging aspects of contemporary play.
Play as a dedicated cultural form has its antecedents in Stuart Brand’s New Games Movement and campus games of Assassin in the 1970s. Aspects of play as
performance can arguably be traced back to ceremonial events such as the Feast of Fools and the festival of Saturnalia.

In 2011 Tassos Stevens, co director of the UK based company, the Agency of Coney, ran a series of workshops in Melbourne introducing participants to Coney’s
work in the emerging field of pervasive games and play. The work of Coney shares similar territory to companies such as Blast Theory, Shunt and Punch-drunk,
and is contemporary with the work of companies such as Hide and Seek, Slingshot and the Copenhagen games collective.
Though the work of all these companies can be radically different on the surface, they all share important similarities that have significant implications for
contemporary performance. It refigures the role of the audience by allowing them degrees of activated agency ranging from self-guided observation to goal
driven competition.
This paper situates pervasive play within the framework of contemporary performance and considers the work of leading international practitioners.
Panel: World of Theatre/Theatre as World
Abstract: “What sociology studies is how people do things together… I always look for all the people involved in whatever I think I am studying, including especially
the ones conventionally thought not to be very important.” (Howard Becker)
This panel will be concerned with how scholars can generate valid descriptions of theatre/performance practice and how they take account of all the factors and
processes that contribute to perceived artistic outcomes. Taking its orientation from the approach of Chicago School sociologists, most particularly from Howie
Becker’s now-classic notion of an ‘art world’ (Art Worlds 1982), presented papers will examine areas of practice typically overlooked, under-scrutinised or
occluded by generic thinking. The focus will be on the relationship between careful observation and interpretation on the one hand (whether primary, as in
ethnographic field research, or secondary, as in historical and archival research), and bold conceptualisations on the other that, are, as a result, empirically
grounded.
Sociological approaches to culture are useful because they stress the functional and political dimensions of art production as against the aesthetic and
individualistic. Their associated methodologies, however, whether theoretical-philosophical or empirical-scientific, are not all they have to offer. The values and
fidelities of particular schools are equally important. This panel will not offer a discussion about the validity or otherwise of the Chicago School. But it will
reference some of its key goals, sympathies and perspectives, most particularly observational acuity and lack of ante facto assumptions. By implication, an aim is
to question the domination of continental sociology, especially the work of Pierre Bourdieu, on the study of culture, pointing out an alternative approach
available.
Participants – Dr. Julian Meyrick, Honorary Fellow, Drama Program La Trobe University; Honorary Fellow, School of Communications and Creative Arts, Deakin
University, Yoni Prior, Senior Lecturer, School of Communications and Creative Arts, Deakin University, Robert Reid, Post-graduate, Drama Program La Trobe
University
Biography: Robert Reid is a freelance playwright, director and academic. He was Artistic Director and a founding member of the independent theatre company,
Theatre in Decay and also of the experimental puppet and visual theatre company, Terrible Comfort. He most recently had his play The Joy of Text produced at
Melbourne Theatre Company. Robert recently published Hello World! Promoting the Arts on the Net, a Platform Paper for Currency House. He is the editor of
Australian Puppeteer, the national puppetry magazine for UNIMA Australia; a reviewer for theatrealive.com; a panelist for the Greenroom awards Alternative
and Hybrid Panel; a regular panelist for Arts Victoria; and host of the Meant to Be Spoken events for Melbourne Writers festival. He graduated from the Victorian
College of the Arts with a post graduate diploma in directing in 2000, holds a Masters Degree in Creative Industry (Scriptwriting) from Queensland University of
Technology and is currently completing a PhD in Australian Theatre History at La Trobe University.

Reynolds, Ryan (University of Christchurch, New Zealand)
Panel: Transitional City
Abstract: This panel explores questions of performance and performativity in what is being called ‘The Transitional City’. Christchurch 2012.
The first big earthquake struck Christchurch on September 4th, 2010. Ten thousand aftershocks, and several major earthquakes later, much of the city has fallen
around us, disappeared in an instant or over months of demolition. The city talks of rebuilding as it tears itself apart, creating piles of rubble in place of churches,
businesses, schools and, of course, theatres, looking to the past while speculating on what comes next.
As the ground continues to shift, we are continually witnessing and creating performances. Some take place in theatres and can be seen to arise as forms of denial
and reassurance, as distractions from and signs of carrying on in spite of the crisis at hand: light comedies, musical reviews, and so on. Others are theatrical events
explicitly staged in environments that reflect life as lived in the earthquake zone. Many more performances are taking place in the media, in community centres,
churches and shopping malls, in neighbourhoods and where people find themselves congregating – often enough, in no-go zones.
These are performances of everyday life carried on in extraordinary circumstances. Some, like those provoked by the Gap Filler, Greening the Rubble and Arts
Voice initiatives (led by Theatre & Film Studies graduates), are explicitly committed to creating new ways of engaging with the aftermath of the earthquake in situ,
often setting performances of the everyday against the destroyed walls and vacated grounds of our city as it once was. Others, like those of the Student Volunteer
Army and the Farmy Army, those of the countless groups of bakers and knitters, those by our civic and church leaders and also by visiting dignitaries, and those by
ordinary people all around us, combine displays of the so-called Canterbury spirit and of social commitment with acts of loss and recovery, of charity given and
received, of commemoration and even celebration.
Panel Participants: Proposal for panel, with papers from Sharon Mazer, Ryan Reynolds & George Parker (Dept of Theatre & Film Studies, University of Canterbury)
Paper: Desire for the Gap
Abstract: Christchurch is a city completely in transition, almost without a present tense. It is a post city, the ruins of the complicated, contradictory, post-colonial
place it once was. It is also a pre city, which exists only as a massive set of aspirations and future plans yet to be enacted. The present tense mostly consists of still
cleaning up from, and continuing to demolish, the old; and making grand plans, arguing, lodging consent forms and applications, and awaiting ‘sign-off’ for things
to come.
One of the relatively few and relatively prominent things actually happening in the present tense has been Gap Filler, an initiative that I helped found, which runs
creative projects on ex-demolition sites in Christchurch. We have been building community and having fun on the ruins of the 19th and 20th century city, remapping
the urban environment in a quick and rough way – and gaining many fans, supporters and accolades along the way.
Our many projects themselves express this tension between the post and the pre: they are enabled almost entirely via social media (primarily Facebook), from the
gathering of ideas and attracting volunteers to the announcement (with very little notice) of events, and enact an enforced bricolage; but most of the projects
have a ‘village gathering’ feel about them and could be seen as nostalgic.
The content of the projects, and their widespread success, seems to indicate a desire for something simple and unproblematic (a pre-city, village life) that can only
be found amongst the ruins, after the destruction (of our post-modern city).

What does this desire mean? Is it a regressive longing to re-establish the city that we have lost, or is it a deeper desire to find a new wholeness that perhaps we
have no name for? I wish to engage with this question through looking closely at several specific Gap Filler projects and negotiating the ways in which they are,
politically, both regressive and progressive – or how regressive content might take on new significance in a progressive frame.
Biography: XXX

Rogers, Meredith (La Trobe University, Australia)
Panel: World of Theatre/Theatre as World
Abstract: “What sociology studies is how people do things together… I always look for all the people involved in whatever I think I am studying, including especially
the ones conventionally thought not to be very important.” (Howard Becker)
This panel will be concerned with how scholars can generate valid descriptions of theatre/performance practice and how they take account of all the factors and
processes that contribute to perceived artistic outcomes. Taking its orientation from the approach of Chicago School sociologists, most particularly from Howie
Becker’s now-classic notion of an ‘art world’ (Art Worlds 1982), presented papers will examine areas of practice typically overlooked, under-scrutinised or
occluded by generic thinking. The focus will be on the relationship between careful observation and interpretation on the one hand (whether primary, as in
ethnographic field research, or secondary, as in historical and archival research), and bold conceptualisations on the other that, are, as a result, empirically
grounded.
Sociological approaches to culture are useful because they stress the functional and political dimensions of art production as against the aesthetic and
individualistic. Their associated methodologies, however, whether theoretical-philosophical or empirical-scientific, are not all they have to offer. The values and
fidelities of particular schools are equally important. This panel will not offer a discussion about the validity or otherwise of the Chicago School. But it will
reference some of its key goals, sympathies and perspectives, most particularly observational acuity and lack of ante facto assumptions. By implication, an aim is
to question the domination of continental sociology, especially the work of Pierre Bourdieu, on the study of culture, pointing out an alternative approach
available.
Participants – Dr. Julian Meyrick, Honorary Fellow, Drama Program La Trobe University; Honorary Fellow, School of Communications and Creative Arts, Deakin
University, Yoni Prior, Senior Lecturer, School of Communications and Creative Arts, Deakin University, Robert Reid, Post-graduate, Drama Program La Trobe
University
Biography: Meredith¹s recent theatre credits include the Eleventh Hour/Astra Choir concert performance of Beckett¹s Footfalls and Stirrings Still, associate
direction and design for Barry Dickins¹ Whiteley¹s Incredible Blue and Cordelia, Mein Kind, made with Deborah Leiser-Moore.Her production of Tait and
Robertson's Breath by Breath won the Ewa Czajor Award and was nominated for a Green Room Best Production award. A co-founder of the feminist theatre
company, Home Cooking Theatre Co. in the eighties and before that, an actor with The Greek Theatre Project and an early member of the Mill Theatre Company,
the subject of the Doctoral thesis she is writing at the University of Melbourne. Meredith teaches theatre and performance at La Trobe University and is Treasurer
of ADSA.

Ryan, Delyse (Australian Catholic University, Australia)
Paper: Which Way Is Up?: An Experimental Performance
Abstract: The transition between secondary school and University can be daunting. The tertiary sector has dedicated much energy to developing a systematic
approach to invigorating this important first year of transition into academic life. As a part of Australian Catholic University’s attempt to ease the shift between
the sectors a series of co-productions involving secondary school students and University students have been produced since 2005. These performances help
students to find a direction for their future study; they help them to identify ‘which way is up’.
This paper examines the personal process undertaken by ACU advanced Drama students and St. Laurence’s College year 12 students in a combined self-devised
production called This Way Up. The production was inspired by David Williamson’s The Removalists. This post-modern performance explored the central themes
and questions raised in the original play but presented these through the lens of the students’ own experience. Our chosen title, This Way Up, is indicative of the
confusion and the power struggles that are inherent within the original play but it also refers to our production’s inherently disjointed, inconsistent, ambiguous,
and challenging nature. Life doesn’t come with a box with an arrow pointing in the right direction.
The performance demonstrated the profound benefits of creating combined performance events. By giving students the opportunity to perform with students
from a different educational institution, they have the opportunity to reflect on their own learning, they can witness other directing styles, and they learn that the
performing arts are an integral part of what draws communities together. The pathways between high school and university are showcased through this type of
production. Ultimately, it is hoped, that this will increase the high school students interest in participating in tertiary studies.
Biography: Dr Delyse Ryan is a Senior Lecturer in Drama at the Brisbane campus of Australian Catholic University. Her research interests include Australian
theatre history and contemporary theories of Higher Education as they apply to Drama students. She is a recipient of an ACU Excellence in Teaching Award. Her
most recent performance work has a Theatre in Education focus. This includes directing short plays that first year university students take into child care centres
as well as integrated co-productions with senior high school students which are designed to ease the transition between high school and university Drama study.

Saulwick, Tamara (Victoria University of Technology, Australia)
Paper: Seddon Archives: Interweaving Place, Memory and Event.
Abstract: Viewed through the lens of my most recent work Seddon Archives (2011), this paper will discuss ways in which the past and the present, the
prerecorded and the live, the real and the imagined, intersect to create new landscapes of imagination and memory within the audience/participant.
Seddon Archives, is an audio walk built in part from recorded first hand accounts from one-on-one interviews. The content of these interviews relates very
specifically to place, to a particular set of streets and houses and the details of lives lived therein. The intertwining of memory, place and event provides both the
overarching theme of the work and the dramaturgical template for its construction. To hear someone speak, to relate his or her own story can be very powerful. It
is both the content and the quality of utterance that are compelling ⎯ccthe specifics of story, the texture and musicality of speech, and following on from this, the

way in which these sounds and stories are embedded into a live context. In Seddon Archives, first hand accounts provide navigational threads and springboards to
the imagination. In the spirit of postdramatic performance with its multiple shifting perspectives the work opens out spaces for contemplation, imagination, and
participation. Constantly shifting focus from interior to exterior, from past to the here-and- now, from the concrete to the imagined, the work evokes a strongly
felt sense of place — one rich with memory and history and alive with the immediacy and serendipitous potential of the present moment. The rise of
documentary performance throughout the last decade is testament to the fact that there is a hunger for work that bears links to the real world — to ‘those
indexical traces of the presence of a real past’. The rise of site-specific and participatory works speaks of a desire in both artists and audiences to engage with
place and placemaking in ways that are visceral and physical — ways that are felt in the body as well as in the imagination.
Biography: Tamara works as an independent performance-maker, researcher, and director. Tamara’s recent works bring real voices and stories into the
multiply-mediatised environment of hybrid performance. Documentary fragments are sewn into live performance creating an uncanny interplay between the
past and present. Tamara’s diverse training and experience ranging from indoor theatre and outdoor performance, to dance, film and video, informs her current
hybrid practice. In 2010 Tamara’s solo work Pin Drop presented at Arts House won the Outstanding Production Green Room Award (Theatre - Alternative and
Hybrid Performance), and enjoyed a return season in 2011 at the Malthouse Theatre, Beckett Theatre. Tamara’s most recent site-specific work Seddon Archives:
part audio walk, part performance, part installation, was commissioned by the Big West Festival 2011. Tamara is currently undertaking a PhD in Performance
Studies at VUT.

Schultz, Marianne (University of Auckland, New Zealand)
Paper: ‘’Savage Suffragettes” and a ‘Harmony of Frenzy’: Maori in Manhattan 1909-1910
Abstract: On September 4, 1909, as the final bars of the orchestral overture faded and the lights dimmed, the massive curtain of the gigantic New York
Hippodrome stage cascaded to reveal an unfamiliar sight for the 5,000 members of the opening night audience; a ‘Maori Village’, complete with thatched huts
and forty performers who commanded total attention from the startled patrons (Club Fellow, 15 September, 1909, np, H.R. Burnside Collection, series VII Scrapbook 1909-10, box 57, New York
Public Library, Billy Rose Theatre Division, Lincoln Centre Library for the Performing Arts.). Within a week of opening the spectacular ‘Inside the Earth’ proved so popular that the ‘sold
out’ sign was erected outside (Passaic Daily News, 11 September, 1909 np; New York Commercial, 5 September, 1909, np, H.R. Burnside Collection, series VII Scrapbook 1909-10, box 57, New York Public Library,
Billy Rose Theatre Division, Lincoln Centre Library for the Performing Arts.). The draw card seemed to be the performance of the New Zealanders with a report claiming that ‘it will
probably not be very long before the Maoris become the fad’ (Ibid). A month later three Maori woman from this group shared the stage with the ‘mother of the
militant movement of women’, the British suffragette Emmeline Pankhurst during her inaugural visit to the United States.
The journey for these ‘SAVAGE SUFFRAGETTES’ from Rotorua to Manhattan is the focus of this paper. Their story illuminates the transnational
overlapping of cultural and political representation with entertainment at its center and highlights the place that the performing arts assumed in the histories of
early twentieth century politics (racial and gender) in New Zealand and the United States.
Biography: XXX

Schurr, Veronika (Independent Scholar, United Kingdom)
Paper: Transient Spaces : What is Home?
Abstract: This paper is based on a project that questions how home can be redefined and if home and transience can coexist as seems to be required in a
continuously globalized world. It helps people to find their point of reference in the world and opens up new ways of thinking towards what home can be and
what the consequences of our thinking are. According to the OECD report on migration, the total number of in- and outflow of foreign population in Britain has
risen from 370, 000 in 1999 to 700, 000 in 2008. In a globalized world with increased mobility opportunities, people of all classes are forced to or choose to lead a
nomadic lifestyle. To a certain extent this means a return to a time when the term home was defined by being part of the world and not by possessions. Human
“settlement marked a fundamental shift from our being world dwellers, who owned nothing and everything, to our becoming dwellers in a place to which the
claim of belonging was made. In a real sense, belonging made the accumulation of belongings possible” (Fry, 2005) The concept of home has thus become a
driver for a constantly growing volume of unsustainable consumption, regarding the world as a “standing reserve”. This could indicate a paradigm shift. Home,
and therefore also homelessness, should be re-defined and subsequently our (political) understanding of patriotism or nationalism.
Biography: XXX

Shearer, Jill (Independent Scholar, Australia)
Paper: Claiming their Right to the West: Taxi at the Big West Festival
Abstract: Performed as part of the 2011 Big West Festival, Taxi is two site-specific plays that take their captive audiences of three on a cab ride “across the
beautiful, the miserable, the enchanting, the stinking West”. This production and the festival as a whole, themed ‘Uncontained’ in 2011, appropriate the social
space of Melbourne’s Footscray, celebrating and performing the right of the people to their city and their diversity. Yet, this is not a descriptive, voyeuristic
guided tour of the city. It is rather a communal, corporeal, interactive experience that creatively occupies the city in the sense that the ‘Occupy’ protest
movements now lend to this word. This essay cites the thoughts of Henri Lefebvre to argue that Taxi and the Big West Festival, by seizing the means of
producing social and cultural space, aim to create for a fortnight in Footscray the sense of an urban ‘commons’. Furthermore, I argue that Lefebvre’s insistence
on the artistic and revolutionary potential of ‘everydayness’ amplified and magnified as it is, for example, during festivals, sheds light on the political valency of
Taxi’s hyper-real dramatic form and the impact of the production’s distinctive use of theatrical space.
Biography: Julie Shearer recently obtained her PhD in Drama from Trinity College Dublin where she was teaching Shakespeare and subjects in Performance.
She has just returned to Australia with her family to pursue a career here after 14 years abroad. She began her career as a professional actor in Australia after an
honours degree in Drama from QUT. Her publications include an article on Irish writer Donal O’Kelly for Epona, the Hungarian journal of Celtic Studies, and
review articles for the Irish Theatre Magazine. She is currently also in correspondence with Carysfort Press at UCD regarding a book based on her dissertation
entitled Performing Other Irelands: ‘race’, politics and contemporary Irish theatre. Currently she is researching contemporary political theatre in Australia with the
provisional title of Wide Open: The Landscape of Contemporary Australian Political Theatre.

Shih Pearson, Justine (Critical Path, Australia)
Panel: Anatomy of a Dance Work
Abstract: This panel will investigate the inspiration, development, presentation, and response to Martin del Amo’s Anatomy of an Afternoon (2012). Premiered at
this year’s Sydney Festival, del Amo’s work polarised audiences just as its inspiration (Nijinsky’s Afternoon of a Faun) had done at Théâtre du Châtelet, Paris in
1912.
The panel papers will each imagine how the shifting geographic and temporal status of the original work allowed the new work to be imagined, created, and
received. How does del Amo’s choreographic inspiration re-imagine the expectations of the original work – across landscapes of time and place? What does the
work’s reception suggest about the ways in which cultural memory plays into and creates contextual reference points or mappings for re-doings? The things that
shocked in 2012 (the everyday animality of the choreography in particular) were not inspired by any attempt to replicate movement, to re-enact action from the
past, yet Anatomy of an Afternoon emerged from research questions not dissimilar to those that were of concern to Nijinsky. This led, it would seem inevitably, to
the same controversies and mixed reception enjoyed by Afternoon of a Faun 100 years earlier.
Panel participants: Martin del Amo (independent artist), Amanda Card (University of Sydney), Justine Shih Pearson (Critical Path)
Associated Book Launch: As an adjunct to this presentation Shih Pearson, Card and Del Amo will launch Brolga – an Australian journal about dance No. 36. This
edition of Brolga is entirely dedicated to an examination of Anatomy of an Afternoon from its inception/inspiration to its presentation/future. The edition is guest
edited by Amanda Card with writing from Anatomy of an Afternoon’s choreographer Martin del Amo, performer Paul White, composer Mark Bradshaw, with
articles from academics Erin Brannigan, Amanda Card, and Justine Shih Pearson, dancer/choreographers Matthew Day and Kristina Chan, producer Viv Rosman
(Performing Lines), with photographs/objects from both Paul White and photographer Heidrun Löhr. Copies will be available for purchase at the launch.
3.45pm Thursday 5th July 2012, Z2-400 “The Glasshouse”
Biography: Justine Shih Pearson is a designer, producer, and scholar, collaborating on productions and publishing in the areas of contemporary dance, and
intercultural and hybrid performance practices. She has published in About Performance, Extensions, and RealTime, and recently completed her doctoral
dissertation at the University of Sydney; titled “In the In-between,” the project looks at minute experiences of dislocation and disorientation within performances
of interculturality, arguing for an expanded notion of embodiment and spatiality in understanding cultural performance. Justine is currently the acting director of
Critical Path, a choreographic research centre in Sydney.

Smalley, Michael (University of Southern Queensland, Australia)
Paper: Unity, Contrast, and Topology as the Three Coordinates of Scenography

Abstract: Unity, contrast and topology can be viewed as coordinates helpful in mapping out scenographic meaning-making, analogous to (using the central
metaphor of this conference) latitude, longitude and elevation. This model of scenography emphasises the role that these three key relationships between the
multi-faceted layers of semiotics in a performance text have in shaping this text’s reception by audience members, over and above the semiotics of any particular
scenographic decision considered in isolation. Just as to describe the position of an object on the planet we need to know the longitude, latitude and elevation,
any scenographic element is located within these three dimensions of unity, contrast and topology simultaneously. While admittedly a reductionist model and a
gross simplification, this model has been proven to be useful in both the educational and professional practice of scenographers. Some of the model’s utility
comes from these flaws: in its attempt to simplify the vast array of scenographic techniques to the dimensions through which they operate dramaturgically it is
hoped that collaboration between different theatre artists is enhanced through a common non-technical language. This paper will examine some of the
theoretical grounding which informed the model’s development, a brief overview of the model itself, and how it has proven useful as an educative and
scenographic tool to date.
Biography: Michael Smalley is currently the Stage Management and Technical Production Lecturer at the University of Southern Queensland. He graduated
from a BA (Theatre - Technical Production and Management) from QUT with distinction in 1999. Before becoming an academic, his professional theatre practice
included freelance roles as a stage manager, lighting designer, director, and actor in Australia, England and Canada. He is currently developing an artistic-based
pedagogy for technical theatre suitable for enhancing scenographic literacy among high school students and teachers as part of his Masters of Arts research
project entitled Artistically Relevant Technical Theatre: Escaping an Equipment-Based Pedagogy.

Southcott, Jane & Nethsinge, Rohan (Monash University, Australia)
Paper: Preserving, Transmitting and Developing Cultural Heritage: Senior Sri Lankan Arts Practitioners in Australia

Abstract: Australia is a nation that aspires to cultural inclusivity where there is respect and support for cultural diversity in which artists play vital roles as agents
of heritage preservation, transmission and transformation. This phenomenological research, located in Victoria, explores the experiences of four senior Sri
Lankan performing arts practitioners who have migrated to Australia and their experiences in preserving, transmitting and continuing to develop their cultural
legacy in their new country. The participants have performed throughout their lives, both in their home country and in their new county. Data gathered via semistructured interviews were analyzed using interpretative phenomenological analysis. In the interviews the participants described significant experiences and
raised a number of issues, many of which were particular to the individual but some were also identified by more than one person. Once in Australia, all
participants have been involved in sharing Sri Lankan culture with the wider population via performances, theatre work, and working in different ways with young
people from their community. Such reciprocal engagement, in which participants shared their knowledge and skills with others, provided the senior artists with a
sense of validation and invigoration.
Biography: Dr Jane Southcott is an Associate Professor in the Faculty of Education, Monash University, Australia. As well as initial degrees in music and teacher
education, she has a Master of Arts (Music Education) from the University of London and a Doctorate from Deakin University. Her primary research focus is the
history of the music curriculum in Australia, America and Europe. She is also a phenomenologist, undertaking studies into engagement with education,
community music and culture. Jane has long been involved in professional associations, serving as an office bearer in both the Australian Society for Music

Education and the Australian and New Zealand Association for Research in Music Education. She supervises many postgraduate research students and is a
member of the editorial boards of international and national refereed journals.Mr Rohan Nethsinghe has completed music degrees in the Ukraine, teacher
education in Australia and is now a doctoral candidate in the Faculty of Education, Monash University. Rohan won the Jeff Northfield Memorial Award for
Excellence in Teacher Research in 2012 established by the Faculty of Education. His research concerns multiculturalism, cultural diversity and authenticity in
music and music education. Rohan has published in international and national refereed journals and reviews for a number of well-respected journals. He has
presented papers both nationally and internationally.

Spurgeon, Christina (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)
Panel: More than just Arts Audiences: Engaging Young People as ‘Publics’
Abstract: There have been a number of important developments in cultural policy research in recent years that seek to increase knowledge of how arts
contribute to innovation and wealth creation. For pragmatic and strategic reasons audience-centred research and development has had a high priority. Amongst
other things, it demonstrates the ways in which major arts companies can lead innovation and generate transferable knowledge about new ways to engage
larger, more distributed and diverse audiences. This work is motivated more by an interest in ‘mainstreaming’ creative industries in public policy than defending
public subsidies for the arts. It has nonetheless tended to re-produce, rather than break down, the ‘high’ and ‘low’ culture divide that plays out between the
agendas of ‘excellence’ and ‘community development’ in and through the arts. This paper argues that community-based arts also deserve to be legitimated in
cultural if not industry policy discourses as important sites of innovation. It makes this case on the basis of the expertise in engaging young people that reside in
community arts practitioners, organisations and networks. Engaging young people as arts audiences is problematic for major arts companies and forms for a
variety of reasons. This includes limits of ‘bums on seats’ approaches to audience development that pose low levels of youth audience participation as a
marketing challenge, or a programming challenge for arts companies, or as a crowd control problem for venue managers. This is one area where more could be
made of the expertise located in community arts to inform innovation in the arts and creative industries more generally. This paper draws on anecdotal evidence
to suggest that by developing processes for recognising and understanding the cultural authority of young people, especially those from disadvantaged socioeconomic contexts, community arts have expanded the range of participatory strategies for increasing the visibility of young people in the arts. Far from
declining, it is possible that youth participation may be on the increase, but in social networks, forms and venues that are not readily accommodated in formal
public arts and cultural institutions. This paper concludes by considering the implications of this analysis for national cultural policy.
Panel Participants: Sandra Gattenhof, QUT; Christina Spurgeon, QUT; Lenine Bourke, Contact Inc.
Biography: Christina Spurgeon is a Senior Lecturer in Journalism, Media and Communication with Creative Industries, QUT and is leading an Australian
Research Council-funded investigation of the intersection of community arts and media.

Stadler, Jane (University of Queensland, Australia)

Panel: A Cultural Atlas of Australia: Mapping Narratives of North, South, East, West and Centre
Abstract: Advances in digital technology are rapidly enhancing the way we archive and map cultural activity and history. The AusStage data base, for instance,
allows us to trace an individual play, playwright or company’s production history across Australia throughout time (‘all productions by Jenny Kemp in each
Australian capital city’, for instance). Similarly, the Austlit database allows us to search thematically for Australian plays along topical and temporal lines (‘plays
about the bush’, or ‘plays by female writers from 1920-1940’, for instance). Drs Stadler, Mitchell and Carleton are currently working on an ARC Discovery project
that allows us for the first time to track narratives of place across the country in specific regional detail. The Cultural Atlas of Australia provides visualised
representations of Australian imagined geographies in theatre, film and literature. This pioneering cross-disciplinary digital map will allow users to track creative
representations of Australian landscapes region-by-region and medium-by-medium in order to facilitate comparative research into the nation’s cultural coordinates.
In this panel session, Drs Carleton (theatre), Stadler (film) and Mitchell (literature/writing) will introduce you to the Cultural Atlas of Australia and explain its
applications to each of their disciplines. As well as being a ‘hands on’ demonstration of the technology, topics discussed will include notions of the Australian
‘Cultural Tour’, compass points and their fictive representation, and the potentialities of digital mapping and research. We will outline how the Cultural Atlas sits
alongside the digital applications currently provided by AusStage, Austlit and the National film and Sound Archive, and how this nascent digital project (which
draws upon an initial test case of fifty each of plays, films and novels from 1950 to the present) has the capacity to offer comprehensive cultural geographical data
spanning time and place. We will also discuss the logistics of design aesthetics for those interested in the practicalities of digital mapping and website design.
Panel Participants: Stephen Carleton, UQ; Jane Stadler, UQ; Peta Mitchel, UQ.
Biography: Jane Stadler is Senior Lecturer in Film and Television at the School of English, Media Studies and Art History, University of Queensland. She is
author of Pulling Focus (2008), Screen Media (with McWilliam, 2009), and Media and Society (with O’Shaughnessy, 2012), and co-editor of a collection of essays on
adaptation studies, Pockets of Change (with Hopton, Atkinson, and Mitchell, 2011). Her research interests include phenomenology, aesthetics, locative media and
cinematic landscapes.

Strawson, Tiffany (University of Plymouth, United Kingdom)
Paper: Balinese Ceremonial Performance: The Embodiment of a Topeng Mask using the Nawa Sanga
Abstract: This paper will examine the tensions embedded in the relationship between nawa sanga, the Balinese cosmic map, and the territory of performance
making as found in my own experience as a Western topeng performer.
Nawa sanga, as most experienced Balinese performers will agree, is reflected in the attention to balance shown in the choreography and stage-craft of topeng,
the masked dance drama of Bali. This map depicts all the compass point directions and their associated deities, qualities, sounds, mantras and spiritual objects
within the Balinese religion Agama Hindu Bali.
I would like to unpack these issues using Lo and Gilbert’s, model of intercultural practise which they call ‘the spinning disc’, which I believe is a useful way of
understanding and engaging with topeng in relation to balance and extremity, which in Bali is referred to as rwa bhenida. This model enables a systematic
ordering for the multiplicities contained within it, allowing for and composed of many complex shifting relations.

This paper will analyse the embodiment of a topeng mask using the nawa sanga and the process of engaging with the choreography philosophically within
traditional Balinese Ceremonial performance.
Towards that end, I will explore two projects which I am currently developing: a feminist re-staging of John Emigh’s seminal topeng performance Little Red Riding
Shawl and one of the masks that I dance in Balinese temple ceremonies called Topeng Tua Perempuan ‘old woman mask’ (a new creation by Pak Djimat). By doing
so I expect to find new approaches to the construction of the ‘Grandma’ character which incorporate not only the physical and vocal style of topeng story-telling,
but also the ideas that echo traces from the nawa sanga.
Biography: Tiffany Strawson is a PhD candidate from Plymouth University, England, studying the embodiment of the Balinese topeng mask and its application
in a post-traditional context. She first came to Bali in 1999 and has lived between Ubud, Bali and Dartmoor, England ever since funding this passion for masks by
directing various productions and large scale site-specific community theatre ventures. With the sole intention of learning the craft of the mask Tiffany spent
over a year carving masks with Ida Bagus Anom in Mas, making a vast collection of traditional and contemporary designs. In order to give more ‘life’ to the mask,
Tiffany then began a seven year process (on-going) of learning the dances, stories and mantras associated with topeng with Ida Bagus Alit, in Lod Tunduh. She
now has extended her range of teachers to include Pak Djimat, from Batuan.

Taylor, Madeline (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)
Paper: There be Dragons: Navigating New Territory in Brisbane’s Costume Practices
Abstract: Over the past thirty years the primary method of generating theatrical costumes in Brisbane has changed significantly. Traditionally, costumes were
hand sewn from original designs, with a few bought items to supplement these ‘makes’. Now designers and costumers primarily shop, styling costumes from new
and second-hand clothes, or using existing wardrobe stock. While the shift is universally acknowledged by designers and producers throughout the industry, little
attention has been paid to the reasons behind the change.
Relying on nine months of qualitative and quantitative research, this paper asserts the development of this production practice locally is linked to changes in
Australia’s socio-economic and cultural landscape, and particular artistic and aesthetic trends that are themselves part-products of this landscape. In discussing
several of these factors, including changes in Australia’s retail and manufacturing industries and the increasing influence of postdramatic and postmodern
aesthetics, the paper illustrates the dramatic impact they have had on wardrobe staffing levels and skills in the local industry, and why this is of concern. Of
particular concern is the skill loss engendered by the shift. The skills required to draft, cut, sew and fully realise both period and contemporary costumes quickly,
cleverly and beautifully are developed through years of experience and training, and this paper argues that current costuming practice is threatening it’s long
term development, an implication that has ramifications for the whole theatre industry.
Biography: A freelance wardrobe coordinator, designer and realiser, Madeline began her career in the industry at just 17. In the nine years since she has worked
in theatre, ballet, modern dance, opera, circus, contemporary performance and film around Australia and in the UK. While living in the UK she completed an
internship at the Victoria & Albert Museum in the Research Department under Donatella Barbieri, as well as assisting at Central St Martins College in the Theatre
Design course. Alongside her practice she has begun to develop her academic career, with her recent honours dissertation focused on contemporary costume

practice in Australia. She is currently Australian Editor for the World Scenography Project, and teaching costume and fashion theory at QUT.

Torney, Robyn (Edith Cowan University, Australia)
Paper (1): Title: Clinchfield: Finding a style of Performance- Making between Devised Theatre and Text-based Theatre.
Abstract: In March 2012 Robyn Torney and Andrew Lewis Smith conducted research into the theatre-making process associated with a new play, originally
created by devising, then published as a playtext is reworked and restaged in the presence of the playwright, dramaturge, director and large cast of actors who
have been directed to contribute within an ensemble/total theatre context.
The performance-making process investigated the theme of truth and lies in the play Clinchfield by Caleb Lewis. This play explores issues of guilt associated with
an imaginary telling of a real event when an elephant was hung by a community after a recent lynching of a black man in Tennessee. The macro Australian
context of racism and the contemporary politics surrounding fear of ‘other’/‘boatpeople’ were explored in the creative development and rehearsal process where
we investigated the performance of identity in the landscape of human memory.
This paper will focus primarily on the form and style of the production as the ensemble moved from a ‘prologue’ of devised creative process to a staging of the
text at the Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts by the 2012 3rd-year acting company.
Paper (2): FirstHand 2.0
Abstract: Robyn Torney will revisit a paper presented at ADSA 2011 regarding the formation of a graduate-performance-company, FirstHand, at Spare Parts
Puppet Theatre. As recipient of a three year Ian Potter Foundation Grant on the development of the model of a micro-company of emergent performers
embedding in an established production company, I will concentrate this year on the key finding of the notion of an ‘ensemble’ of players. I will explore the
theoretical best-practice model contrasting with the real-world strengths and weaknesses for independent freelance performers working within the structures of
an established puppet theatre. My analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the original theorised model (2011) and the adjusted-theorised model(2012) will
situate my investigation in the personal and socioeconomic landscapes affecting production practices in WA in 2012.
Biography: XXX

Trubridge, Sam (Massey University, New Zealand)
Paper: TERRA NULLIUS: The Nomad and the Empty Space
Abstract: Inside the markings of the compass is an ‘empty space’. It is the kind of void or no-place that would have excited EG Craig and Peter Brook, for it is a
space without co-ordinates, and yet at the same time it is at the centre. The performing arts continue to gravitate to such ‘empty’ spaces in our cities, sometimes
in collaboration with property developers such as Elizabeth Streb’s S.L.A.M. in Brooklyn. This paper argues that the ‘terra nullius’ of found/empty space (and

theatres in general) are not the territory for monument-builders, as Craig and Brook have become. Instead, new paradigms in culture, economy, and
performance practise require a transient, nomadic approach to space, suggesting that theatre is – in essence – a nomadic art form.
The paper compares scenography with nautical navigation: where space is explored through a series of ‘dead reckonings’ and comparisons between documented
co-ordinates (alamanacs and scripts) and naturally existing phenomena (the site). It establishes that a monumentality or stasis occurs when space becomes
‘familiar’: where the map is no longer needed to navigate this territory and artists look to the same cardinal points within the architecture for staging solutions.
The discussion uses Bruce Chatwin’s exploration of nomadicism in Songlines (1987), Heidegger’s notion of ‘absencing’ (Abwesen), and non-western philosophies
(Buddhist sunyata, Japanese Wa, Polynesian Va) to propose alternative traditions of spatial practise that can inform new strategies of making a ‘home’ for
theatre. It argues that the spirit of theatre is not sustained by fixed compass points within the building or the city, but instead flourishes in times of change or
economic struggle, when industries collapse: leaving spaces without purpose.
The relevance of this discussion to an Australian landscape is also considered, where the misnomer of an ‘empty land’ (terra nullius) has shaped the country’s own
relationship with its nomadic people. The paper arrives at a point where conventional ‘landed’ (or as Chatwin would say – pastoral) practises for theatre-making
and building can be identified as unrealistic or antiquated within new cultural and economic landscapes.
Biography: Sam Trubridge is a performance designer, and artistic director for The Playground NZ. He directed and designed the company’s first work The
Restaurant of Many Orders (UK, NZ, Italy) and with sleep scientist Philippa Gander created Sleep/Wake for The Auckland Festival 2009. In 2010 he extended this
collaboration with The Waking Incubator: a trans-disciplinary symposium with arts practitioners and sleep scientists. He is associate editor (Oceania) for World
Scenography, a survey of performance design from 1975-2015. Until recently he lectured in Performance Design and Spatial Design at Massey University (NZ) and
programmed Massey’s Print Factory Performance Laboratory. He directs the annual Performance Arcade on Wellington Waterfront.

Tuffin, Zoe (West Australian Academy of Performing Arts, Australia)
Paper: East Meets West: Locating an Australian Shakespeare
Abstract: The term ‘Australian Shakespeare’ is loaded. It brings up ideas of colonisation, ownership, land rights and raises the awkward question of ‘what is
Australian?’. Images of barbeques, tinnies, thongs, beer guts and sport are juxtaposed with frilled collars, rapiers, wigs and men dressed in gowns. This confusion
makes one thing abundantly clear, Australians do not have a strong ownership over Shakespeare. For most of us his works remain inextricably tied to Britain. It
seems that despite our geographical location and the fact that over two hundred years has passed since the first performance, in Australia Shakespeare is still
perceived as an untouchable British icon. Consequently, we do not consider performances of his plays to be worthy of expressing Australian culture. Instead our
productions must, in a sense, pay homage to his British roots. Director John Bell believes Australians have a “deadly perception that [Shakespeare] is a British
appendage to Australian culture, that the English do it ‘the right way’. That there is some kind of tradition in performing Shakespeare that, like the apostolic
succession, is sacrosanct.” Therefore our productions of Shakespeare remain inhibited by the need to present his works ‘the right way’.
In contrast to Australia’s restricted approach to Shakespeare, most East Asian directors are unrestrained in their performances of his plays. On the whole, East
Asian directors are irreverent towards Shakespeare’s works and freely adapt and change the text to suit their own purposes. A great example of this free
approach is Contemporary Legend Theatre’s production of King Lear. Wu Hsing-Kuo is artistic director of the Taiwanese company and his King Lear is a solo
performance in which he presents each of the characters in the style of Beijing opera. Having visited the company in Taipei last year where I interviewed Wu and

saw several of his productions including King Lear, I can truly appreciate the ownership Wu achieved over Shakespeare’s play. This begs the question: what can
Australians learn from Asian directors to help gain a sense of ownership over our own productions of Shakespeare?
Biography: Zoe Tuffin is currently completing her Master of Performing Arts in Directing at Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts. She has worked
and trained in theatre as a director and performer, with a particular interest in contemporary performance and forms of East Asian theatre. She has worked with
theatre companies in Adelaide, Canberra, and Brisbane as well as recently visiting the Taiwanese theatre company Contemporary Legend Theatre in Taipei. She
has also taught performance studies at Edith Cowan University and at the Australian National University where she completed her Honours and received the
Blackburn Medal for outstanding achievement in drama.

Varney, Denise (University of Melboune, Australia)
Paper: “a pack of dogs somewhere in the distance”: Patrick White’s suburbia in Season at Sarsaparilla
Abstract: In the last five years two strikingly innovative and engaging revivals of Patrick White’s early plays refocus critical interest on Australia’s only Literary
Nobel Laureate. In 2012, South Australian Theatre Company’s contemporary gothic-inspired production of The Ham Funeral is part of the Adelaide Festival of
Arts, although it is staged away from the festival centre at the Odeon Theatre, a fringe venue in the inner suburb of Norwood. Despite its off-centre venue, the
inclusion of The Ham Funeral in the main festival program redresses the shame of its notorious rejection by the 1962 Festival Board. The other revival is Sydney
Theatre Company’s multi-media production of Season at Sarsaparilla performed in Sydney and Melbourne in 2007 and 2008. The production re-orients White’s
early 1960’s play, his first to be set in suburban Australia, for the sensibilities of the twenty-first century. Directed by Benedict Andrews, this stylish, well-funded
production is mainstream product for modern city audiences.
This paper investigates the comparative compass points of the original production of Season at Sarsaparilla at the Theatre Guild at The University of Adelaide
and its recent revival. John Tasker’s 1962 production occupied a contentious cultural and political landscape shaped by the Adelaide Festival’s rejection of White’s
plays for the 1962 and 1964 festivals. It oriented audiences to a contemporary Australian location and language, while the ‘pack of dogs’ redrew the borderlines of
Australian theatre content. Benedict Andrews’ 2007 production renews the play’s conception by means of innovative direction and scenography that extend the
boundaries of live performance for the 21st century while paying homage to the original Adelaide production. The dogs are no less insistent in Sydney and
Melbourne in 2007-8 than they were in Adelaide in 1962. The paper considers the two productions across specific times and places to make some observations
about White’s theatre as a shifting compass point for social and cultural politics, critical commentary and reception.
Biography: XXX

Volz, Kirsty (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)
Paper: Don’s Party and the AV Jennings ‘Type 15’ Home

Abstract: Australian housing experienced a watershed when 1960s mass-produced houses slowly started subscribing to a new aesthetic of continuous living
spaces, known as the ‘open plan’ home. This created a new landscape for Australian playwrights to observe and explore in their work when representing
domesticity on the stage. Instead of representing a single room of the house on the stage, plays such as ‘Don’s Party’, started to work with a number of openly
connected spaces bound by doorways to private sections of the house or to specific outdoor areas. In representing this dialectic between interior and the exterior,
private and public spaces in the home, the continuous spaces of the AV Jennings house in ‘Don’s Party’ acted to blur these conditions creating an outer interior.
These connected spaces became the place for an outward performance on the family’s interiority, while simultaneously presenting a boundary to an inner
interior in the offstage spaces of the home. This paper focuses on the play 'Don's Party' by David Williamson and how the spatial arrangements of the AV
Jennings home, in which it was set, influenced the playwright. The research includes a textual analysis of the play, biographical research and interviews with the
playwright alongside an analysis of the spatial arrangements of AV Jennings houses.
Biography: Kirsty Volz is a Research Masters of Arts student and a graduate from the Masters of Architecture program at the Queensland University Of
Technology. Kirsty Currently works as a research assistant at the University Of Queensland, while also tutoring design, theory and technology subjects at QUT in
both architecture and interior design.

Warrington, Liza (University of Otago, New Zealand)
Paper: Unfolding the Cloth: Patterns of Landscape and Identity in The Conch’s Masi
Abstract: New Zealand/UK/Fijian theatre company The Conch is distinguished by its staged evocations of physical Pacific environments within an intercultural
framework. In Vula (2002) the company created a visceral environment using natural materials (water, fibres, fabrics, fans) as a conduit for telling stories based in
the cycles of women’s work in a Fijian lagoon. In their new work Masi (Te Papa, Wellington, March 2012 for the Wellington International Festival of the Arts), the
transcendent unifying image is of the creation and patterning of masi, the traditional Fijian tapa cloth which has powerful spiritual significance. Both the raw
materials and an expert masi craftswoman were brought to the New Zealand stage from the Fijian island of Vatulele, along with six Fijian male dancers, to create
both a literal and metaphorical transference of the island environment. Artistic director/performer Nina Nawalowalo’s own cultural identity is the subject of the
work, expressed through a very clear relationship to this environment and to the meeting of her Fijian father and English mother on New Zealand soil. Therefore
place and performance become physical manifestations of her cultural memory-space. From the beating of bark fibres to the unfolding of finished cloth, Masi
actively characterises land and landscape within an innovative intercultural dramaturgy.
Biography: XXX

Wilcox, Peirce (National Academy of Dramatic Arts, Australia)
Paper: Lessons in Morality: Ambiguity, Clarity and the Moral in Director Training and Professional Practice

Abstract: Students in the postgraduate directing course at the National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA) are taught a rehearsal methodology drawn from
Stanislavski’s late work on Active Analysis, A range of ideologies influence this method, but the central concept is simple: audiences can only process a limited
amount of information, and the role of the director is to decide what is most important and highlight it. The culmination of this is the Moral, a straightforward,
clearly articulated moral lesson which the director identifies and attempts to convey to the audience.
As a current student in the NIDA Directing course, I was struck by the initial reticence some of our cohort felt at the idea that their creative work should be
reduced to communicating a single normative statement. Instead of asking provocative questions, we were now in the business of giving answers. But for us,
questions remained. How many key moments can audiences remember, and what are they most likely to remember – images, words, virtuosic acting, morals?
Does pushing a moral close down discussion or open up a space for inquiry? Where does the frequent reluctance of creatives to name a moral for their work stem
from?
My paper will consider the way discourses of ambiguity and clarity are framed within the specific locale of NIDA’s vocational education framework, and contrast
this with broader professional discourses in Australia as represented by theatre-makers’ public statements of artistic intent. I will explore the practical impact of
the Moral in performance through a case study of the rehearsal and performance of a play, produced with performers from Actors Centre Australia, on which I
served as director. .
Biography: Pierce Wilcox is currently undertaking a Graduate Diploma of Dramatic Art (Directing) at the National Institute of Dramatic Art. He completed his
English Honours thesis at The University of Sydney in 2010, exploring discourses and practices of directing Shakespeare in contemporary Australia. Recent works
as a director include Eurydice (Sydney University Dramatic Society/Verge Arts Festival, 2009), Hippolytos Raised (Sydney University Dramatic Society/Festival of
Australian Student Theatre, 2010) and The 39 Steps (Stiff Upper Lip Productions/The Sydney Fringe Festival, 2011.) At NIDA, he has directed No Such Cold
Thing in association with The Actor's Centre Australia.

Willis, Emma (Massey University, New Zealand)
Paper: Transforming the Urban Imaginary: Three Recent Letting Space Projects
Abstract: Since 2010, curators Sophie Jerram and Mark Amery have curated a series of playful and provocative interventions in the Wellington urban landscape.
Working under the title, Letting Space (www.lettingspace.o rg.nz), Jerram and Amery facilitate artists’ access to unused commercial urban spaces. Letting Space
states that its mediation of artistic and commercial interests, ‘seeks to transform the relationship between artists, the public and their environments to enable
social change […] we create major temporary public artwork and events designed to provide dynamic new spaces for engagement, increasing the public
commons.’ The public are commonly called to be active participants within these works, with the overall intention of the project being to provide ‘impetus for
change in our cities and communities.’ I will discuss three Letting Space projects: Free Store, Beneficiaries Office, and Productive Bodies. With Free Store, artist Kim
Patton staged an intervention into the normative economy by setting up a pop-up grocery story stocked with free items. For Beneficiaries Office, Tao Wells set up
a public relations company, The Wells Group, which argued that that ‘the average unemployed person causes less harm to others and the planet than many
employed people.’ Working with the concept of social sculpture, Mark Harvey’s Productive Bodies engaged a group of unemployed volunteers in performance
actions, asking, ‘How can people, outside of their work environment and expectations of a labour contribution, strengthen their sense of community and

engagement with their city?’ In addressing the three projects, I apply a theatrical-ethical framework, asking how each of them stages scenarios concerned with
collective and individual responsibility, and focus most particularly on their involvement of participants and audiences within such staging.
Biography: Dr. Emma Willis teaches theatre at Massey University, Wellington, New Zealand. Her research interests include: the intersections of theatre, ethics
and tourism; spectatorship; memorial practices; and theatrical representations of the medical and experimental writing for the stage. She is also active theatre
practitioner, working as a director, devisor and dramaturge with a particular interest in collaborative practices, site-specific work, and the interface of dance and
theatre.

Woodward-Hanna, Rebekah (La Trobe University, Australia)
Paper: Welcome to our ‘Haos’; Inviting Port Vila to the Theatre
Abstract: In 2004, James Thompson and Richard Schechner wrote a publication in The Drama Review on what Social Theatre was and why it was used. They
highlighted that what made Social Theatre different was that it focused more on the message and was performed outside of the theatre building in the audience
or spect-actors’ own worlds. (‘[It] takes place in diverse locations—from prisons, refugee camps, and hospitals to schools, orphanages, and homes for the elderly’
(*‘Why Social Theatre?’ Thompson, James and Schechner, Richard, The Drama Review 48, 3 (T183), Fall 2004, p12. )). The place and landscape of performance had changed.
As a branch under the Social Theatre umbrella, Theatre-for-Development often takes place outside of the theatre. Practitioners and theatre troupes travel to the
audience to meet them in their (third) world. For instance, Wan Smol Bag, a Theatre-for Development Company based in Vanuatu, travels around the
archipelago, performing workshops and small plays in villages and schools on current issues that are prevailing the country.
However, once every two years, the system is reversed. Instead of travelling out into their world, their world comes to them. The senior acting company invites
their communities and city, Port Vila, to a full-length play in their theatre called the ‘Wan Smol Bag Haos.’ Lighting, script, costumes, live and recorded sound,
and heart-felt acting all contribute towards creating a story that wrestles with the complexities of their lives. It is a chance for a well-rounded social, political and
cultural landscape to be produced rather than targeting just one issue.
By looking at Wan Smol Bag’s latest play, Zero Balans, this paper will show the positives of using a full-length theatre play within the TfD framework, and how it
has produced a style of theatre and audience that uniquely portrays Vanuatu.
Biography: Rebekah is a Master of Philosophy student with the Performance Studies Department at the University of Sydney. Her thesis focuses on the
aesthetics within Applied Theatre and Theatre-for-Development work, arguing that by solely concentrating on the effect of the theatre piece and its impact,
practitioners and NGOs are losing the potency of the medium and sight of the very thing they came to do – make a work of art.
Other research topics include audience reception and participation, ethnographic research, theatre in post-conflict situations and Pacific Theatre. As part of her
thesis, Rebekah has spent time with Wan Smol Bag, a NGO and Theatre Company based in Port Vila, Vanuatu.

Zelezny, Jena (University of Melbourne, Australia)

Paper: Locating Performativity in Aesthetic Environments: A Response to Chiel Kattenbelt and Richard Schechner
Abstract: In recent years the term ‘performativity’ has been used variously by theatre and performance scholars in Denmark, the Netherlands, Germany, the
US and Australia to describe, as one example, what Chiel Kattenbelt refers to as ‘the act of staging in all its implications and consequences (under which falls selfreference and self-reflection).’ In adopting the term Kattenbelt emphasises that ‘performativity’ is a key term in his research.’ (Chiel Kattenbelt’s research page.
University of Utrecht website 2012)
This use of the term however runs counter to the theory of performativity posited by Judith Butler in works such as Gender Trouble (1990), Bodies that Matter
(1993), Excitable Speech (1997) and Contingency, Hegemony, Universality (2000). Accordingly, this paper explores the meaning and purpose of locating the term in
aesthetic environments.
As the basis for an understanding of Butler’s theory I briefly outline J. L. Austin’s work from the 1950s, Derrida’s critique of Austin, and finally, how Butler has both
drawn from and made use of Austin’s ‘performative’ in her theory of ‘performativity’. From this understanding I show how the theory of ‘performativity’ is
currently being treated by theorists in aesthetic contexts. In doing so I outline and describe the differences between, ‘performance’— that which is performable,
stageable or playable—the ‘performative’, and ‘performativity.’
The discussion is necessary for at least two reasons, the first of which is to track, unravel and thereby circumvent some confusions and conflations of meaning;
secondly I wish to draw attention to an obfuscation of the relevance of Butler’s theory of ‘performativity’ to the formation of identities which, in turn, is apposite
when writing about and for performance and performance texts.
Biography: Jena Zelezny completed a PhD in English and Theatre Studies at the University of Melbourne and has published only a small section of that work at
present. Jena’s studies were interrupted by teaching in the Republic of Korea, the Czech Republic and Ireland. From a professional background in visual and
graphic arts, Jena has balanced practice with theory giving particular attention to Bertolt Brecht and Judith Butler. In 2012 Jena began a new project which
explores methods for addressing the problem of narration and accountability using technologies that suggest a twining of psychic and bodily changes: changes
that move freely between drawing, animation, writing, installation, theatre and film.

